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AS.NEEDED AVIATION DESIGN ENGINEERING SERVICES
AGREEMENT FOR CONSULTANT SERVICES

THlSAGREEMENT,madeandenteredinto,n.#^voL94ezz/--,2o16
(

BY AND BETWEEN

COUNTY

OF LOS

ANGELES, State of

Califomia, hereinafter refened to as County,
AND

MEAD & HUNT, INC.
hereinafter refened to as Consultant,

The parties hereto do mutually agree as follows:

1.

Definition

County means either County; County, as agent for such joint powers authority or
nonprofit corporation as may be involved in the issuance of bonds, certificates of
participation, or other evidences of indebtedness to finance the work
contemplated herein; or said joint powers authority or nonprofit corporation.

2.

Consultant's Services

The scope of work shall be as outlined in Attachment A, dated March 1, 2016.
Consultant's proposal is incorporated herein as a part of this Contract. ln the
event that any conflict or inconsistency between this Gontract and Consultant's
proposal are found, such conflict or inconsistency shall be resolved by giving
precedence first to the Contract and the attachments to the Contract.

No work shall commence on this project until a written Notice to Proceed is
issued by County. County does not guarantee or promise that any nork will be
assigned to Consultant under this Contract until a written Notice to Proceed is
issued by the County. Consultant is also refened herein as Contractor.

3.

Consideration

ln consideration of the performance by Consultant in a manner satisfactory to
County of the services described in Paragraph 2 above, including receipt and
acceptiance of such work by Dircctor of the County of Los Angeles Department of
Public Works (hereinafter called Director), County agrees to pay Consultant a
maximum not-to-exceed fee of Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) in the
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manner set forth immediately below and according to the Schedule of Prices
attached to this Agreement as Attachment C. County does not guarantee any
work or services of any specific monetary amount under this Contract.

of tasks, subtasks,
deliverables, and other additional services specified in this Agreement, Scope of
Work, and any change orders, as applicable, and which have been approved in
writing by the County.
Consultant shall invoice County upon the completion

a.

b.

Payments for the work accomplished shall be made upon verification and
acceptiance of such work by Director, as stated in Aftachment A, dated
March 1, 2016, up to a maximum contract amount of $3,000,000.
Invoices shall be accompanied by an analysis of work completed for the
invoice period. This analysis shall be prepared in a format satisfactory to
Director.

Subject to the maximum not-to-exceed fee of $3,000,000, supplemental
seMces or additional work may be required at County's discretion, upon
prior written authorization by Director, and will be based on Consultant's
fee schedule attached to this Agreement as Attachment C.
Consultant shall not proceed with additional services not set forth in the
scope of work or perform services outside the Contract Term without an
amendment to this Agreement as set forth in Paragraph 49. Consultant
will not be paid for any expenditure beyond the Contract amount stipulated
without an amendment to this Agreement.

d.

No Payment for Services Provided Following Expiration/Termination of
Agreement:
Gonsultant shall have no claim against County for payment for any money
or reimbursement, of any kind whatsoever, for any service prcvided by
Consultant after the expiration or other termination of this Agreement.
Should Consultant receive any such payment it shall immediately notifo
County and shall immediately repay a!! such funds to County. Payment by
County for services rendered after expirationltermination
this
Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of County's right to recover such
payment from Consultant. This provision shall survive the expiration or
other termination of this Agreement.

of

e.

lf requested by the Contractor, the contract (hourly, daily, monthly, etc.)
amount may, at the sole discretion of the County, be increased annually
based on the most recently published percentage change in the U.S.
Pqe2ot
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Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics' Consumer Price lndex
(CPl) for the Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County Area for the 12-month
period preceding the contract anniversary date, which shall be the
effective date for any Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA). However, any
increase shall not exceed the general salary movement granted to County
employees as determined by the Chief Executive fficer as of each July 1
for the prior 12-month period. Furthermore, should fiscal circumstances
ultimately prevent the Board from approving any increase in County
employee salaries, no COLA will be granted. Upon apprcval of a COLA, a
notification will be sent to the Contractor.

f.
g.

Consultant will notify County when Contract amount has been incuned up
lo75o/o of the Contract total.

County reserves the right

to

supplement the maximum not-to-exceed

Contract amount by up to twenty-five percent (25o/o).
Eouioment and Supolies

Consultant agrees to fumish all necessary equipment and supplies used in the
performance of the aforementioned services at Consultant's sole cost and
expense.
5.

Countv's Resoonsibilitv

County will make available drawings, specifications, and other records as
available in County Department of Public Works' file. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, County does not represent the accuracy of the content of said
materials.
6.

Countv's Reoresentative

or Directo/s authorized

representative shall represent County in all
matters pertaining to the services to be rerdercd pursuant to this Agreement.

Director

7.

Term

The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of three years commencing on
the date of full execution of the Contract. At the sole discretion of the County,
this Agreement may be extended for two additional one-year terms, not to
exceed a tota! contract period of five years. No work will prcceed until a Notice
to Proceed is issued by the County.
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b.

The Consultant shall notiff Public Works when this Contract is within six
(6) months from the expiration of the term as provided for hereinabove.
Upon occurence of this event, the Consultant shall send written
notification to Public Works at the address herein provided in Notices
Paragraph.

c.

If the County authorizes the Consultant in writing to perform services on a

given proiect prior to the stated expiration date, but thereafter such
services are not completed by the stated expiration date, then the
expiration of the Agreement shall be automatically extended solely to
allow for the completion of such services. County may authorize
unforeseen additional services and extend the contract expiration date as
necessary to complete those services when the unforeseen additional
services are directly related to the initial scope of work and are necessary
for the completion of a given project.
8.

Assionment and Deleoation

a.

Consultant shall not assign its rights or delegate its duties under the
Agreement, or both, whether in whole or in part, without the prior written
consent of County, in its discretion, and any aftempted assignment or
delegation without such consent shall be null and void. For purposes of
this paragraph, County consent shal! require a written amendment to the
Agreement, which is formally approved and executed by the parties. Any
payments by County to any approved delegate or assignee on any claim
under the Agreement shall be deductible, at County's sole discretion,
against the claims which Consultant may have against County.

b.

Shareholders, partners, members, or other equity holders of Consultant
may transfer, sell, exchange, assign, or divest themselves of any interest
they may have therein. However, in the event any such sale, transfer,
exchange, assignment, or divestment is effected in such a way as to give
majority control of Consultant to any person(s), corporation, partnership,
or legal entity other than the malority controlling interest therein at the time
of execution of the Agreement, such disposition is an assignment requiring
the prior written consent of County in accordance with applicable
provisions of this Agreement.

c.

Any assumption, assignment, delegation, or takeover of any of the
Consultant's duties, responsibilities, obligations, or performance of same
by any entity other than the Consultant, whether through assignment,
subcontract, delegation, merger, buyout, or any other mechanism, with or
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without consideration for any reason whatsoever without County's express
prior written approval, shall be a material breach of the Agreement which
may result in the termination of the Agreement. ln the event of such
termination, County shall be entitled to pursue the same remedies against
Consultant as it could pursue in the event of default by Consultant.
9.

Authorization Wanantv

The Consultant represents and wanants that the person executing this Contract
for the Consultant is an authorized agent who has actual authority to bind the
Consultant to each and every term, condition, and obligation of this Contr:act and
that all requirements of the Consultant have been fulfilled to provide such actual
authority.
10.

Budoet Reductions

ln the event that the County's Board of Supervisors adopts, in any fisca! year, a
County Budget which provides for reductions in the salaries and benefits paid to
the majority of County employees and imposes similar reductions with respect to
County contracts, the County reserves the right to reduce its payment obligation
under this Contract conespondingly for that fiscal year and any subsequent fiscal
year during the term of this Contract (including any extensions), and the services
to be provided by the Consultrant under this Contract shall also be reduced
conespondingly. The County's notice to the Gonsultant regarding said reduction
in payment obligation shall be provided within thirty (30) calendar days of the
Board's approval of such actions. Except as set forth in the preceding sentence,
the Consultant shall continue to provide all of the services set forth in this
Contract.

11.

Comoliance with Aoolicable Law

a.

b.

ln the performance of this Contract, Consultant shall comply with

all
applicable Federal, State and loca! laws, rules, regulations, ordinances,
directives, guidelines, policies and procedures, and all provisions required
thereby to be included in this Contract are hereby incorporated herein by
reference.

Consultant shal! indemnify, defend, and hold harmless County, its officers,
employees, and agents, from and against any and all claims, demands,
damages, liabilities, losses, @sts, and expenses, including, without
limitation, defense costs and legal, accounting and other expert,
consulting or professional fees, arising from connected with, or related to
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any failure by Consultant, its officers, employees, agents, or

subconsultants, to oomply with any such laws, rules, regulations,
ordinances, directives, guidelines, policies, or procedures, as determined
by County in its sole judgment. Any legal defense pursuant to
Consultant's indemnification obligations under this Paragraph shall be
conducted by Consultant and performed by counsel seleded by
Consultant and approved by County. Notwithstanding the preceding
sentence, County shall have the right to participate in any such defense at
its sole cost and expense, except that in the event Consultant fails to
prcvide County with a full and adequate defense, as determined by
County in its sole judgment, County shall be entitled to retain its own

counsel, including, without limitation, County Counsel,

and
reimbursement from Consultant for all such costs and expenses incuned
by County in doing so. Consultant shall rpt have the right to enter into
any settlement, agree to any injunction or other equitable reliel or make
any admission, in each case, on behalf of County without County's prior
written approval.

12.

Comoliance with Civil Riohts Laws

The Consultant hereby assures that it will comply with Subchapter Vl of the Civil
Rights Act of 19il, 42 USC Sections 2000 (e) (1) through 2000 (e) (17), to the
end that no person shall, on the grounds of race, creed, color, sex, religion,
ancestry, age, condition of physical handicap, marital status, political affiliation, or
national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
othenryise subjected to discrimination under this Contract or under any project,
program, or activity supported by this Contract. The Consultant shall comply with
Consultant's EEO Certification.

13.

Gompliance with Jurv Service Prooram

This Contract is subject to provisions of the County's ordinance

entitled
Contractor Employee Jury Service (Jury Service Program) as codified in Sections
2.203.010 through 2.203.O9O of the Los Angeles County Code, incorporated by
reference and made a part of this Agreement.

a.

Unless Consultant, also refened herein as Contractor, has demonstrated
to the County's satisfaction either that Contractor is not a Contractor as
defined under the Jury Service Program (Section 2.2O3.O2O of the County
Code) or that Contractor qualifies for an exception to the Jury Service
Program (Section 2.203.070 of the County Code), Consultant shall have
and adhere to a written policy that provides that its employees shall
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receive from the Contractor, on an annual basis, no less than five days of
regular pay for actualjury service. The policy may provide that employees
deposit any fees received for such jury service with the Contractor or that
the contractor deduct from the employee's regular pay the fees received
for jury service.
b.

For purposes of this Section, Contractor means a person, partnership,
corporation or other entity which has a Contract with the County or a
subcontract with a County Contractor and has received or wil! receive an
aggregate sum of $50,000 or more in any 12-month period under one or
more County contracts or subcontracts. Employee means any Califomia
resident who is a full time employee of Contractor. Full time means 40
hours or more worked per week, or a lesser number of hours if: 1) the
lesser number is a recognized industry standard as determined by the
County, or 2) Contractor has a long-standing practice that defines the
lesser number of hours as full-time. Full-time employees providing shortterm, temporary services of 90 days or less within a 12-month period are
not considered full-time for purposes of the Jury Service Program. lf
Contractor uses any subcontractor to perform services for the County
under the Contract, the subcontractor shall also be subject to the
provisions of this Paragraph. The provisions of this Section shal! be
inserted into any such subcontract Agreement and a copy of the Jury
Service Program shal! be attached to the Agreement.

lf Consultant is not rcquired to comply with the Jury Service Program
when the Contract @mmences, Contractor shall have a continuing
obligation to review the applicability of its exception status from the Jury
Service Program, and Contractor shall immediately notify County if
Contractor at any time either @mes within the Jury Service Program's
definition of Contractor or if Contractor no longer qualifies for an exception
to the Program. In either event, Contractor shall immediately implement a
written policy consistent with the Jury Service Program. The County may
also require, at any time during the Agreement and at its sole discretion,
that Contractor demonstrate to the County's satisfaction that Contractor
either continues to remain outside the Jury Service Program's definition of
Contractor and/or that Contractor continues to qualify for an exception to
the Program.
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d.

14.

Contracto/s violation of this Paragraph of the Agreement may constitute a
material breach of the Agreement. ln the event of such material breach,
County may, in its sole discretion, termlnate the Contractor and/or bar
Contractor from the award of future County contracts for a period of time
consistent with the seriousness of the breach.

Confidentialitv

Consultant shall maintain the confidentiality of al! records and information,
proprietary information, software @des, trade secrets, confidential information,
etc., whether of County or third parties, in accordance with all applicable Federal,
State, and loca! laws, rules, regulations, ordinances, directives, guidelines,
policies and procedures relating to confidentiality, including, without limitation,
County policies conceming information technology security and the protection of
confidential reoords and information.
Consultant shall indemniff, defend, and hold harmless County, its officers,
employees, and agents, from and against any and all claims, demands,
damages, liabilities, losses, costs and expenses, including without limitation,
defense costs and legal accounting and other expert, consulting, or professional
fees, arising from, connected with, or related to any failure by Consultant, its
officers, employees, agents, or subconsultants, to comply with this Paragraph, as
determined by County in its sole judgment. Any lega! defense pursuant to
Consultant's indemnification obligations under this Paragraph shall be conducted
by Consultant and performed by counsel selected by Consultant and apprcved
by County. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, County shall have the right
to participate in any such defense at its sole cost and expense, except that in the
event Consultant fails to provide County with a ful! and adequate defense, as
determined by County in its sole judgment, County shall be entitled to retain its
own @unsel, including, without limitation, County Counsel, and reimbursement
from Consultant for all such costs and expenses incuned by County in doing so.
Consultant shall not have the right to enter into any settlement, agree to any
injunction, or make any admission, in each case, on behalf of County without
Countt's prior written approval.

15.

Conflict of lnterest

No County employee in a position to influence the awad of this Agreement or
any competing Agreement, and no spouse or e@nomic dependent of such
employee, shall be employed in any capacity by Consultant herein, or have any
other direct or indirect financial interest in this Agreement. No officer or
employee of the Consultant who may financially benefit from the performance of
Page
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work hereunder shall in any way participate in the County's approval, or ongoing
evaluation, of such work, or in any way attempt to unlawfully influence the
Count/s apprcval or ongoing evaluation of such work.

The Consultant shal! comply with all conflict of interest laws, ordinances, and
regulations now in effect or hereafter to be enacted during the term of this
Agreement. The Consultant wanants that it is not now aware of any facts that
create a conflict of interest. !f the Consuhant hereafter becomes aware of any
facts that might reasonably be expected to create a conflict of interest, it shal!
immediately make full written disclosure of such facts to the County. Full written
disclosure shall include, but is not limited to, identification of al! persons
implicated and a complete description of all relevant circumstances. Failure to
comply with the provisions of this Paragraph shall be a material breach of this
Agreement.

16.

Consideration

of Hirino Countv Emplovees

Taroeted

for

Lavoff/or Re-

Emplovment List

Should the Consultant require additiona! or replacement personnel after the
effective date of this Contract to perform the services set forth herein, the
Consultant shall give first consideration for such employment openings to
qualified, permanent County employees who are targeted for layoff or qualified,
former Gounty employees who are on a re-employment list during the life of this
Contract.

17.

Consideration of Hirino GAIN/GROW Prooram Particioants

Should the Consultant require additional or replacement personnel after the
effective date of this Contract, the Consultant shall give consideration for any
such employment openings to participants in the County's Department of Public
Social Services Greater Avenues for lndependence (GAIN) Program or General
Relief Opportunity for Work (GROW) Program who meet the Consultant's
minimum qualifications for the open position. For this purpose, consideration
shall mean that the Consultant will interview qualified candidates. The County
will refer GAIN/GROW participants by job category to the Consultant. Consultant

shall report all job openings with job

requirements

to:

GAlNGROW@dpss.lacountv.oov to obtain a list of qualified GAIN/GROW job
candidates. ln the event that both laid-off County employees and GAIN/GROW
participants are available for hiring, County employees shall be given first priority.
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18.

ContractorEmplovee Criminal Backoround lnvestioation
Each of the Contracto/s and subcontracto/s staff performing services under the
Gontract who is in a designated sensitive position, as determined by the County
in County's sole discretion, may undergo and pass a background investigation to
the satisfaction of County as a condition of beginning and continuing to perform
services under this Contract. Such background investigation must be obtained
through fingerprints submifted to the Califomia Department of Justice to include
State and local level review, which may include, but shall not be limited to,
criminal conviction information. The fees associated with the background
investigation shall be at the expense of the Contractor, regarding less if the
member of Contracto/s staff passes orfails the background investigation.

19.

Consultant Responsibilitv and Debarment

a. A responsible Consultant is a Contractor who has demonstrated the
attribute of trustworthiness, as well as quality, fitness, capacity, and
experience to satisfactorily perform the Contract. lt is the County's policy
to conduct business only with responsible Contractors. Contractor is a
Contractor who has demonstrated the attribute of trustworthiness, as well
as quality, fitness, capacity, and experience to satisfactorily perform the
Contract. lt is the County's policy to conduct business only with
responsible Contractors.

b.

The Contractor is hereby notified that, in accordance with Chapler 2.202
of the County Code, if the County acquires information conceming the
performance of the Contractor on this or other Contracts which indicates
that the Contractor is not responsible, the County may, in addition to other
remedies provided in the Contract, debar the Contractor from bidding or
proposing on, or being awarded, and/or performing work on County
Contracts for a specified period of time, which generally wil! not exceed
five years but may exceed five years or be permanent if warranted by the
circumstiances, and terminate any or all existing Contracts the Contractor
may have with the County.

c.

The County may debar a Contractor if the Board of Supervisors finds, in
its discretion, that the Contractor has done any of the following: (1)
violated a term of a Contract with the County or a nonprofit corporation
created by the County (2) committed an act or omission which negatively
reflects on the Contracto/s quality, fitness or capacity to perform a
Contract with the County, any other public entity, or a nonprofit corporation
created by the County, or engaged in a pattem or practice which
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negatively reflects on same; (3) committed an act or offense which
indicates a lack of business integrity or business honesty, or (4) made or
submitted a false claim against the County or any other public entity.
d.

lf there is evidence that the Contractor may be subject to debarment, the
Department will notify the Contractor in writing of the evidence which is the
basis for the proposed debarment and will advise the Contractor of the
scheduled date for a debarment hearing before the Contractor Hearing
Board.

The Contrac{or Hearing Board will conduct a hearing where evidence on
the prcposed debarment is presented. The Contractor and/or the
Contracto/s representative shall be given an opportunity to submit
evidence at that hearing. After the hearing, the Contractor Hearing Board
shall prepare a tentative proposed decision, which shall contain a
re@mmendation regading whether the Contractor should be debaned,
and, if so, the apprcpriate length of time of the debarment. The Contractor
and the Department shall be provided an opportunity to object to the
tentative proposed decision prior to its presentation to the Board of
SupeMsors.
After consideration of any objections, or if no objections are submitted a
record of the hearing, the proposed decision and any other
recommendation of the Gontrac'tor Hearing Board shall be presented to
the Board of Supervisors. The Board of Supervisors shall have the right to
modiff, deny or adopt the proposed decision and recommendation of the
Hearing Board.
g.

lf the Contractor has been debaned for a period longer than five years,
that Contractor may, after the debarment has been in effect for at least
five years, submit a written request for review of the debarment
determination to reduce the period of debarment or terminate the
debarment. The County may, in its discretion, reduce the period of
debarment or terminate the debarment if it finds that the Contractor has
adequately demonstrated one or more of the following: (1) elimination of
the grounds for which the debarment was imposed; (2) a bona fide change
in ownership or management; (3) material eMdence discovered after
debarment was imposed; or (4) any other reason that is in the best
interests of the County.
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h.

The Contractor Hearing Board will consider a request for review of a
debarment determination only where (1) the Contractor has been
debaned for a period longer than five years; (2) the debarment has been
in effect for at least five years; and (3) the request is in writing, states one
or more of the grounds for reduction of the debarment period or
termination of the debarment, and includes supporting documentation.
Upon receiving an appropriate request, the Contractor Hearing Board will
provide notice of the hearing on the request. At the hearing, the
Contractor Hearing Board shall conduct a hearing where evidence on the
proposed reduction of debarment period or termination is presented. This
hearing shall be conducted and the request for review decided by the
Contractor Hearing Board pursuant to the same procedures as for a
debarment hearing.

The Contractor Hearing Boald's proposed decision shall contain a
recommendation on the request to reduce the period of debarment or
terminate the debarment. The Contractor Hearing Board shall present its
proposed decision and recommendation to the Boad of Supervisors. The
Board of Supervisors shall have the right to modify, deny, or adopt the
proposed decision and recommendation of the Contractor Hearing Board.

i.
20.

These terms shall also apply to subcontractors of County Contractors.

Consultant's Acknowledoement

of

CounMs Commitment

to the Safelv

Sunendered Babv Law

The Consultant acknowledges that the County places a high priority on the
implementation of the Safely Sunendered Baby Law. The Consultant
understands that it is the County's policy to encourage all County Consultants to
voluntarily post the County's 'Safely Sunendered Baby Lau/' poster in a
prcminent position at the Consultant's place of business. The Consultant will
also enoourage its subconsultants, if any, to post this poster in a prominent
position in the subconsultant's place of business. The County's Department of
Children and Family Services witl supply the Consultant with the poster to be
used. lnformation on how to receive the poster can be found on the lntemet at
www.babvsafela.oro.
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21.

Contractot's Wanantv

of Adherence to CounMs Child Suoport Comoliance

Prooram

Contractor acknowledges that County has established a goal of ensuring that all

individuals who benefit financially from County through Contract

are

in

compliance with their court-ordered child, family, and spousal support obligations
in order to mitigate the economic burden otherwise imposed upon County and its
taxpayers.

As required by County's Child Support Compliance Program (County Code
Chapter 2.2001 and without limiting Contracto/s duty under this Contract to
comply with al! applicable provisions of law, Contractor wanants that it is now in
compliance and shall during the term of this Contract maintain compliance with
employment and wage reporting requirements as required by the Federal Socia!
Security Act (42 USC Section 653a) and Califomia Unemployment lnsurance
Code Section 1088.5 and shall implement all lawfully served Wage and Eamings
Withholding Orders or District Attomey Notices of Wage and Eamings
Assignment for Child or Spousal Support, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure
Section 706.031 and Family Code Section 5246(b).

of

Contractor to maintain compliance with these requirements shall
constitute a default by Contractor under this Contract.

Failure

22.

CounMs Qualitv Assurance Plan

County,

or its agent, will evaluate Consultant's performance under this

Agreement on not less than an annual basis. Such evaluation will include
assessing Consultant's compliance with all Contract terms and performance
standards. Consultant deficiencies which County determines are severe or
continuing, and that may place performance of the Agreement in jeopardy if not
conected, will be reported to the Board of Supervisors. The report will include
imprcvemenUconective action measures taken by County and Consultant. lf
improvement does not occur consistent with the conective action measures,
County may terminate this Agreement or impose other penalties as specified in
this Agreement.
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23.

Countv Riohts
The County may employ, either during or after performance of this Contract, any
right of recovery the County may have against the Consultant by any means it
deems appropriate including, but not limited to, setoff, action at law or in equity,
withholding, re@upment, or counterclaim. The rights and remedies of the
County under this contract are in addition to any right or remedy provided by
Califomia law.

24.

Damaoe to Countv Facilities. Buildinos. Grounds

a.

When applicable, the Consuttant shall repair, or cause to be repaired, at
its own cost, any and all damage to County facilities, buildings, or grounds
caused by the Consultant or employees or agents of the Consultant. Such
repairs shall be made immediately after the Consultant has become aware
of such damage, but in no event later than thirty (30) days after the
o@urence.

b.

lf the Consultant fails to make timely repairs, County may make any
neoessary repairs. All costs incuned by County, as determined by
County, for such repairs shall be repaid by the Consultant by cash
payment upon demand.

25.

Emolovment Elioibilitv Verifi cation
Consultant warrants that it fully complies with all Federal statutes and regulations
regarding employment of aliens and others, and that all its employees performing
services hereunder meet the citizenship or alien status requirements contained in
Federal statutes and regulations. Consultant shall obtain, from all covered
employees performing services hereunder,
verifications and other
documentation of employment eligibility status required by Federal statutes and
regulations as they cunently exist and as they may be hereafter amended.
Consultant shall retain such documentation for all covered employees for the
period prescribed by law. Consultant shall indemniff, defend, and hold harmless
County, its officers, and employees from employer sanctions and any other
liability which may be assessed against Consultant or County in connection with
any alleged violation of Federal statutes or regulations pertaining to the eligibility
for employment of persons performing services under this Agreement.

all
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26.

Facsimile/Electronic Reoresentations

The County and the Consultant hereby agree to regard facsimile/electronic
representations of original signatures of authorized officers of each party, when
appearing in appropriate places on the amendments prepared, and received via
communications facilities, as legally sufficient evidence that such original
signatures have been affixed to amendments to this Contract, such that the
parties need not follow up facsimile/electronic transmissions of such documents
with subsequent (non-facsimile/electronic) tr:ansmission of "original" versions of
such documents.

27.

Fair Labor Standards

Consultant shal! comply with all applicable provisions of the Federal Fair Labor
Standards Act, and shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless County, its
agents, officers, and employees from any and all liability including, but not limited
to, wages, overtime pay, liquidated damages, penalties, court costs, attomeys'
fees arising under any wage and hour law including, but not limited to, the
Federal Fair Labor Standards Act for services performed by Consultant's
employees for which County may be found jointly or solely liable.
28.

Force Maieure

a.

Neither party shall be liable for such partys failure to perform its
obligations under and in accordance with this Contract, if such failure
arises out of fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, other natural
occurences, strikes, lockouts (other than a lockout by such party or any of
such pafi's subconsultants), freight embargoes, or other similar events to
those described above, but in every such case the failure to perform must
be totally beyond the control and without any fault or negligence of such
party (such events are refened to in this Paragraph as 'Torce majeure
events').

b.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, a default by a subconsultant of Consultant
shall not constitute a force majeure event, unless such default arises out
of causes beyond the control of both Consultant and such subconsultant,
and without any fault or negligence of either of them. ln such case,
Consultant shall not be liable for failure to perform, unless the goods or
services to be fumished by the subconsultant were obtainable from other
sources in suf.ficient time to permit Consultant to meet the required
performance schedule. As used in this subparagraph, the term
'subconsultiant" and 'subconsultants" mean subconsultants at any tier.
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c.

29.

ln the event Consultant's failure to perform arises out of a force majeure
event, Consultant agrees to use commercially reasonable best efforts to
obtain goods or services from other sources, if applicable, and to
otherwise mitigate the damages and reduce the delay caused by such
force majeure event.

Govemino Law. Jurisdiction. and Venue
This Contract shall be govemed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws
of the State of Califomia. The Consultant agr€es and consents to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Galifomia for all purposes regarding this
Contract and further agrees and consents that venue of any action brought
hereunder shall be exclusively in the County of Los Angeles.

30.

lndepeMent Consultant Status
This Agreement is by and between County of Los Angeles and is not intended,
and shall not be construed, to create the relationship of agent, servant,
employee, partnership, joint venture, or association, as between County and
Consultant. The employees and agents of one party shall not be, or be
construed to be, the employees or agents of the other party for any purpose
whatsoever.

The Consultant shall be solely liable and responsible for providing to, or on
behalf of, all persons performing work pursuant to this Contract all compensation
and benefits. The County shall have no liability or responsibility for the payment
of any salaries, wages, unemployment benefits, disability benefits, Federal,
State, or local taxes, or other compensation, benefits, or taxes for any personnel
provided by or on behalf of the Consultant. Consultant understands and agrees
that all persons fumishing services to County pursuant to this Agreement are, for
purposes of Workers' Compensation liability, employees solely of Consultant and
not of County.

Consultant shall bear the sole responsibility and liability for fumishing workers'
compensation benefits to any person for injuries arising from, or connected with
services performed on behalf of Consultant pursuant to this Agreement.
31.

I

ndemnffi cation and lnsurance

The lndemnification and lnsurance Provisions are set forth in Attachment D of
this Agreement.
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32.

Liquidated Damaoes

a.

lf, in the judgment of the Director, or hidher designee, the Consultant is
deemed to be non-compliant with the terms and obligations assumed
hereby, the Director, or his/her designee, at his/her option, in addition to,
or in lieu of, other remedies provided herein, may withhold the entire
monthly payment or deduct pro rata from the Consultant's invoice for work
not performed. A desoiption of the work not performed and the amount to
be withheld or deducted from payments to the Gonsultant from the
County, will be forwarded to the Consultant by the Director, or his/her
designee, in a written notice describing the reasons for said action.

b.

lf the Director or his/her designee, determines that there are deficiencies
in the performance of this Contract that the Director, or his/her designee,
deems are conectable by the Consultiant over a certain time span, the
Director, or his/her designee, wil! provide a written notice to the Consultant
to conect the deficiency within specified time frames. Should the
Consultant fail to conect deficiencies within said time frame, the Director,
or his/her designee, may: (a) Deduct from the Consultants payment, pro
rata, those applicable portions of the Monthly Contract Sum; and/or (b)
Deduct liquidated damages. The parties agree that it will be impracticable
or extremely difficult to fix the extent of actual damages resulting from the
failure of the Gonsultant to correct a deficiency within the specified time
frame. The parties hereby agrBe that under the cunent circumstrances a
reasonable estimate of such damages is One Hundred Dollars ($100) per
day per infraction, and that the Consultant shall be liable to the County for
liquidated damages in said amount. Said amount shall be deducted from
the County's payment to the Consultant; and/or (c) Upon giving five (5)
days' notice to the Consultant for failure to conect the deficiencies, the
County may conect any and alldeficiencies and the total costs incurred by
the County for completion of the work by an altemate souroe, whether it
be County forces or separate private Consultant wilt be deducted and
forfeited from the payment to the Consultant, wil! be deducted and
forfeited fiom the payment to the Consultant from the County, as
determined by the County.

c.

The action noted in this Paragraph shall not be construed as a penalty, but
as adjustment of payment to the Consultant to recover the County cost
due to the failure of the Consultant to complete or comply with the
provisions of this Contract.
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33.

d.

This Paragraph shal! not, in any manner, restrict or limit the County's right
to damages for any breach of this Contract provided by law or as specified
in Paragraph b above, and shall not, in any manner, restrict or limit the
County's right to terminate this Contract as agreed to herein.

Most Favored Public Entitv
!f the Consultant's prices decline, or should the Consultant at any time during the

term of this Contract provide the same goods or services under similar quantity
and delivery conditions to the State of Califomia or any county, municipality, or
district of the State at prices below those set forth in this Contract, then such
lower prices shall immediately be extended to the County.

34.

Nondiscrimination and Affirmative Action

a.

The Consultant certifies and agrees that all persons employed by it, its
affiliates, subsidiaries, or holding companies are and shall be treated
equally without regard to or because of race, color, religion, ancestry,
national origin, sex, age, physical or mental disability, marital status, or
political affiliation, in compliance with all applicable Federal and State antidiscrimination laws ard regulations.

b.

The Consultant shall certify to, and comply with, the provisions of
Consultant's EEO Certification.

The Consultant shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are
employed, and that employees are treated during employment, without
regard to race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, age, physical
or mentaldisability, marital status, or political affiliation, in compliance with
all applicable Federal and State antidiscrimination laws and regulations.
Such ac'tion shall include, but is not limited to: employment, upgrading,
demotion, transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or
termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for
training, including apprenticeship.
d.

The Consultant certifies and agrees that it will dealwith its subconsuhants,
bidders, or vendors without regard to or because of race, @lor, religion,
ancestry, nationa! origin, sex, age, physica! or mental disability, marital
status, or political afftliation.
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e.

The Consultant certifies and agrees that it, its affiliates, subsidiaries, or
holding companies shall comply with all applicable Federal and State laws
and regulations to the end that no person shall, on the grounds of race,
color, religion, ancestry, national origin, sex, age, physical or mental
disability, marital status, or political affiliation, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otheruvise subjected to
discrimination under this Contract or under any project, program, or
activity supported by this Contract.

f.

g.

The Consultant shall allow County representatives access to

the
Consultant's employment recods during regular business hours to verify
compliance with the provisions of this Paragraph when so requested by
the Coun$.

lf the County finds that any provisions of this Paragraph have been
violated, such violation shall constitute a material breach of this Contract
upon which the County may terminate or suspend this Contract. While the
County reserves the right to determine independently that the antidiscrimination provisions of this Contract have been violated, in addition, a
determination by the Califomia Fair Employment and Housing
Commission or the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
that the Consultant has violated Federal or State anti-discrimination laws
or regulations shall constitute a finding by the County that the Consultant
has violated the antldiscrimination provisions of this Contract.

h.

35.

The parties agree that in the event the Consultant violates any of the antidiscrimination provisions of this Contract, the County shall, at its sole
option, be entitled to the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($5001 for each
such violation pursuant to Califomia Civil Code Section 1671 as liquidated
damages in lieu of terminating or suspending this Contract.

Non Exclusivitv

Nothing herein is intended nor shall be construed as creating any exclusive
arangement with the Consultant. This Contract shall not restrict Department
from acquiring similar, equal or like goods and/or services from other entities or
sources.
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36.

Notice of Delavs

Except as otherwise provided under this Contract, when either party has
knowledge that any actual or potential situation is delaying or threatens to delay
the timely performance of this Contract, that party shall, within one (1) business
day, give notice thereof, including all relevant information with respect thereto, to
the other party.
37.

Notice of Disputes

The Consultant shall bring to the attention of the County's Project Manager
and/or County's Project Director any dispute between the County and the
Consultant regarding the performance of services as stated in this Contract. lf
the County's Project Manager or County's Project Director is not able to resolve
the dispute, the Director of Public Works, or his/her designee shall resolve it.
38.

Notice to Emolovees Reoardino the Federal Eamed lncome Credit

Consultant shall notify its employees, and shall require each subconsultant to
notify its employees, that they may be eligible for the Federa! Eamed Income
Credit under the Federal income tax !aws. Such notice shall be provided in
accordance with the requirement set forth in lntemal Revenue Service Notice
1015.
39.

Notice to Emplovees Reoardino the Safelv Sunendered Babv Law

The Consultant shall notify and provide to its employees, and shall require each
subconsultant to notify and provide to its employees, a fact sheet regarding the
Safely Sunendered Baby Law, its implementation in Los Angeles County and
how to safely sunender a baby. The fact sheet is available on the lnternet at
www.babvsafela.oro for printing purposes.

The Consultant acknowledges that the County places a high priority on the
implementation of the Safely Sunendered Baby Law. The Consultant
understands that it is the County's policy to encourage all County Consultants to
voluntarily post the County's, A Safely Sunendered Baby Law poster, in a
prominent position at the Consultrant's place of business. The County's
Department of Children and Family Services will supply the Gonsultant with the
poster to be used.
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40.

Notices

Any notice required or desired to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall be
given in writing and addressed as follows:
COUNTY

CONSULTANT

Department of Public Works
Architectural Engineering Division
Gontracts & Operations, 8h Floor
900 South Fremont Avenue
Alhambra, CA 91803
(626) 458-2566

Mead & Hunt, lnc.
133 Aviation Boulevard
Suite 100
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 526-5010

The address for notice may be changed by giving notice pursuant to this
paragraph.

41.

Ornershio of Countv Materials

a.

Consultant and County agree that all materials, including but not limited to,
designs, specifications, techniques, plans, reports, deliverables, data,
photographs, diagrams, maps, images, graphics, text, videos, advertising,
softtryare, source codes, website plans and designs, interactive media,
drafts, working papers, outlines, sketches, summaries, edited and/or
unedited versions of deliverables, and any other materials or information
developed under this Agreement and any and all lntellectual Property
rights to these materials, including any copyrights, trademarks, service
marks, trade secrets, trade names, unpatented inventions, patent
applications, patents, design rights, domain name rights, know-how, and
any other proprietary rights and derivatives thereof, are and/or shall be the
sole property of County (hereafter collectively, "County Materials").
Consultant hereby assigns and transfers to County all Consultant's right,
title and interest in and to all such County Materials developed under this
Agreement.

Notwithstanding such County ownership in the County Materials,
Consultant may retain possession of working papefti and materiats
prepared by Consultant under this Contmct. During and for a minimum of
five years subsequent to the term of this Contract, County shall have the
right to inspect any and all such working papeni and materials, make
copies thereof and use the working papers and materials and the
information contained therein.
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b.

Consultant shall execute all documents requested by County and shall
perform all other acts requested by County to assign and transfer to, and
vest in County, all Consultant's right, title and interest in and to the County
Materials, including, but not limited to, any and all copyrights, trademarks,
service marks, trade names, unpatented inventions, patent applications,
patents, design rights, domain name rights, know-how, and any other
proprietary rights and derivatives thereof resulting from this Contract.
County shall have the right to register all applicable copyrights,
trademarks and patents in the name of the County of Los Angeles.
Further, County shall have the right to assign, license, or otherwise
transfer any and all County rights, title and interest, including, but not
limited to copyrights, trademarks, and patents, in and to the County
Materials.

Consultant represents and wanants that the County Materials prepared
herein under this Agreement, are the original work of Consultant and do
not infringe upon any intellectual PrcpeO or proprietary rights of third
parties. For those portions of the County Materials that are not the original
work of Consultiant, Consultant represents and wanants that it has
secured all appropriate licenses, rights, and/or permission from
appropriate third parties to include such materials in the County Materials.
Consultant shall defend, indemnify and hold County harmless against any
claims by third parties based on infringement of copyright, patent, trade
secret, trademark, or any other claimed lntellectual Property or proprietary
right, arising from County's use of County Materials created and/or
preparcd by Consultant. Consultant will also indemnify and defend at its
sole expense, any action brcught against County based on a claim that
County Materials fumished hereunder by Consultant and used within the
scope of this Agreement infringe any copyright, patent, trade secret,
trademark, or any other claimed lntellectual Prcperty or proprietary right of
third parties, and Consultant will pay any costs, damages and attomey's
fees incuned by County. County will notify Consultant promptly and in
writing of any such action or claim and will permit Consultant to fully
participate in the defense thereof.
d.

Consultant shall affix the following notice to all County Materials: '@
Copyright 2015 (or suctr other apprcpriate date of first publication), County
of Los Angeles. All Rights Reserved.' Consultant shall affix such notice
on the title page of al! images, photographs, documents and writings, and
othenryise as County may direct.
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e.

i.

42.

County shall also have the sole right

to control the preparation,

modification, and revisions to, all acknowledgment and/or attribution
language for all County Materials resulting from this Agreement. County
will however, honor requests by Consultant seeking removal of all
acknowledgment and/or attribution language relating to the Consultant,
should Consultant no longer wish to receive attribution for its work on the
County Materials.
lf directed to do so by County, Consultant will place the County name and
County logo on County Materials developed under this Agreement.
Consultant may not, however, use the County name and County logo on
any other materials prepared or developed by Consultant that falls outside
the scope of this Agreement.

Prohibition Aoainst lnducement or Persuasion
Notwithstanding the above, the Consultant and the County agree that, during the
term of this Contract and for a period of one year thereafter, neither pafl shall in
any way intentionally induce or persuade any employee of one party to become a
employee or agent of the other party. No bar exists against any hiring action
initiated through a public announcement.

43.

Prohibition frcm lnvolvement in Future Solicitation(s) Biddino Process

Neither Consultant nor any subsidiary of or subcontractor to Contractor shall
participate in any way in any future solicitation onducted by Gounty that includes
or is based upon any solicitation document that is developed as a result of the
services rendered by Consultant under this Agreement. As this prohibition
applies to subcontractors of the Consultant, Consultant shal! notify any
subcontractors providing services under this Agreement of this prohibition before
they commence work under this Agreement. Any response to a solicitation
submitted by Consultant or by any subsidiary of or subcontractor to Consultant in
violation of this provision shall be rejected by County. This provision shall
survive the expiration or other termination of this Agreement.
Consultant understands and agrees that neither it nor its subsidiaries shall be
involved in any way in the bidding prooess on any Request for Proposals (RFP)
developed or prepared by or with the assistance of Consultant's services
prime Consultant or
rendered pursuant to this Agreement, either as
prime
subconsultant, or as
Consultant to any other
Consultant or
subconsultant. Any such involvement by Consultant shall result in the rejection
by the County of ffte bid by the prime Consultant in question.

a

a
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44.

Public Records Act

a.

Any documents submitted by the Consultant; all information obtained in
connection with the County's right to audit and inspect the Consultant's
documents, books, and accounting records pursuant to Record Retention
and lnspectior/Audit Settlement Paragraph of this Contract, as well as
those documents which were required to be submitted in response to the
RFP used in the solicitation process for this Contract, become the
exclusive property of the Coun$. All such documents become a matter of
public record and shall be regarded as public records. Exceptions will
be those elements in the Califomia Govemment Code Section 6250
et seq. (Public Records Act) and which are marked "trade secret,"
"confidential," or "proprietary." The County shal! not in any way be
liable or responsible for the disclosure of any such records including,
without limitation those so marked, if disclosure is required by law, or
by an order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.

b.

ln the event the County is required to defend an action on a Public
Records Act request for any of the aforementioned documents,
information, books, re@rds, and/or contents of a proposal marked 'trade
secret," 'confidential," or "proprietary," the Consultant agrees to defend
and indemnify the County from all costs and expenses, including
reasonable aftomey's fees, in action or liability arising under the Public
Records Act.

45.

Publicitv

a.

The Consultant shall not disclose any details in connection with this
Contract to any person or entity except as may be othenrise provided
hereunder or required by law. However, in recognizing the Consultant's
need to identify its services and related clients to sustain itself, the County
shall not inhibit the Consultant from publishing its role under this Contract
within the following condilions:

i.
ii.

The Consultant shall develop all publicity material in a professionat
manner; and
During the term of this Contract, the Consultant shall not, and shall
not authorize another to, publish or disseminate any commercial
advertisements, press releases, feature articles, or other materials
using the name of the County without the prior written consent of
the County's Project Director. The County shall not unreasonably
withhold written consent.
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b.

46.

The Consultant may, without the prior written consent of County, indicate
in its proposals and sales materials that it has been awarded this Contract
with the County of Los Angeles, provided that the requirements of this
Paragraph shallapply.

Record Retention and lnspection/Audit Settlement

The Consultant shall maintain accurate and complete financial records of its
activities and operations relating to this Contract in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. The Consultant shall also maintain accurate and
complete employment and other records relating to its performance of this
Contract. The Consultant agrees that the County, or its authorized
representatives, shall have access to and the right to examine, audit, excerpt,
copy, or transcribe any pertinent transaction, activity, or recod relating to this
Contract. All such material, including, but not limited to, all financial records,
bank statements, cancelled checks or other proof of payment, timecards, signin/sign-out sheets and other time and employment recods, and proprietary data
and information, shall be kept and maintained by the Consultant and shall be
made available to the County during the term of this Contract and for a period of
five (5) years thereafter unless the County's written permission is given to
dispose of any such materia! prior to such time. Al! such materia! shall be
maintained by the Consultant at a location in Los Angeles County, provided that
if any such material is located outside Los Angeles County, then, at the County's
option, the Consultant shall pay the County for travel, per diem, and other costs
incuned by the County to examine, audit, excerpt, copy, or transcribe such
materialat such other location.

a.

ln the event that an audit of the Consultant is conduc'ted specifically
regarding this Contract by any Federal or State auditor, or by any auditor
or accountant employed by the Consultant or othenruise, then the
Consultant shall file a copy of such audit report with the County's AuditorController within thirty (30) days of the Consultant's receipt thereof, unless
otherwise provided by applicable Federa! or State law or under this
Contract. Subject to applicable law, the County shall make a reasonable
effort to maintain the confidentiality of such audit report(s).

b.

Failure on the part of the Consultant to comply with any of the provisions
of this Paragraph shall constitute a material breach of this Contract upon
which the County may terminate or suspend this Contract.

c.

lf, at any time during the term of this Contract or within five (5) years after
the expiration or termination of this Contract, representatives of the
County conduct an audit of the Consultant regarding the work performed
under this Contract, and if such audit finds that the County's dollar liability
for any such work is less than payments made by the County to the
Consultant, then the difference shall be either a) repaid by the Consultant
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to the County by cash payment upon demand or b) at the sole option of
the County's Auditor-Controller, deducted from any amounts due to the
Consultant frcm the County, whether under this Contract or otherwise. lf
such audit finds that the County's dollar liability for such work is more than
the payments made by the Gounty to the Consultant, then the difference
shall be paid to the Consultant by the County by cash payment, provided
that in no event shall the County's maximum obligation for this Contract
exceed the funds appropriated by the County for the purpose of this
Contract.
47.

Recvcled Bond Paoer

Consistent with the Board of Supervisors' poticy to reduce the amount of solid
waste deposited at the County landfills, the Consultant agrees to use recycledcontent paper to the maximum extent possible on the Contract.
48.

Subcontractino

a.

The rcquirements of this Contract may not be subcontracted by the
Consultant without the advance approval of the County. Subconsultants
listed in the Consultant's Proposals are approved by County, unless
othenryise indicated by County. Any attempt by the Consultant to
subcontract without the prior consent of the County may be deemed a
material breach of this Contract.

b.

lf the Consultant desires to subcontract, the Consultant shall provide the
following information promptly at the County's request.

o
o
o

A description of the work to be performed by the Subconsultant;
A draft copy of the proposed subcontract; and
Other pertinent information and/or certifications requested
County.

by

the

c.

The Consultant shall indemnify and hold the County harmless with respect
to the activities of each and every Subconsultant in the same manner and
to the same degree as if such Subconsultant(s) were the Consultant
employees.

d.

The County does not have contractua! privity with the subconsultant. The
Consultant shall remain fully responsible for all performances required of it
under this Contract, including those that the Consultant has determined to
subcontract. Consultant sha!! remain fully responsible for services
rendered by any subconsultrant pursuant to a subcontract between the
Consultant and subconsultant.
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The consultant shall be solely liable and responsible for all payments or
other compensation to all Subconsultants and their officers, employees,
agents, and successors in interest arising through services performed
hereunder, notwithstanding the County's consent to subcontract.
t.

The Consultant shall obtain certificates of insurance, which establish that
the Subconsultant maintains all the programs of insurance required by the
County from each approved Subconsultant. The Consultant shall ensure
delivery of all such documents to:

Department of Public Works
Architectura! Engineering Division
Contracts & Operations, 8h Ftoor
900 South Fremont Avenue
Alhambra, CA 91803
(626) 458-2566
Before any Subconsultant employee may perform any work hereunder.

49.

Suoolemental/Ame

nd

ment

a.

For any change which affects the scope of work, Term, Contract Sum,
payments, or any term or condition included under this Contract, a
Supplement or an Amendment shall be prepared and executed by the
Consultant and by Director.

b.

The County's Board of SupeMsors or Chief Executive fficer or
designee may require the addition and/or change of certain terms and
conditions in the Contract during term of this Contract. The County
reseryes the right to add and/or change such provisions as required by the
County's Board of Supervisors or Chief Executive Officer. To implement
such changes, a Supplement or an Amendment to the Contract shall be
prepared and executed by the Consultant and by the Director.

c.

The County, at its sole discretion, may authorize extensions of time
as defined in Paragraph 7, Term. The Consultant agrees that such
extensions of time shall not change any other term or condition of this
Contract during the period of such extensions. To implement an extension
of time, a Notice to the Consultant will be prepared by County unless the
term extension is applied automatically in accordance with Paragraph 7c.
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50.

Terminat'ron for Breach of Wanantv to Maintain Comoliance with Countv's Child
Suooort Comoliance Prooram

Failure of the Contractor to maintain compliance with the requirements set forth
in Contractor's Wananty of Adherence to County's Child Support Compliance
Program Paragraph, shall constitute default under this Contract. Without limiting
the rights and remedies available to the County under any other provision of this
Contract, failure of the Contractor to cure such default within ninety (90) calendar
days of written notice shal! be grounds upon which the County may terminate this
Contract pursuant to Termination for Default and pursue debarment of the
Contractor, pursuant to County Code Ghapter 2.202.
51.

Termination

for Breach of Wanantv to Maintain Comoliance with Countt's

Defaulted Prcpertv Tax Reduction Prooram

Failure of Contmctor to maintain compliance with the requirements set forth in
"Contractor's Wananty of Compliance with Count/s Defaulted Property Tax
Reduction Program' shall constitute default under this Contract. Without Iimiting
the rights and remedies available to County under any other provision of this
Contract, failure of Contractor to cure such default within 10 dap of notice shall
be grounds upon which County may terminate this Contract and/or pursue
debarment of Contractor, pursuant to County Code Chapter 2.206.
52.

Term ination for Convenience

a.

This Contract may be terminated, in whole or in part, when such action is
deemed by the County, in its sole discretion, to be in its best interest.
Termination of work hereunder shall be effected by notice of termination to
the Consultant specrfying the extent to which performance of work is
terminated and the date upon which such termination becomes effective.
The date upon which such termination becomes effective shall be no less
than three (3) days after the notice is sent.

b.

After receipt of a notice of termination and except as otherwise
directed by the County, the Consultant shall 1) stop work under this
Contract on the date and to the extent specified in such notice, and
2) complete performance of such part of the work as shall not have
been terminated by such notice.

c.

All material inclurding books, records, documents, or other evidence
bearing on the costs and expenses of the Consultant under this
Contract shall be maintained by the Consultant in accordance with
Record Retention and lnspection/Audit Settlement Paragraph.

d.

County shall not incur any liability to County, other than payment for
work already performed, up to the date of termination.
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53.

Termination for Default

a.

The County may, by written notice to the Consultant, terminate the whole
or any part of this Contract, if, in the judgment of County's Project
Director.

.
o
.

b.

c.

Consultant has materially breached this Contract; or
Consultant fails to timely provide and/or satisfactorily perform any task,
deliverable, service, or other work required either under this Contract;
or
Consultant fails to demonstrate a high prcbability of timely fulfillment of
performance requirements under this Contract, or of any obligations of
this Contract and in either case, fails to demonstrate convincing
progress toward a cure within five (5) working days (or such longer
period as the County may authorize in writing) after receipt of written
notice from the County specifying such failure.

ln the event that the County terminates this Contract in whole or in part as
provided in this Paragraph, the County may procure, upon such terms and
in such manner as the County may deem appropriate, goods and services
similar to those so terminated. The Consultant shal! be liable to the
Gounty for any and all excess costs incuned by the County, as determined
by the County, for such similar goods and services. The Consultant shall
continue the performance of this Contract to the extent not terminated
under the provisions of this subparagraph.
Except with respect to defaults of any Subconsultant, the Consultant shall
not be liable for any such excess costs of the type identified in above
subparagraph if its failure to perform this Contract arises out of causes
beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Consultant.
Such causes may include, but are not limited to: acts of God or of the
public enemy, acts of the County in either its sovereign or contractual
capacity, acts of Federal or State govemments in their sovereign
capacities, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight
embargoes, and unusually severe weather; but in every case, the failure
to perform must be beyond the control and without the fault or negligence
of the Consultant. lf the failure to perform is caused by the default of a
Subconsultant, and if such default arises out of causes beyond the control
of both the Consultant and Subconsultant, and without the fault or
negligence of either of them, the Consultant shall not be liable for any
such excess costs for failure to perform, unless the goods or services to
be fumished by the Subconsultant were obtainable from other sources in
sufficient time to permit the Consultant to meet the required performance
schedule.
this Paragraph, the term 'Subconsultant(s)"
used
means Subconsultant(s) at any tier.

As

in
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d.

lf, after the County has given notice of termination under the provisions of
this Paragraph, it is determined by the County that the Consultant was not
in default under the provisions of this Paragraph, or that the default was
excusable under the provisions of Paragraph, the rights and obligations of
the parties shall be the same as if the notice of termination had been
issued pursuant to Termination for Convenience Paragraph.

.

The rights and remedies of the County provided in this Paragraph shall not
be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided
by law or underthis Contract.

f

54.

Termination for lm orooer Consideration

County may, by written notice to Consultant, immediately terminate the right of
Consultant to prcceed under this Agreement if it is found that consideration, in
any form, was offered or given by Consultant, either directly or through an
intermediary, to any County officer, employee, or agent with the intent of securing
the Agreement or securing favorable treatment with respect to the award,
amendment, or extension of the Agreement or the making of any determlnations
with respect to Consultant's performan@ pursuant to the Agreement. ln the
event of such termination, County sha!! be entitled to pursue the same remedies
against Consultant as it could pursue in the event of default by Consultant.
Consuttant shall immediately report any attempt by a County officer or employee
to solicit such improper consideration. The report shall be made either to County
manager charged with the supervision of the employee or to County AuditorControlle/s Employee Fraud Hotline at (213) 974-0914 or (800) 544-6861.

Among other items, such improper consideration may take the form of cash,
discounts, seryice, the provision of travel or entertainment, or tangible gifts.
55.

Termination for lnsolvencv

a.

The County may terminate this Contract forthwith in the event of the
occuren@ of any of the following: 1) lnsolvency of the Consultant.

The Consultant shall be deemed to be insolvent if it has ceased to pay its
debts for at least sixty (60) days in the ordinary @urse of business or
cannot pay its debts as they become due, whether or not a petition has
beenfiled undertheFederal Bankruptcycode and whether or not the
Consultant is insolvent within the meaning of the Federal Bankruptcy
Code; 2) The filing of a voluntary or involuntary petition regarding the
Consultant under the Federal Bankruptcy Code; 3) The appointment of a
Receiver or Trustee for the Consultant; or 4) The execution by the
Consultant of a general assignment for the benefit of creditors.
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b.
56.

The rights and remedies of the County prcvided in this Paragraph shalt not
be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided
by law or under this Contract.

Termination for Non-Adherence of Countv Lobbvist Odinance

The Contractor, and each County Lobbyist or County Lobbying firm as defined in
County Code Section 2.160.010 retained by the Contractor, shall fully comply
with the County Lobbyist Ordinance, County Code Chapter 2.160. Failure on the
part of the Contractor or any County Lobbyist or County Lobbying firm retained
by the Contractor to fully comply with the County's Lobbyist Ordinance shall
constitute a material breach of this Contract, upon which the County may in its
sole discretion, immediately terminate or suspend this Contract.
57.

Termination for Non-Aporcoriation of Funds

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, the County shatl not be
obligated for the Consultant's performance hereunder or by any provision of this
Contract during any of the County's future fiscal years unless and until the
County's Boad of SupeMsors appropriates funds for this Contract in the
County's Budget for each such future fiscal year. !n the event that funds are not
appropriated for this Contract, then this Contract shal! terminate as of June 30 of
the last fiscal year for which funds were appropriated. The County shall notify
the Consultant in writing of any such non-allocation of funds at the earliest
possible date.
58.

Time Off for Votino

The Consultant shall notify its employees, and shall require each subconsultant
to notify and provide to its employees, information regarding the time off for
voting law (Elections Code Section 14000). Not less than 10 days before every
statewide election, every Consultant and subconsultant shall keep posted
conspicuously at the place of work, if practicable, or elsewhere where it can be
seen as employees come or go to their place of work, a rptice sefting forth the
provisions of Section 14000.
59.

Wanantv

of

Comoliance with CounMs Defaulted Prcoertv Tax Reduction

Prooram

Contractor acknowledges that County has established a goal of ensuring that all
individuals and businesses that benefit financially frcm County through Contract
are curent in paying their property tax obligations (secured and unsecured rotl)
in order to mitigate the economic burden othenruise imposed upon County and its
taxpayers.
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Unless Contractor qualifies for an exemption or exclusion, Contractor warrants
and certifies that to the best of its knowledge it is now in compliance, and during
the term of this Contract will maintain compliance, with Los Angeles County Code
Chapter 2.206.
60.

Validitv

!f any provision of this Contract or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of this Contract and the application of
such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
61.

Waiver
No waiver by the County of any breach of any provision of this Contract sha!!
constitute a waiver of any other breach or of such provision. Failure of the
County to enforce at any time, or from time to time, any prcvision of this Contract
shall not be construed as a waiver thereof. The rights and remedies set forth in
this Paragraph shal! not be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and
remedies provided by law or under this Contract.

62.

Wanantv Aoainst Continqent Fees

a.

The Contractor wanants that no person or selling agency has been
employed or retained to solicit or secure this Contr:act upon any

Contract or understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or
contingent fee, excepting bona fide employees or bona fide established
commercial or selling agencies maintained by the Contractor for the
purpose of securing business.

b.

63.

For breach of this wananty, the County shall have the right to
terminate this Contract and, at its sole discretion, deduct from the
Contract price or consideration, or otherwise reoover, the full
amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee.

Prevailino Waoe Requirements
This work includes prevailing wage and non-prevailing wage work.

a.

Prevailinq Waoes

When applicable, the services provided in this Contract constitute "public
works" as defined in Califomia Labor Code 1720, and are therefore
subject to payment of prevailing wages, compliance monitoring and
enforcement by the Department of lndustrial Relations (DlR).
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The Director of the DIR has established the general prevailing rate of per
diem wages for each craft, classification, type of worker, or mechanic
needed to execute public works and improvements. The cunent general
prevailing
determinations
available at
www.dir.ca.oov/dlsr/owd/index.htm. The Contractor is required to pay its
agents and employees the applicable, cunent prevailing wage rate and is
responsible for selecting the classification of workers required to perform
this seMce.

wage rate

are

The Contractor agrees to comply with the provisions of Section 1775 ol
the Califomia Labor Code relating to the payment of prevailing wages, the
utilization of apprentices in accordance to Labor Code 1777.5, and the
penalties determined by the Califomia Labor
assessment
Commissioner. Pursuant to Section 1773.2 of the Califomia Labor Code,
copies of the prevailing rate of per diem wages are on file at the County
Department of Public Works, Construction Division, and will be made
available for inspection by request to the Contract Administrator. Future
effective wage rates will be on file with the Department of lndustrial
Relations. The new wage rates shall become effective on the day
following the expiration date of the cunent determinations and apply to the
Contract in the same manner as if they had been included or referenced in
the Contract.

of

Work Records
The Contractor shall comply with the requirements of Section 1812 of the
Labor Code. The Contractor shall maintain an accurate written record of
all employees working on the project each calendar day. The record shall
include each employee's name, Social Security number, job classification,
and the actual number of hours worked.
Postino of Notices

The Gontractor shall comply with the provisions of Section 1773.2 of the
Labor Code. The Contractor shall post a copy of the prevailing wage rates
at the worksite and oomply with applicable law including posting of jobsite
notices required by 8 Califomia Code Reg. $16451(d):

'This public wqks project is sub,pbct to monitoring and investigative
activities by the @mpliance Monitoring Unit (CMU) of the Division of
Labor Standards Enforcement, Department of lndustrial Relations, Sfafe
of California. This Notice is intended to provide information to allworkers
employed in the execution of the Contract for public work and to all
contractors and other persons having ac@ss to the jobsite to enable the
CMU to ensure ampliance with and enforcement of prevailing wage laws
on public works projects.
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The prevailing wage laws require that all workers be paid at least the
minimum hourly wage as determined by the Director of lndustrial
Relations for the specific classification (or type of work) pefiormed by
workers on the project. Ihese rafes are listed on a separate jobsite
posting of minimum prevailing rafes required to be maintained by the
public entity, which awarded the public works Contract. Complaints
concerning nonpayment of the required minimum wage rates to workers
on this projed may be filed with the CMU at any offie of the Division of
Labor Standards Enforcement (DLS E).
Local Office Telephone Nu mber:
Division of Labor Sfandards Enforrement Offte
320 West Fourth Sfreef, Suite 450
Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 620-6330

Complaints should be filed in writing immediately upon discovery of any
violations of the prevailing wage laws due to the shorf perid of time
following the ampletion of the project that the CMU may take legal action
against fhose respon sible.

Gomplaints should antain details afuut the violations alleged (for
example, wrong rate paid, not all hours paid, oveftime rate not paid for
hours worked in excess of hours per day or 40 hours per week, etc.) as
well as the name of the employer, the public enw which awarded the
public works Contract, and the location and name of the project.

I

For general information mnerning the prevailing wage laws and how to
file a complaint concerning any violation of fhese prevailing wage laws,
you may contact any DLSE office. Complaint forms are also available at
the Depaftment
lndustial Relations website found at

of

http :/fuatw. d i r. ca. oou/P
d.

u b I i c-Works/P u b Ii cWorks.

ht ml. "

Certified Pavroll Records
The Contractor shal! comply with the requirements of Section 1776 of the
Labor Code. Contractor and Subcontractors, if any, must fumish certified
payroll records directly to the Labor Commissioner (aka Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement)
format prescribed by the Labor
Commissioner.

in a

e.

When requested by the
must

be

submitted

County, electronic certified payroll records

to the County, through an online system

designated by the County.
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FEDERAL PROVISIONS

All contracts and subcontracts that result from this solicitation must incorporate the
following provisions (Articles 64 to 73) by reference, with the same force and effec{ as if
given in fulltext. The contractor (including all subcontractors) must insert these cpntract
provisions in each contract and subcontract, and further require that the clauses be
included in all subcontracts. The contractor (or subcontractor) must incorporate
applicable requirements of these contract provisions by reference for work done under
any purchase orders, renta! agreements and other agreements for supplies or services.

64.

General Civil Riohts Provisions
The contractor agrees that it will comply with pertinent statutes, Executive Orders
and such rules as are promulgated to ensure that no person shall, on the
grcunds of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age, or handicap be excluded
from participating in any activity conducted with or benefiting from Federal
assistance.

This provision binds the contractors frcm the bid solicitations period through the
completion of the contract. This provision is in addition to that required of Title Vl
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

This ptovision also obligates the tenanUconcessionaire/lessee or its transferee
for the period during wtrich Federal assistance is extended to the airport through
the Airport lmprcvement Program, except where Federa! assistance is to provide,
or is in the form of personal propeff; real propefi or interest thereiU structures
or improvements thereon.
!n these cases the provision obligates the party or any transferee for the longer of
the following periods:

(a)

The period during which the property is used by the Sponsor
(County of Los Angeles) or any transferee for a purpose for which
Federalassistance is extended, or for another purpose involving the
provision of similar seMces or benefits, or

(b)

The period during which the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) or any
transferee retains ownership or possession of the propefl.

Title Vl

- Compliance

with Nondiscrim ination Reou irements

During the performance of this contract, the contractor, for itself, its assignees,
and successors in interest (hereinafter refened to as the "contracto/') agrees as
follows:
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1.

Compliance with Regulations: The contractor (hereinafter includes
consultants) will comply with the Title Vl List of Pertinent
Nondiscrimination Statutes and Authorities, os they may be
amended from time to time, which are herein incorporated by
reference and made a part of this contract.

2.

Non-discrimination: The contractor, with regard to the vrrork performed by it
during the contract, will not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, or
national origin in the selection and retention of subcontractors, including
procurements of materials and leases of equipment. The contractor will
not participate directly or indirectly in the discrimination prohibited the Acts
and the Regulations, including employment practices when the contract
@vers any activity, project, or program set forth in Appendix B of 49 Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part21.

of Materials and
Equipment !n all solicitations, either by competitive bidding, or

Solicitations for Subcontractors, including Procurements

negotiation made by the contractor for work

subcontract, including prccurements

to be performed under

of

materials,

a

or leases of

equipment, each potential subcontractor or supplier will be notified by the
contractor to the contracto/s obligations under this contract and the Acts
and the Regulations relative to nondiscrimination on the grounds of race,
color, or nationa! origin.
4.

lnformation and Reports: The contractor will provide all information
and reports required by the Acts, the Regulations, and directives issued
pursuant thereto and wil! permit access to its books, records, accounts,
other sources of information, and its facilities as may be determined by the
Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) or the FAA to be pertinent to ascertain
compliance with such Acts, Regulations, and instructions. Where any
information required of a contractor is in the exclusive possession of
another who fails or refuses to furnish the information, the contractor will
so certify to the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) or the FAA, as
appropriate, and will set forth what efforts it has made to obtain the
information.

5.

Sanctions

for

Noncompliance:

ln the event of a

contracto/s

noncompliance with the nondiscrimination provisions of this contract, the
Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) will impose such contr:act sanctions as it
orthe FM may determine to be appropriate, including, but not limited to:

a.

Withholding payments to the contractorunderthecontractuntil
the contractor complies; and/or
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b.

Canceling, terminating,

or

suspending

a contract, in

whole or in part.

6.

65.

lncorporation of Provisions: The contractor will include the provisions of
paragraphs one through six in every subcontract, including procurements
of materials and leases of equipment, unless exempt by the Acts, the
Regulations and directives issued pursuant thereto. The contractor will
take action with respect to any subcontract or procurement as the Sponsor
(County of Los Angeles) or the FAA may direct as a means of enforcing
such provisions including sanctions for noncompliance. Provided, that if
the contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with litigation by a
subcontractor, or supplier because of such direction, the contractor may
request the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) to enter into any litigation to
protect the interests of the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles). ln addition,
the contractor may request the United States to enter into the litigation
to protect the interest of the United States.

Airport and Airwav lmprovement Act of 1982
Prohibits discrimination based on race, creed, color, nationa! origin, or sex.

66.

Disadvantaoed Business Enterprises

Contract Assurance (S 26.13) - The contractor or subcontractor shall not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, or sex in the performance
of this contract. The contractor shall carry out applicable requirements of 49
CFR Part 26 in the award and administration of Department of Transportation
(DOT) assisted contracts. Failure by the contractor to carry out these
requirements is a material breach of this contract, which may result in the
termination of this contract or such other remedy, as the recipient deems
appropriate.

Prompt Payment (S 26.29). The prime contractor agrees to pay each
subcontractor under this prime contract for satisfactory performance of its
contract no later than (specify number) days from the receipt of each payment
the prime contractor receives from the County. The prime contractor agrees
further to return retainage payments to each subcontractor within (specify the
same number as above) days after the subcontracto/s work is satisfactorily
completed. Any delay or postponement of payment from the above referenced
time frame may occur only for good cause following written approval of the
County. This clause applies to both Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
and non-DBE subcontractors.
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67.

Lobbvino and lnfluencino Federal Emolovees

The bidder or offercr certifies by signing and submitting this bid or proposat, to
the best of his or her knowledge and betief, that:

1.

No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on
behatf of the bidder or offeror, to any percon for influencing or attempting
to influence an officer or employee of an agency, a Member of congress,

an officer or employee of congress, or an employee of a Member of
Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the

making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering
into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation,
renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant loan,
or cooperative agreement.

2.

lf any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will
be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer
or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or
employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in
connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative
agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard FormLLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in accordance with its
instructions.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was
placed when this transaction was made or entened into. Submission of this
certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed
by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not
more than $100,000 for each such failure.
68.

Access to Records and Reoorts

The contractor must maintain an acceptable cost accounting system. The
contractor agrees to provide the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles), the FAA, and

the Comptroller Gendra! of the United States or any of their duly authorized
representatives access to any books, documents, papers, and records of the

contractor which are directly pertinent to the specific contract for the purpose of
making audit, examination, excerpts and transcriptions. The contractor agrees to
maintain all books, records and reports required under this contract for a period
of not less than three years after final payment is made and all pending matters
are closed.
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69.

Breach of Contract Terms

Any violation or breach of terms of this contract on the part of the contractor or its
subcontractors may result in the suspension or termination of this contract or
such other action that may be necessary to enforce the rights of the parties of
this agreement. The duties and obligations imposed by the contract documents
and the rights and remedies available thereunder are in addition to, and not a
limitation of, any duties, obligations, rights and remedies othenryise imposed or
available by law.

70.

Riohts to lnventions
Al! rights to inventions and materials generated under this contract are subject to
requirements and regulations issued by the FAA and the Sponsor (County of Los
Angeles) of the Federal grant under which this contact is executed.

71.

Trade Restriction Clause
The contractor or subcontractor, by submission of an offer and/or execution of a
contract, certifies that it:

a.

ls not owned or controlled by one or more citizens of a foreign country
included in the list of countries that discriminate against U.S. firms
published by the Office of the United States Trade Representative
(usrR);

b.

Has not knowingly entered into any contract or subcontract for this project
with a person that is a citizen or national of a foreign country on said list,
or is owned or controlled directly or indirectly by one or more citizens or
nationals of a foreign country on said list;

c.

Has not procured any product nor subcontracted for the supply of any
product for use on the project that is produced in a foreign country on said
list;

Unless the restrictions of this clause are waived by the Secretary of
Transportation in accordance with 49 CFR 30.17, no contract shall be awarded to
a contractor or subcontractor who is unable to certify to the above. lf the
contractor knowingly procures or subcontracts for the supply of any product or
service of a foreign country on said list for use on the project, the FAA may direct
through the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) cancellation of the contract at no
cost to the govemment.
Further, the contractor agrees that, if awarded a contract resulting fnrm this
solicitation, it will incorporate this provision for certification without modification in
each contract and in all lower tier subcontractors. The contractor may rely on the
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certification of a prospective subcontractor unless
certification is enoneous.

it has knowledge that the

The contractor shall provide immediate written notice to the sponsor if the
contractor leams that its certification or that of a contractor was enoneous when
submitted or has become eroneous by reason of changed circumstances. The
subcontractor agrees to provide written notice to the contractor of at any time it
learns that its certification was erroneous by reason of changed circumstances.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was
placed when making the award. lf it is later determined that the contractor or
subcontractor knowingly rendered an enoneous certification, the FAA may direct
through the Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) cancellation of the contract or
subcontract for default at no cost to the govemment.
Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of
a system of records in order to render, in good faith, the certification required by
this provision. The knowledge and information of a contractor is not required to
exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent person in the ordinary
counie of business dealings.

This certification concems a matter within the jurisdiction of an agency of the
United States of America and the making of a false, fictitious, or fraudulent
certification may render the maker subject to prosecution under Title 18, United
States Code, Section 1001.

72.

Termination of Contract

a.

The Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) may, by wriften notice, terminate
this contrac't in whole or in part at any time, either for the Sponso/s
(County of Los Angeles) convenien@ or because of failure to fulfill the
contract obligations. Upon receipt of such notice services must be
immediately discontinued (unless the notice directs othenrise) and all
materials as may have been accumulated in performing this contract,
whether completed or in progress, delivered to the Sponsor (County of
Los Angeles).

b.

lf the termination is for the convenience of the Sponsor (County of Los
Angeles), an equitable adjustment in the contract price will be made, but
no amount will be allowed for anticipated profit on unperformed services.

c.

lf the termination is due to failure to fulfill the contracto/s obligations, the
Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) may take over the work and prosecute
the same to completion by contract or otherwise. ln such case, the
contractor is liable to the Sponsor for any additiona! cost occasioned to the
Sponsor (County of Los Angeles) thereby.
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d.

lf, after notice of termination for failure to fulfill contract obligations, it is
determined that the contractor had not so failed, the termination will be
deemed to have been effected for the convenience of the Sponsor
(County of Angeles). ln such event, adjustment in the contract price will
be made as provided in Paragraph 2 of this clause.

e.

The rights and remedies of the sponsor provided in this clause are in
addition to any other rights and remedies provided by taw or under this
contract.

74.

Entire Aqreement

This Contract constitutes the entire Agreement between County and Consultant
and may be modified only by further written Agreement between the parties
hereto.
lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the County has, by order of its Board of Supervisors, caused
these presents to be subscribed by the Director of the Department of Public Works, and
the Consultant has hereunto subscribed its corporate name and affixed its corpor:ate
seal by its duly authorized officers the day, month, and year herein first above written.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

Vre

MEAD & HUNT, INC.

By //4
President

Department of Public Works

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
MARY WICKHAM
County Counsel

P:\aepub\CONTMCTS\Kathleen\Aviation\Engineering

SeMces Agreement Mead and Hunt.docx
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT
A notary public or other officer completing this
certificate verifies only the identity of the individual
who signed the document to which this certificate is
attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or
validitv of that document.
State of California
County

of

On

5orrcrne,

)

before

r",

Melissa Hamilton, notary public
(insert name and title of the officer)

personally appeared
who proved to me on thd
of satisfactory evidence to be the
whose
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledoed to me tha6eGhe/tl'
executed the same in
authorized
capacityfs),
and
that
b@erlyreir
sig;;tupd
instrument the
on
the
@rer/tneir
perso2!8), or the entity upon behalf of which the persor(6) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct.

I

WITNESS

Signatu

(Seal)

M,,,-fu' MELISSA HAMILTON}

lW;",r-,lWi

ATTACHMENT

A- MARGH 1,2016

AS.NEEDED AVIATION DESIGN ENGTNEERING SERVTCES
SCOPE OF SERVICES

The services to be rendered by the Gonsultant shall inctude all services as
described in their proposal, except to the extent they are inconsistent with this
attachment and the terms of this Agreement, and shall consist of all such
services as are customarily rendered when providing professional services of this
type.
All five of the County's airports are eligible for Federal airport funding assistance.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) participates in and supports the
County's program for improving the airports. Services will be sought in
accordance with the FAA Advisory Circular 150/5100-14E, "Architectural,
Engineering, and Planning Consultant SeMces for Airport Grant Projects"
(Attachment E). All work shall comply with pertinent Federal, state, city, and
County guidelines, policies, and procedures. All consultant work shall be
performed in accordance with the FAA's policies and guidelines.
Eligible projects include those improvements related to enhancing airport safety,
capacity, and environmental concems. The County may use Federal funds for
design engineering seMces on most airfield capital improvements or repairs,
except those for terminals, hangars, and non-aviation development. Professional
services that are necessary for eligible projects include the following: planning,
surveying, design, runway, taxiway, and apron pavement maintenance.
Consultant shall be capable of providing all the following services through the
use of their staff or subconsultants if necessary.

2.1

GeneralAviation DesignEngineeringservices
The general aviation design engineering services to be performed by the
Consultant shall include, but not be necessarily limited to, the following
items of work as they would apply to various airport projects: pavement
rehabilitation, new construction drainage sfudy, development of taxiway

intersections, airfield lighting and signage, and architectural, civir,
geotechnical, structural, mechanical, and electrical engineering. ln
addition, there may be some services outside those normally considered
basic as described below. The basic services are usually conduc{ed, in
but are not limited to, the four distinct and sequentia! phases summarized
below:
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Preliminary Phase
This phase involves those activities required for defining the scope
establishing preliminary requirements. Some
examples of activities within this phase of a project include, but are
not limited to:

of a project and

a.

Confening with the sponsor on project requirements,
finances, schedules, early phases of the project, and other
pertinent matters and meeting with FAA and other
concemed agencies and parties on matters affecting the
project.

b.

Planning, procuring, and/or preparing neoessary suryeys,
geotechnical engineering investigations, fi eld investigations,
and architectural and engineering studies required for
preliminary design considerations.

c.
2.3

Developing design schematics, sketches, environmental and
aesthetic considerations, prcject recommendations, and
preliminary layouts and cost estimates.

Design Phase

This phase includes all activities required to undertake

and
accomplish a full and complete project design. Examples include,
but are not limited to, those below:

a.
b.
c.

Conducting and attending meetings and despn conferences
design
matters.

to obtain information and to coordinate or resolve

data and undertaking field
performing
geotechnical engineering studies;
investigations,
and performing architectural, engineering, and special
environmental studies.
Collecting engineering

Preparing necessary engineering reports

and

recommendations.

d.
e.

Preparing detailed plans, specifications, cost estimates, and
design/construction sched ules.
Preparing construction safety plans.
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f.

Printing and providing necessary copies

of

engineering

drawings and contract specifications.

2.4

Bidding and Negotiation Phase

These activities are sometimes considered part of the construction
phase and typically involve assisting the sponsor in advertising and
securing bids, negotiating for services, analping bid results,
fumishing re@mmendations on the award of contracts, and
preparing contract documents.
Construction Phase
This phase includes all basic services rendered after the award of a
construction contract, including, but not limited to:

a.
b.
c.

Providing consultation and advice to the sponsor during all
phases of construction.
Representing the sponsor at preconstruction conferences.

lnspecting work

in

progress periodically and providing

appropriate reports to the sponsor.

d.

Reviewing and apprcving shop and erection drawings
submitted by contractors for compliance and design
concepUdrawings.

e.
f.
g.

Reviewing, analyzing, and approving laboratory and mill test
reports of materials and equipment.

Preparing and negotiating change orders and supplemental
agreements.

ObseMng

or reviewing

performance tests required by

specifications.

h.

Determining amounts owed to contractors and assisting
in the preparation of payment requests for
amounts reimburcable from grant projects.

sponsoni

i.
j.

Making final inspections and submitting punch-lists and a
report of the completed project to the sponsor.
Reviewing operations and maintenan@ manual.
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ATTACHMENT B

U.S. Department

of Transportation
Federal Avlatlon

Admlnlstration

Subiec{: Architectural, Engineering, and Planning
Consultant Senrices for Airyort Grant ltojects

Advisory
Circular
D*e:913012014

AC No: 150/5100-l4E

Inidstcd By: AAS-100

Purpose.
This advisory circular (AC) provides guidance for airport sponsors in the selection and
engagement of architectural, engineering, and planning consultants. It also discusses
services that normally would be included in an airport grant projecq types of contracts
for these services, contract format and provisions, and guidelines for determining the
reasonableness of consultant fees.

Cencella6on.
This AC cancels AC 150/5100-14D, Architectural, Engineeing, and Planning
Consultant Servicesfor Airport Grant Projects, dated August 30, 2005.

Application.
A Sponsor is required to award each contac! or sub-contract for program management,
constnrction managfiient, plaruring studies, feasibility shrdies, architechral services,
preliminary engineering, design, engineering, suweying, mapping or related services
with respect to the project in the same manner as a contract for architectural and
engineering services is negotiated under Title D( of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949 (40 U.S.C. Chapter I l, Selection of Architects and
Engineers), or an equivalent qualifications-based requirement prescribed for or by the
sponsor of the airport. See 49 U.S.C. $ a7107(a) (17) and the grant assurances.

Title 2 of the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), part 2@, establishes uniform
administrative rules for Federal gants. The FAA prepared this guidance to assist
Sponsor compliance with the procurernent requirernents of $$200.317-20[.326.
This AC does not apply to airport projects that are fully funded with passenger facility
charge (PFC) funds.
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Principal Changes.
The AC incorporates the following principal changes:

1.

Clarifred Independent Fee Estimates processes.

2.
3.
4.

Clarified multiple consultant selection process.
Added "Specific Rates of Compensation" method of contracting.
Revised and expanded discussion of Alternative Project Delivery Methods, moved

to Appendix G.

5.
6.

Updated the advisory circular format to the decimal numbering systern.
The Offrce of Managernent and Budget published the Uniform Administrative
Requiremens, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards; Final
Rule, in 78 Federal RegisterNotice 78590, Decernber 26,2013. This final
guidance contains the administrative rcquirernents formerly contained in (A-l l0
and A-102), cost principles (A-21, A-87, and A-22), and audil requiremens (A-50,
A-89, and A-133) for federal awards. As of December 26,2014, a Sponsor must
implernent applicable the requirements of 2 CFR $200 to rernain allowable for
federal assistance.

ffi

Director of Airport Safety and Sandards
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1. INTRODUCTION

Overview.
This advisory circular (AC) provides guidance for airport sponsom in the selection and
engagement of anchitectural, engineering, and planning consultants. This AC discusses
services normally included in an airport grant projecL t,?es of contracts for these
services, contract format, and guidelines for determining the reasonableness of
consultant fees.

1.2

Definitions.
Definitions of the terms used in this AC are listed in Appe,ndix A.

1.3

Referenced Documents.
Documents and regulations refere,nced throughout this circular ale listed in Appendix B.

1.4

Types of Consultant Services.
There are two s€,parate and distinct categories of consultant services that are utilized for
projects conducted urder airport grant programs. The first category involves planning
services. The second involves ArchitecturaV Engineering (AlE) services for the design
and constnrction administration/inspection of airport projects. These two categories of
conzultant serices are discussed below.

1.4.1

Aviation Plannine Services.
This category includes studies under the broad headings of airport system and master
planning, airport noise compatibility planning and environmental assessments and
related studies. These studies include, but are not limited to, the following activities:

l. Design study to establish the framework and detailed work program.
2. Airport data collection and facility inventories.
3. Aeronautical activity forecasts and demand/capacity analyses.
4. Facility requirernents detemnination.
5. Airfield modeling for capacity and delay.
6. Airport layout and terminal area plan development.
7. Airport noise studies under 14 CFR Parts 150 and 16l.
8.
9.

Compatible land-use planning in the vicinity of airports.

Airport site selection studies.

10. Airport development schedules and cost estrmates.
I

l.

Airport financial planning and beirefit cost analysis.

l-l
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12. Participation in public information and community involvement programs and/or
public hearings relating to airport developme'nt and planning projects.
13. Environmental Assessments (EA), Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), and
other studies in accordance with FAA Orders 5050.4 and 1050.1.
14. Airspace analpis.
15. GIS data collection, entry, and analysis and other electronic graphicaUmapping
efforts.

1.4.2

Architectural/Eneineerine Services for Airport Development Projects.
This category includes the basic A/E services normally requirrcd for airport developmant
projects. It involves seruices generally of an architectnral, civil, geotechnical,
stnrctual, mechanical, and elecfical engineering nature. In addition, there may be
some services outside those normally considered basic that are discussed in paragraph
1.5. The basic services are usually conducted uu but are not limited to, the four distinct
and sequential phases summarized below:

1.4.2.1

PrelimineryPhese.
This phase involves those activities required for defining the scope of a
project and establishing preliminary requirements. Some examples of
activities within this phase of a project include, but are not limited to:

l.

Coordinating with the sponsor on project scope requirernents, finances,
schedules, operational safety and phasing considerations, site access
and other pertinent matters.

2.

As applicable, coordinating project with local FAA personnel and other
interested stakeholders to identi$ potential impacts to their operations.

3.

Planning, procuring, and/or preparing necessary suryeys, geotechnical
engineering investigations, fi eld investigations, and architectural and
engineering studies required for design considerations.

4.

Developing design schernatics, sketches, environmental and aesthetic
considerations, project recommendations, and preliminary layouts and
cost estimates.

5.

Preparing project design criteria and other bridging documents
commonly used for alternative project delivery methods such as design-

build contacting.

1.4.2.2

Design Phase.

ffis phase includes

all activities required to undertake and accomplish a
full and complete project design. Examples include, but are not limited to,

those below:

1. Conducting and attending

meetings and design conferences to obtain

information and to coordinate or resolve design matters.

t-2
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2.

Collecting engineering data and undertaking field investigations;
performing geotechnical engineering studies; and performing
architectural, engineering, and special environmental studies.

3.
4.

Preparing necessary engineering reports and recommendations.

5.
6.
t.4.2.3

Preparing detailed plans, specifications, cost estimates, and
design/constnrction schedules.
Preparing Constnrction Safety and Phasing Plan (CSPP).

Printing and providing necessary copies of engineering drawings and
contract specifications.

Bldding and Negotiation Phese.
These activities are sometimes considered part of the constnrction phase.
They involve assisting the sponsor in advertising and securing bids,

negotiating for services, analyzing bid results, furnishing recommeirdations
on the award of contacts, and preparing contract documents.
1.4.2.4

Construction Phase.
This phase may include all basic services rendered after the award ofa
constnrction conEact, including, but not limited to, the following activities:

l.

Providing conzultation and advice to the sponsor during all phases
conshtrction.

2.
3.

Representing the sponsor at preconstnrction confere,lrces.

of

Inspecting work in progress periodically and providing ap,propriate
reports to the sponsor.

4.

Reviewing and approving shop and erection drawings submitted by
contractors for compliance with design concepUdrawings.

5.

Reviewing, anallzing, and accepting laboratory and mill test reports
materials and equipment.

6.

Assisting in the negotiation of change orders and zupple'mental

of

agreements.

7.
8.

9.

Observing or reviewing performance tests required by specifications.
Determining amounts owed to contractons and assisting sponsors in the
preparation ofpaymant requests for amounts reimbursable from grant
projects.

Making final inspections and submitting prurchJists and a report of the
completed project to the sponsor.

10. Reviewing operations and maintenance manuals.

l-3
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Project Closeout Phase.
This phase includes all basic services rendered after the completion of a
constnrction contract, including, but not limited to, the following activities:

l.

Making final inspections and submitting prmch-liss and a report of the
completed project to the sponsor.

2. providing record drawings.
3. Preparing sunmary of material testing report
4. Preparing summary of project change orders
5. Preparing grant amendm€nt roquest and associated justification, if
applicable.

6. Preparing frnal project reports including financial summary.
7. Obtaining release of liens from all contractors.
1.5

Special Services.

1.5.1

The development of some projects may involve activities or studies outside the scope of
the basic design services routinely performed by the consultant. These special services
may vary greatly in scope, complexity, and timing and may involve a number of
different disciplines and fields of expertise.

1.5.2

Consultants performing special services may be employed directly by the sponsor to
implement one or more phases of a project or may be employed by the principal
consultant via a subconEact agre€,m€Nrt. In certain instances, these services may be
performed by the principal consultant. Some examples of special services that might be
employed for airport projects include, but are not limited to, the following:

l.

Soil investigations, including core sampling laboratory tests, related analyses, and
reports.

2. Detailed mill, shop, and/or laboratory inspections of materials and equipment.
3. Land surveys and topographic maps.
4. Field and/or constnrction surveys.
5. Photogrammetry surveys.
6. Onsite construction inspection and/or management involving the services of a fulltime resident engineer(s), inspecto(s), or manager(s) during the constnrction or
installation phase of a project. This differs from the periodic inspection
rasponsibilities included as part of the basic services.

7. Special environmental snrdies and analyses.
8. Expert witness testimony in litigation involving specific projects.
9. Project feasibility studies.
t4
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10. Public information and community involvement surveys, studies, and activities.
I

L

Preparation of record drawings.

12. Assisting the sponsor in the preparation of necessary applications for local, State,
and Federal grants.

13. Preparation of or updating of the airport layout plan.
14. Preparation of property maps.
15. Preparation of quality conhol plan.
16. Preparation of final report.

l-5
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2. PROCEDURES

FOR SELECTION OF CONSULTANTS

General.
The procedures included in this chapter provide guidance for sponsors in the selection
and e,lrgagement of architectural, engineering, environmental, and planning consultants
on projects funded wholly or in part under Federal airport grant programs. Adherence
to these procedures will assure a sponsor of compliance with the requirements of
49 USC g a7107(a) (17) and 2 CFR $200.320, as amended.

2.1.1

49 USC $ 47107(a) (17) states: "Each contract and subcontract for program
management, constuction management, planning studies, feasibility studies,
architechrral services, preliminary engineering, design engineaing surveying mapping,
and related sernices will be awarded in the same way that a contract for architectural
and engineering services is negotiated under Chapter I I of Title 40 or an equivale,nt
qualifications based requirement prescribed for or by the sponsor." In addition to the
services described in this statute, the professional and incidental services listed under
A/E Services in Appendix A, must also be pnrcured using qualifications based
procedures.

2.1.2

2.1.3

2 CFR $ 200.320 establishes that procurement by competitive proposal, where price is
not a factor, may only be used for procurement of architecturaVengineering (A/E)
services. It may not be used for other services even though an A/E firm may be a
potential source to perform the service. If a conllict exists between 49 USC $ 47107(a)
(17) and 2 CFR 200, the statute will prwail.

Title D( of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 requires that
qualifications based selection procedures be used for the selection of fimrs to perform
architectural and engineering services. Qualifications based procedures require that a
contract for A/E senrices be awarded pursuant to a fair and open selection process based
on the qualifications of the frms. The fees for such services are esablished following
selection of a firm through a negotiation process to daermine a fair and reasonable
price.

2.2

Procurement Standards.

2.2.1

The selection of qualified consultants must be made on the basis of fair negotiations and
equitable fees and through selection procedures that are professionally acceptable,
ensure maximum ope,n and free competition, and avoid any suggestion of unfair or
unethical conduct.

2.2.2

Consultants employed for work on projects involving airport grants must be responsible
and possess the ability to perform successfully under the terms and conditions of the
proposed procurement. Consideration should be grven to such matters as integrity,
record of past performance, extent of experience with the tpe of services required by
the sponsor, technical resources, and accessibility to other necessary r€sources.

2-l
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2.2.3

The Sponsor's procurement action must be void of individual and organizational
conflicts of interests both real and/or perceived.

2.2.3.1

Individual conflicts of interest may exist whenever a Sponsor's employee,
officer, agent or family member thereof has a financial or other interest in
the firms competing for the work.

2.2.3.2

Organizational conflicts of interest may exist when therrc is a lack of
impartiality, impaired objectivity or an unfair advantage with one or more
of the firms competing for the work.

2.2.4 Sponsors

must maintain sufficient records, made available at the FAA's request, to
detail the significant history of their pmcurement action. This includes the rationale for
the prccurernent method; the selection considerations; contract type and basis for
contract price.

2.2.5

2.3

Per $ 200.319, all procurement transactions must be conducted in a manner providing
full and open competition. To erurure objective contractor performance and eliminate
unfair competitive advantage, entities that develop or draft specifications, requirernents,
staternents of work, and invitations for bids or requests for proposals must be excluded
from competing for such procurements.

QuelificationsBasedSelectionProcedures.
Consultants must be selected on the basis of their qualifications and experience, with
fees determined through negotiations following selection. The qualifications of
consultants are evaluated and the best qualified consultant is selected, subject to a
mutual urderstanding of the scope of services and negotiation of a fair and reasonable
fee. Figure 2-1 is an overview of the recommended Qualifications Based Consultant
Selection process.

2-2
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Figure 2-1. Qualifications Based Selection Process
Determine the Scope of Servkes

Par. 2.7 De\relop Selection Crlteria

and Numcrical Rating

Go

to Figure 2-2

Does

the selection

satisfy the needs,
objectives and goals?

2.4

Other Services.

2.4.1

Where services are to be performed in conjunction with the architectural, planning,
environmental, or engineering seruices, they must be contracted for in the course of
procuring the A/E services.

2.4.2

Where services such as feasibility studies, construction managfirelrt, program
manag€meNrt and other services as defined in 49 USC $ 47107(a) (17) and A,/E services
as defined in Appendix A are to be performed, they must be procured using
qualifications based procedures.
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2.4.3

Where services are to be performed that are not in conjunction with A/E services and do
not require performance by a lice,nsed architect or engineer, the services should be
acquired using local procurement procedures. An example of this tlpe of special
service would be soil borings, whereby the boring layout plan and interpretations of
tests are not performed by the boring contractor. Soil borings conducted as part of a
geotechnical engineering investigation or for which an independent engineer is
responsible must be procured either in the course of procuring A/E services or by using
qualifications based procedures.

2.4.4

Where services are to be perfomred in assisting the FAA in preparing an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), they must be procured using qualifications based selection
procedures (see paragraph 2.10).

2.4.5

Where a sponsor decides to utilize an Alternative Project Delivery System (APDS) such
as design-build (DB) or conshrction manager-at-risk (CMAR), the Sponsor may use the
competitive proposal approach (as defined in 2 CFR $200.320) for selection provided
price and other factors such as qualifications, skill, experience, and design approach are
considered when selecting a firm to perform this service. The selection of an A/E
services firm is the only instance where prices must be excluded as a consideration
under a competitive proposal selection. Please reference Appendix G, Alternative
Project Delivery Systems, of this Advisory Circular for guidance in procuring these
tlpes of services.

2.5

Selecting Organizetion.

2.5.1

Within the sponsor's organization, an administrative policy should be established for
designating persons authorized to select or recommend consultants for various
assignments. The persons designated may include the administrator or the departnent
head to be supplernented by others making up a selection board. The persons
ernpowered to make the selection of one consultant over another must be kept free of
pressures, both internal and external. 2 CFR $ 200.318(c) requires that sponsors
maintain a writte,n code of standards of conduct governing the perforrrance of their
ernployees engaged in the award and administration of contracts. They must not
participate in selection or in the award or administration of a contract supported by
Federal funds if a conflict of interest, real or apparenq would be involved.

2.5.2

The typical procedure for selecting a consultant is to use a selection board composed
at least three persons, with at least one being an engineer, airpon planner, or other
professional knowledgeable of the service required. For projects that have special
design requirements or are particularly complex, the selection board should have
additional technical mernbers with the appropriate expertise in those required
disciplines. The board should be prepared to evaluate potential consultants, i.e.,
conduct intenriews and inquiries as desired and make recommendations to the
governing body in accordance with Paragraph 2.8.14.

24
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2.6

Policy for Selection.

2.6.1

The selection of a consultant must be based on a comparative analysis of the professional
qualifications necessary for satisfactory performance of the service required. Moreover,
the selection process must satisff requiranents for ope,lr and free competition.

2.6.2

Sponsors may procure a consultant for several projects through one procurement action
provided the following conditions are met:

l.

The consultant is selected using the qualifications based selection procedures
described in paragraph 2.8.
The parties competing for the work must be advised that the work may be
accomplished during the course of multiple grants. The expected schedule of
projects must be defined, together with a statement of work and the required
services. The statement of work must be described in suflicient detail so that all
parties may adequately establistt the type of services required to accomplish the
work. Avoid generic statem€nts of work.

All parties

are advised that some of the services may not be required and that the
sponsor reserves the right to initiate additional procurement action for any of the
services included in ttre initiat procurement.
4.

The services are limited to those projecs that can reasonably be expected to be
initiated within five (5) years of the date the initial contact is signed by the
consultant. With the understanding that not all projects can be foreseen, with mutual
agreement between the sponsor and the FAA' new projects may be added after the
original selection is made. Otherwise, sponsors that want to add projects not
included in the original procurernent action must conduct a separate and new
procur€ment action.

5.

If more than one party is selected, the expected projects to be performed by each
party must be defined, together with the stat€rnent of work and the reguired
services, at the time of the initial procurement action. The sponsor must provide
notification to each firm of the projects they were awarded. Sponsors must avoid
the practice of selecting multiple firms and assigning project responsibility at a later
date.

The negotiation of the fee is limited to the services expected to be performed under the
first grant or project afterthe initial procurement action. The contract must be limited
to the services covered by the negotiated fee. The negotiation of the fee for
subseque,nt services, i.e., seruices included in the procureme,nt action but not in the
initial contracf must occur at the time those services are needod. A fee estimate must
be performed for each of these negotiations. (See paragaph 2.12 for information on
fee estimate.) If a fee cannot be agreed upon betrreen the sporuor and the seloctod
finn, then negotiations are terminatod wittr ttrat firm. If the sponsor identified and
ranked multiple firms forthe project at the time ofthe initial procurement actioq then
the sponsor may €nter into negotiations with the firrn rmked nexL If no additional
firms were identified and rankd or agreern€nt is not reached with any selected firms,
then the sporLsor must initiate a new procurernent action
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7.

[n the case of an unforeseen project as in Paragraph 4, the Sponsor and the FAA may
mutually agrce on the ranking of the selected consultants by evaluating their
capabilities and the scope of the rurforeseen project, Howwer, if the scope of the
unforeseen project does not match the capabilities of the selectod consrltants, a new
procuement action mtult be conducted.

2.6.3

Unless there is a convincing reason to combine eligible and ineligible projects in a
single solicitatioq sporunrc are discouraged from doing so (Order 5100.38).

2.7

Selection Criteria.

2.7.1

Basd on the proposed scope of senrice(s) and prior to waluating consultants, a
sponso(s) must develop a list of selection criteria to be used in evaluating potential
consultants. Numerical rating factors (ranges) should be assigned to each criterion on
the basis of the sponsor's priorities and conception of the importance of each factor in
the attainme,nt of a successful project. The sponso(s) should include the criteria with a
Request for Qualifications (RFQ) in advance of the selection process.

2.7.2

Based on a sponsor's goals/objectives for each project, the list of selection criteria
vary for each RFQ and must be appropriate for the proposed scope of services.
Suggested selection criteria include, but are not limited to, the following:
I

.

will

Capability to perform all or most aspects of the project and rccent experieirce in
airport projects comparable to the proposed task.

2.

Key personnel's professional qualifications and experience and availability for the
proposed project; their reputation and professional integrity and competence; and
their knowledge of FAA regulations, policies, and procedures.

3.
4.

Capability to meet schedules or deadlines.

5.

Qualifications and experience of sub-consultants regularly engaged by the

Quality of projects prwiously undertakeir and capability to complete projects
without having major cost escalations or overruns.
consultant under consideration.

6.

Capability of a branch offrce that will do the work to perform independently of the
home office, or conversely, its capability to obtain necessaty suprport from the home
office. The use of geographic location may be a selection criteria provided its
application leaves an appropriate number of qualified firrr, given the nature and
size of the project, to compete for the contract.

7.
8.

Ability to fumish qualified inspectors for constnrction inspection if applicable.
Understanding of the project's potentialchalleirges and the sponsor's special
concerns.

9.

Degree of interest shown in unde,rtaking the project and their familiarity with and
proximity to the geographic location of the project.

2-6
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10.

I

Capability to incorporate and blend aesthetic and architectural concepts with the
project design while accomplishing the basic requiranents that transportation
facilities be functional, safe, and efficient.

l. In meeting

the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) contract goal, evideirce
documenting that the consultant met the DBE goal, or by documenting ttrat it made
adequate good faith efforts to meet the DBE goal. (See 49 CFR, $ 26.53)

12. Capability to conduct a Value Engineering (VE) study for projects that are
particularly complex or have unique features. Order 5100.38, Chapter 3,
Subsection 3-57; AC 150/5300-15,Use of Value Engineeringfor Engineeringand
Design of Airport Grant Projecls,' and AC 150/537G10, Standardsfor Specifying

Construction of Airports, contain additional guidance on VE studies.

Selection Procedures.
The sponsor must use thc following selection procedures or equivalent Statdsponsor
qualifications based selection for individual project selections involving Federal airport
gants (see Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2). However, the requirernent for both an RFQ and
an RFP should be evaluated based on the complexity of ttre project as these steps may
be combined into a single request.

2-7
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Figure 2-2. Consultant Selecfron Process for a Single Project
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2.8.1

The selection board should review the nature of the proposed project and the general
scope ofservices to be procured in order to ensure an understanding ofthe project
requirements and the qualifications neoded by the consultant.

2.8.2

As discussed in paragraph 2.7, the selection board must develop the selection criteria
and the evaluation system used in preparing a pre-selection short-list of consultants who
are best qualified for the project as well as in determining the final selection.

2.8.3

To obtain experience and qualification data from potentially qualified conzultants, the
sponsor should issue an RFQ inviting consultants to submit their experience and
qualifications data relating to the proposed project usually in the form of a Statement of
Qualifications (SOQ). To ensure the broadest publicity conceming sponsor interest in
obtaining consultant services, public armouncements for all projects should be
advertised in local newspapers with a wide circulation, national trade joumals and
magazines, and through electronic media. Public announce(nents should include
information such as a description of the proposed prcject and its location, a description
of the senrices, and the estimated range of constnrction costs. The public
announce(nent should allow suflicient time for submission of the staternent of
qualifications.

2.8.4 Sponsors

may also send the public announcements directly to known" potentially
qualified consultants to determine their interest in the project and to request their
experience and qualification data.

2.8.5

Affrmative steps pusuant to 2 CFR 5200.321 and good faith efforts should be taken to
assure that small and minority firms are used whenever possible, consistent with 49
CFR part 26. These steps and efforts should include, but not be limited to, the
following:

l.
2.

Include qualified small business and minority firms on solicitatiort lists.
Assure that small business and minority firms are solicited whe,never they are
potential sources. Consultation with regional Airports Divisions, Offrce of Civil
Rights, and/or State transportation offices is encouraged.

3.

Divide the total requirements into small tasks, when economically feasible, to
permit maximum small business and DBE firm participation.

4.

Use the setryices and assistance of the Small Business Administration, the Minority
Business Development Agency of the Departrnent of Commerce, and the Minority
Resource Center Regional Centers of the Department of Transportation
(http //osdbu.dot. gov).
:

2.8.6

5.

Arrange solicitations, time for presentation of offers and delivery schedules to
facilitate DBE and other small business participation.

6.

Encourage consultants to subcontract portions of the work, wen when they might
othenvise perform the work with their own forces.

FAA Airports field offices may also furnish the names of consultants who have engaged
in projects of similar nature in their areas ofjurisdiction. However, with the exc€,ption
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of an ElS, FAA personnel will not recommend consultants or participate in the selection
process. The addresses of FAA Airports RegionaUDistrict Oflices having jurisdiction
over specific geographic areas are available at:
httll //www. faa. eov/airportVnews-information/contact_info/resionaV
:

2.8.7

From the experience and qualification data obtained from consultants, the selection
board should prepare a pre-selection short-list of the best qualified consultants for
further consideration. With adequate response to the RFQ, the typical pre-selection
short-list should consist of between three and five consultants.

2.8.8

At this point, consultants who expressed an interest in the project but were not included
on the pre-selection short-list should be notified that they were uuuccessful.

2.8.9 Detailed information

on the qualifications and performance data of each of the
consultants on the pre-selection shortJist should be obtained. This can be achieved by
contacting former clients identified by the consultant in their statement of qualifications
to ascertain the quality of worlg ability to meet schedules, cost control, and consultant-

client relationship.

2.8.10 At

this point, the selection organization may elect to obtain a general project proposal
from each of the firrts on the pre-selection short-list, tlpically by issuing a Request for
Proposal (RFP) to each conzultant on the pre-selection shortJist. The RFP strould
include a detailed description of the project and the proposed scope of services required.
The selection criteria, including their relative importance that will be used to evaluate
the proposals must also be made available to each of the firms on the pre-selection
short-list. The RFP shall not contain a r€quest for any cost information, such as total
cost, cost per hour, work hours, or other pricing data. Requests for cost or pricing
information, prior to discussions with the best qualified finn, to define the scope of
services is contrary to 49 USC $ 47107 (a) (17) and 2 CFR $ 200.320(d). The general
project proposal will help the selection board recommend a consultant who can achieve
design excellence, while zuccessfully conholling time and costs and who has the ability
to understand and accomplish the specialized requirerne,nts of the project. The elernents
of a tlpical general project proposal should include, but are not limited to, the

following:

l.

Team members, other key personnel, previous experience, and the role they will
on the project. The qualifications and time commitrnent of the project manager
proposed for the project.

2. Curent workload.
3. Proposed project schedule, including major tasks and target completion dates.
4. Technical approach - a brief discussion of the tasks or steps that the consultant

fill

will

take to accomplish the work described in the scope of services.

5.

Value engineering - when a value engineering study is included in the selection
criteria, a brief discussion of the consultant's capability, training, and experience to
carry out such a study.
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2.8.1I

Conduct intenriews with each consultant on the pre-selection shortJist. On small
projects, a telephone interview may be zuffrcie'nt. Careful consideration of time and
cost should be grven to the need for formal interviews. If sponsor has received
sufficient information included in the qualification submission to make a selection, them
formal interviews may not be necessary.

2.8.12

Review the experience and qualifications data, the general project proposal, the
interyiew rezults, and other relevant data. Using the selection criteria developed for the
project; rank the qualified conzultants in order of prefereirce.

2.8.13 lnitiate discussion with the fnst-ranked

consultant to fully define the scope of work and
services to be provided (see paragraph 2.1 l). After agreernent on a detailed scope of
services has been reached, the consultant should submit their cost proposals together
with a detailed project proposal. Negotiations should then be conducted to reach a fair
and reasonable fee, zubject to the procedures indicated in paragraphs?.l2 and 2.13.

2.8.14

Prepare a r€port that documents the Sponsor's procurement actions and the selection of
the consultant they deem most qualified. The report must contain suffrcie,lrt detail to
indicate the extent of the review and the considerations used for the recommendations.
The report should be forwarded to the sponsot's administrator or goveming body
authorized to review the recommendations of the selection board. The
recommendations of the selection board should normally be accepted unless the report
does not adequately support the recommendations. This will help to erurure complete
fairness and open competition. If the recommendations are not accepted, the selection
board should reconvene until acceptable recommendations have been agreed upon.

2.9

Nteruate Selection Procedures.

2.9.1

Proposals Reouested with Oualification Data.
The selection procedure recommended in paragraph 2.8 should normally be followed in
the procurernent of consulting services. For small projects where the scope of work and
services can be clearly defined or the sponsor anticipates receipt of less than four
proposals, the sponsor may wish to solicit proposals at the time of advertising for
experience and qualification data. ln this case, the announce,ment must contain a
detailed scope of services and indicate where the selection criteria can be obtained. The
advertisement cannot request pricing information.

2.9.2

lnformal Procedures.

2.9.2.1

tnformal Qualifications Based Selection procedures may be used for A/E
procurements estimated to be less than $100,000. However, this does not
relieve the sponsor from the obligation to perform a cost analysis and
pr€,pare an independent fee estimate (see paragraph2.l2). Sponsors must
consult with FAA Airport personnel before using informal procedures to
assure that the circumstances justi$ their use.
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2.9.2.2

Under this procedure, a spornor must contact at least three fimrs and discuss
their qualifications to perform the work. Negotiations must then be
conducted with the best-qualified firm to arrive at a fee. These negotiations
may be conducted via telephone or e-mail. After selection, using this
ptocedure, the sponsor must document their procurerne,lrt action and then
zubmit a statement to the FAA explaining the basis for the selection and
method used to deternrine reasonableness of the fee.

2.9.2.3

The informal selection process may not be used to select a firm for multiple
projects.

Non-comoetitiveProcedures.
The FAA may authorize non-competitive negotiation for sernices if the cost of the contact
is not expected to exceed $10,000 and the senrices are irrcidental to the grant project.
When this procedtue is use( the sponsormust zubmit a statem€nt to the FAA explaining
the basis usod to determine reasonableness of cost as discussed n2.9.2 above.

2.10

Selection Procedures for Environmentel Impact Statement @IS) Preparation.
The procurernent of consultant services to assist the FAA in preparing an EIS is
somewhat unique because the regulations implernenting the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) (42 USC $ 4321 et seq.), require Federal agencies to prepare the
EIS or select the contractor that pre,pares the EIS (Orders 5050.4 and 1050.I provide
additional guidance). Selection of a consultant must, therefore, be made by the FAA
from a short-list of qualified consultants submitted by the sporunr. The sponsor and the
FAA must follow the selection procedures recommended in paragraph 2.8 with the

following exceptions:

l.
2.

The proposed scope of work is to be provided by the FAA.
The FAA must concur with the selection and evaluation criteria prepared by the
sporunr.

3.

The FAA will be invited to participate with the sponsor in the interviews with
consultants on the pre-selection shortJist.

4.

The sponsor may indicate to the FAA their ranking of the consultants on the preselection short-list after the interview prccess has been concluded. The FAA,
however, is under no obligation to make a selection based on this ranking.

5.

Using the previous sponsor/FAA agreed upon selection and evaluation criteria, the
FAA will indepe,ndently evaluate and rank the conzultants on the pre-selection
shortJist in order ofpreference, based on qualifications.

6.

The FAA must advise the sponsor of the FAA's ranlcing in order of preference, and
the sponsor must advise and initiate discussions with the consultant ranked first.

7.

The FAA will be invited to discussions on the scope during any IFE process
conducted by the Sponsor or their consultang as nocessary.
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The FAA's involvement in the negotiation of the project cost must be limited to
making a reasonableness determination once a satisfactory cost proposal has been
reached betrveen the sponsor and the consultant.

9.

2.ll
2.ll.l

2.11.2

The FAA must prepare a selection re,port for its records.

Scope of Senices.

An important step in the negotiation process is to reach a complete and mutual
rurderstanding of the scope of services to be provided. The general scope of services
developed during initiation of the procurement process is of necessity too broad to serve
as the basis for a contractual agreement. A welldefined project description and scope
of services should be developed betrueen the sponsor and first-ranked conzultant prior to
negotiating a project design fee. This may be accomplished in a scoping meeting or
se,parate investigation or study to clearly define the ext€Nlt of the project. The sponsor's
engineer or independent consultant (see paragraph2.l2) should attend the meeting so
they will have a complete understanding of the scope of services prior to developing a
detailed fee estimate. Such a meeting offers the opportunity for refinement,
amendment, and complete definition of the services to be rendered.
The scope of service(s) must be sufliciently detailed so that the consultant can make a
reasonable fee estimate (see Appendix E). Although the scope of se,lrrice(s) will vary
from ploject to project (see samples in Appendix C), the following items are typical of
those that should be considerpd in developing the scope of services:

l. List of meetings the consulAnt is expected to attend.
2. Design schedule.
3. Special services required.
4. Complexityofdesign.
5. Safety and operational considerations.
6. Environmental considerations.
7. Sunrey and geotechnical testing requirernents.
8. Sponsor represe,ntation services during constnrction.
9. Quality contol during constnrction.
10. Preparation of forms, lefters, documents, and reports.
I

l.

Airport Layout Plan updates.

12. Property map preparation.
13. Quality contol during design.
14. Coordination with other consultants and age,ncies.

15. Deliverables.
16. Data and material fumished by the sponsor.

2-13
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17. Testing and commissioning requirements.
I

8. City/county requirernents.

19. Number of bid packages.

20. Complexity of construction phasing to minimize impacts on airport operations.
21. Public Outreach.

2.12

Independent Fee Estimate.

2.12.1 A sponsor must perform

a price or cost analysis for every A/E contract (2 CFR $
200.323). The method and degree of analysis is dependent on the facts surrounding the
contract. To properly evaluate the cost of professional services an indepeirdent fee
estimate (IFE) is required, prior to receiving the consultant's proposal, as part of the
cost analysis for all A/E contracts and contract modifications. The word "independent"
does not imply that the IFE has to be performed by someone other than the sponsor.
Preparation of an IFE can be completed in a number of ways, such as the following, or
as approved by your local ADO:

L

A sponsor having a staff with experience in estimating the professional services and
negotiating contracts for these services can develop its own IFE for the services,
based on the scope ofservices agreed upon in paragraph 2.1 l.

2.

Sponsors having no staffwith this expertise or having minimal or no previous
experience may engage the services of a consultant on retainer for preparation of
the IFE provided the consultant has experie,nce with the services involved and who
is not being considered for the project.

3.

Altematively, an inde,pendent engineering, architecture, or planning consultant may
be retainod to pre,pare an IFE provided this conzultant was not on the pre-selection
short-list. The consultant must have recent experience in airport work similar to
that proposed and be familiar with FAA requirements and procedures. The sponsor
should request evidence that the consultant meets the above requirements.

2.12.2

State aviation personnel who have experience with the senrices involved may also
pr€pare the IFE for the sponsors use.

2.12.3

The level of detail needed to satisfy the requirements of an IFE varies and is dependent
on the anticipated value of the A/E contract. For contracts with an anticipated value
less than $100,000 the sponsor can satisfy the IFE requireme,lrt by comparing the A/E
contact with prwious conmcts of a similar nature, or preparing a detailed fee/cost
analpis (see Appendix E). At a minimum, the independent estimate must address
direct labor work hourc, labor rates, general and administrative overhead, non-salary
experuies and a reasonable profit. For contracts anticipated to be greater than $100,000 a
detailed fee/cost analysis is required.

2.12.4 If the sponsor hires a consultant

to perform any of these functions, that consultant may
be retained using informal or non-competitive qualifications based procedures (see
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paragaphs 2.9.2 arlrd2.9.3) as applicable; however, the IFE consultant will not be
eligible for consideration to perform work on the project.

2.12.5

Another source on estimating consultant's cost can be found in ASCE Manuals and
Reports on Engineering Practice No. 45, "How to Work Effectively with Consulting
Engineers." However, these graphs must be used with judgment and within their stated
limi1a1i6nt. Other resources include project history files, previous contracts, etc.

2.12.6

Sponsors have an obligation to obtain a fair and reasonable fee in all cases. Prior to
initiating furlher discussions with the frst-ranked consultant, the sponsor must accept
the IFE and retain it for their records. Appendices D and E present sarrple formats for
consultant services fbe/cost and detailed fee/cost analysis respectively, however any
format that meets this purpose is accepable. The FAA retains the right to disallow
negotiated fees that the FAA determines to be unreasonable.

2.13
2.13 .l

Negotirtions.
After developing a detailed scope of services and after the IFE requirernents have been
satisfied per Par. 2.l2,the sporunr may enter into negotiations with the consultant given
first preference by the selection board. Once the rankings have been established, the
spoiltor shall inform the other frms on the pre-selection shortlist that negotiations have
been initiated with the first ranked firm. If an independent firm has bee,lr retained by the
sponsor for the purpose of preparing an independent fee estimate, the firm may be
consulted by the sponsor during negotiations, to clarify problem areas, but not to review
the consultant's fee proposal or attend any negotiating sessions.

2.13.2 Basd

on the scope of services agreed upon in paragaph 2.1l, the sponsor must request
the consultant to submit the proposed fee and zupporting cost breakdown. The
consultant must prepare a detailed estimate of the hours and cost required for each of
the major tasks. In addition to charges for labor, the consultant should, if appropriate,
indicate the costs for subcontractors, travel, living expenses, reproduction, and other
out-of-pocket expenses expected to be incuned.

2.13.3

When evaluating the reasonableness of a consultant's fee proposal, a general review
standard used within the FAA and industry is whether the total fee proposal, as well as
individual tasks within the proposal, is within l07o of the IFE. When differences
exceed l0%, the sponsor and IFE preparer should review those areas with the consultant
to determine if there is a misunderstanding of the scope of services or level of effort
required to complete the work. While this should not be constnred as policy, the use of
the l0% standard is one method to help identi$ areas of significant difference between
the consultant's fee proposal and the IFE.

2.13.4

Negotiations should be based upon the data submitted by the consultant and an
evaluation of the specific work hous required for each task. The sponsor should
subject the consultant's data to a technicaVengineering analysis. Based on this analysis,
the sponsor should identifr differences in the work-hour estimates. Significant
differences, either positive or negative, between the estimate submitted by the
2-15
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consultant and the estimate developed by the sponsor should be resolved, and revisions
should be made to the work hours or scope of services as required. The fee should then
be evaluated, taking into consideration the experience level required by the angineer
working on each task. A sample fee/cost analysis form is shown in Appendix E.

2.13.5 If a mutually satisfactory

contract cannot be negotiated with the fust-ranked consultant,
the negotiations must be terminated and the consultant notified. Negotiations must then
be initiated with the conzultant given second prefere,nce by the selection board. This
procedure must be continued with recommended consultants in the sequence of ranking
established by the selection board rurtil a mutually satisfactory conhact has been
negotiated. Once negotiations have bee,n terminated with a firm and begun with
another, they cannot be reopened with the former firm.

2.13.6 A record
file. This

of negotiations must be prepared by the sponsor and included in the contract
record must contain sufficient detail to reflect any changes in the scope of

services controlling the establishment of the cost and other terms of the contract. An
explanation must be provided for any significant differences between the sponsor's
original estimate and the final fee agreed upon. The scope of services, draft contract,
sponsor's independent fee estimate, consultant's fee proposal with any revisions, and
detailed fee analysis must be attached to the report. A sample Record ofNegotiations is
contained in Appendix F.

2.13.7

Upon completion of successful negotiations, all consultants interviewed by the selection
board should be informed of the consultant selected for the project.

2.13.8 FAA

personnel will not be present and will not participate in the negotiation process.
The FAA's role is to make a judgmeirt on the reasonableness of the compensation for
the services to be furnished and to ensure that all senrices required for a particular
project have been included in the proposal.

2.13.9 If requested

by the FAA, the sponsor must submit the record of negotiations and all
attachments to the FAA for a reasonable,ness of cost determination (Order 5100.38,
Chapter 3, Section l4).

2.14

Sponsor Force Account Projects.
Proposals to accomplish airport engineering with the sponsor's own personnel or by its
FAA. Proposals must be submitted in writing and
subjected to a rwiew similar to that for engineering contracts. Most of the factors
considered in the selection of a consultant would be applicable to approval of services
to be done by force account. The sponsor's pnoposal to use force account rather than
contract-engineering services must be fully documented and should contain as a
agent must be appnoved by the

minimum:

1.

Justification for doing the work by force account rather than by contract;

2.

Estimate of costs, including detailed data on estimated work hours, hourly rates,
non-salary expenses, and indirect costs;
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Names and engineering qualifications of personnel that

will

be accomplishing

specific tasks;
4.

Statements concerning the capability of the sponsor to perform the various tasks
design, supervision, inspections, testing, etc., as applicable to the project with
argum€nts to support the decision to use force account;

5.

summary of sponsor's experience with airport engineering pertaining to projects
yifl1 similar design scopes; and

of

Staternent by the spoffror on the ability of its personnel to integrate the project into
their workload, with a schedule of accomplishment of tasks, date by which the work
will be completed, or dates within which it will take place.
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3.

CONTRACT FORTIAT AND PROVISTONS

3.1

General.

3.1.1

The relationship of the consultant with the sponsor should be clearly defined by a
written agteerneirt before cornm€,lrcement of actual work. All of the terms should be
clearly defined in the agreement. It should state the parties to the contract and define
the complete extent and character of the work to be performed as well as conditions
relating to any time limitations that may be involved. The terms and paymeirts for
various services should be included. The scope of the consultant effort should be
described in complete detail to determine the sufficiency of the zupervisory and
inspection staffand to determine whether some selvices will neod to be otherwise
contracted for or be provided by the sponsor.

3.t.2

Consultant contracts usually cover highly technical services. Therefore, to assure the
soundness of a legal document, it is essential that someone who has thorough
knowledge of the project prepare the sections describing services to be performed,
sequence of work, information to be fumished by the sponsor, and terms of payment.

3.2

Contrect Formet.
Many govenrment age,ncies, business firms, and engineering organizations have
developed standardizd forms for engineering and planning contracts. The American
Council of Engineering Companies, the National Society of Pnofessional Engineers, and
the American Society of Civil Engineers have developed zuch standardized forms.
Some State aviation departnents have developed standardized forms for engineering
services provided in their own states. The American Institute of Architects has
standardized forms for architectrual contracts. It is often necessary to modiS these
standard agreements to reflect the specific terms and conditions applicable to a
particular project, as well as the mandatory contact provisions in paragraph 3.4.

3.3

Division of Responsibility and Authority.

3.3.1

It is common to have one firm provide the basic services and one or more firms provide
special serrrices. In these cases, the firm providing the basic consultant services is
considered the primary engineer or principal consultant as defined in Appendix A. As
sucb the principal consultant re,presents the sponsor in coordinating and overseeing the
work of other engineering/consultant firms and has the overall responsibility to
coordinate the work and to review the work products for general conformance to the
requirerrents of the sponsor. Thereforc, it is extremely important that the contract
documents clearly speciff the division of responsibility and authority between all
parties involved in carrying out eleme,nts of the project.

3.3.2

The contract betwee,n the sponsor and consultant is based on the scope of services
established earlier in the process (see paragraph 2.1 l) and involves carrying out
professional duties under the requirements of law. The contract must not attempt to
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make the conzultant an indernnitor of the sporsor such as in the event of the sponsot's
negligence or the absence of any wrongdoing by the consultant. The consultant must
fully stand behind their services and indemnify the sporsor for damages and expenses
caused by their own enors, omissions, and negligent or wrongful acts.

3.3.3

Expanding the consultant's liability beyond the scope or purpose of a contract could
affect the competitive process of contract award in a way that conflicts with the
requirernents of 2 CFR $200.319 and may impact Federal eligibility.

3.4

MandatoryContractProvisions.

3.4.1

Federal laws and regulations prescribe that certain provisions be included in federally
funded contracts. For purposes of this section, the term "contract" includes
subcontracts. The type of contract must be appropriate for the particular procurement.

3.4.2

The provisions that pertain to consultant contracts, including the source of each
requirement are listed in Table 3-1. Specific wording of Federal contract provisions is
available on the FAA website at http://www.faa.sov/airlrortdaip/procurem€nt/.

Table 3-1. Mandatory Federal Contract Provisions for Professional Services (A/E)

Confacts

kovldon

LewlStetute

Provisions for all A/E Conffacts

Civil Rights Act of

1964, Title

VI - Contactor Contractual

part2l

Requirements

49 CFR

Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982, Section 520

49 USC g 47123

Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises

49 CFR par.26

New Restrictions on Iobbying

49 CFRpart 20

2 CFR200.
Appendix II
2 CFR200.
Appendix II
2 CFR200.
Appendix II

Access to Records and Reports
Breach of Contract Terms

Rights to Inventions
Trade Restriction Clause

49 CFR part 30

Additional Provlsions for AIE Contracts Exceeding $101000
Termination of Conhact

2 CFR

3-2
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LawlShtute

Pronbion

Appendix II

Additional Provlsions for A/E Contracts Exceeding $25,000
2 CFRpart 180;

Debarment and Suspension

2

CFRpart 1200

3.5

Time Overruns Beyond Control of the Consultant.
Frequently, the consultant is called upon to continue technical inspection services on
constnrction contracts ovemrnning the program schedule contemplated at the time of
negotiation. ln most instances, the time elernent is beyond the conhol of the consultant.
To provide for the continge,ncy of ovemrn of time, the agreement between the sponsor
and the consultant should state the period for which the compensation applies and that
the consultant must be reimbursed for services in excess of the specified period of time
at a mutually acceptable fee negotiated at the time all the pertinent circumstances are
known. The cost of additional consultant technical inspection services that would result
from contractor caused construction delays should be included in the liquidated
damages established for constnrction contracts.

3.6

Ownership of Drawings and Contract Documents.

3.6.1

Original documents, such as tracings, plans, specificatiors, maps, basic survey notes
and sketches, charts, computations, and other data prepared or obtained under the terms
of the contract, are instnrments of service and remain the property of the consultant
unless otherwise agreed to by both parties. Reproducible copies of drawings and copies
of otherpertinent data should be made available to the sponsor upon request. Electronic
copies containing all drawings should be furnished to the sponsor. Terms and
conditions for sponsor's reuse of documents/data on other projects should be addressed
in the contract.

3.6.2

When a contract is only for preliminary plans, no commitment that would constitute a
limitation on thc zubsequent use of the preliminary plans or ideas incorporated therein
should be stated or implied.

3.7

Contract Checklist.
The following checklist identifies important items and provisions to bc considered in
preparing any contract for consultant services. It is not all-inclusive because each
contract will vary based on the unique requirements of the project scope of services,

l.

Effective date of contract.

2.

Names and descriptions of the parties to the agreement with their addresses and, in
the case of a corporate body, the legal description of the corporation.
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3.

Nature, extent, and character of the project, the location thereot and the time

limitations.

4.

Services, including performance and delivery schedules, to be renderod by the
consultant.

5.

Delineation of responsibilities of the consultant, the sponsor, and other consultants
and parties involved in the perfonnance of the project, particularly key personnel
such as the project manager.

6.
7.
8.

Delineation of the duties and responsibilities of the resident e,ngineer/inspector.

9.

lnclusion of mandatory contract provisions identified in paragraph 3.4.
Provision for renegotiation of the contract on the basis of change in the scope of the
project, changes in conditions, additional work, etc.
Provision that reproducible copies of planning and design drawings and
specifications be made available to the sponsor upon request.

10. Compensatioru including methods of payment and payment schedules, for services
to be renderod by conzultants.
I

l.

Provision for the termination of the consultant services before complaion of work.

12. Provision for preparation of a Quality Control Plan as required by the special
provisions of the grant agreernent.
13. Provision for pre,paration of an Engineer's Design Report and Final Report.

3.8

FAA Contract Review.

3.8.1

FAA Airports field office personnel are available to assist the sponsor and provide
guidance on:

. The scope of services to be provided;
/. The appropriate tlpe of contract;
3. The mandatory contract provisions to be included; and
4. Sponsor certification requirements.
I

3.8.2

If deerned

nocessary by the FAA, a draft of the contract

will be submitted to ensure that:

l. The scope of the engineering is described completely;
2. The fees and reimbursements are reasonable and eligible as shown by a cost/price
analysis;

3.
4.

I
I

3.8.3

The type of contract is appropriate; and
The engineering/consulting

frm

and the proposed contract terms are acceptable.

Pre-award review of proposed conmcts is required under certain circumstances.
eaditional guidance is available in Order 5100.38, Section 10.
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FAA Contract Approval.
FAA Airports offices are authorized to accept certifications from sponsors that they will
comply with statutory and administrative requirements. Use of sponsor certif,rcations
for selection ofengineering, architectural, professional services, and planning
consultants is encouraged. Acceptance by the FAA of the sponsor's certification does
not limit the FAA's ability to request and review documentation to ensure the accuracy
of the certification. Reference Order 5100.38, chapter 5, subsection 5-23(9), sponsor
Certification Forms, "Selection of Consultants;" and 49 USC 47105 (d).
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4.

METHODS OF CONTRACTTNG AND ALLOWABLE COSTS

General.
The method of contracting selected for consultant services is dependent on the tlpes of
services required and specific circumstances relating to the individual project. The
various tlpes of contracts and methods of compensation are discussed in this chapter
and listed in Table 4-1. Contracts may be negotiarcd to include a combination of two or
more of these methods. With all of the following methods, the Sponsor must negotiate
profit as a separate element of the price for each contact and supplemental agreement.
When establishing a fair and reasonable profiq consideration must be given to the
complexity of the work to be performed; the risk borne by the firm; the firm's
investm€,nt; the amount of zub-consultants; the firm's record of past performance; and
industry profit rates in the surrounding geographical area for similar work.

4.2

Direct Personal Services.

4.2.1

Direct personal services are usually charged on a per diem basis. This method is
particularly suited to court work or similar efforts involving intermittent personal
service.

4.2.2

When such consulting or expert services are fumished, the consultant is compensated
for the time devoted to the work and travel. The per diern charge should be based on
the complexity of the work involved and the experience of the consultant. In addition to
the compeirsation based on per diern, the consultant is reimbursed for travel and other
out-of-pocket expenses incurred while away from the normal place of business provided
they are reasonable, allocable, and of a generally allowable nature. Additionally,
reimbursable expenses at the normal place of business may be reimbursed, such as
special computer work, rendering, exhibits, provided they are reasonable, allocable, and
of a generally allowable nature.

4.2.3

Each direct personal services contract must include a ceiling price that the contractor
exceeds at their own risk. Furthermore, the Sponsor must assert oversight in order to
obtain reasonable assurance that the contractor is using effrcient methods and effective

cost controls.

4.2.4

For services in court or on other engagernents in which the consultant appears as an
exPert, a per diern charge is considered to be earned for each day ofsuch appearance,
although the consultant may not be called to testift or, if called, may finish hiVtrer
testimony in a fraction of a day.

4.2.5

On occasion, the urgency of the engagernent requires the consultant to work longer than
the normal day. In some instances, this requirement is a necessary feature of the
services, and an understanding should be made with the sponsor as to what constitutes a
day. In such cases, the per diem rate may be based on the normal number of working
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hours per day, or the per diem rate may be increasod to take into consideration the
extended work day.

4.2.6 For certain kinds of work, compensation

based on hourly rates is an equitable
arrangement. Compensation for conzultant service on an hourly basis demands a higher
rate per hour than would be represented in a per diem rate. Also, the hourly rates
should apply to time for travel involved, plus reimbursement for travel costs,
subsistence, and other out-of-pocket expenses. Depending on the duration ofthe
services, compensation on an hourly basis may include an agreement on a preset
minimum amount or retainer in addition to the payments based on the hourly rates.

4.2.7 If public hearings are involved in the consultant seirrices, determination of the fee could
present a problem since extensive hearings and follow-up work may be required. In
these instances, the per diem approach may be considered as an appropriate method of
payment for services rendered subsequent to the initial hearing. An estimated upper
limit should be set forth in the contract. The contract should provide for renegotiation
of the upper limit if unforeseeable conditions are encountered.

4-2
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Table

Gl. Contrecting Methods and Allowable Costs

Contracting
Method
$4-2. Direct

Personal Services

$4-3. Retainer

Compenretion

Allowrble Coct

o Per Diern.
o Hourly Rate (94-2.6).
o Fixed sum.
o Paid monthly.
o Some other mutually
agreeable basis.

$4-4. Cost-Plus-aFixed-Fee (NTE)

Fixed sum.

$4-5. Fixed LumpSum Payment

Fixed sum.

$4-6. Cost-Plus-aPercentage-of-Cost

Prohibited method.

Prohibited.
Costs must be allowable, rcasonable, and
allocable to the project. Costs must be
consistent with 2 CFR 200 .459, FAA
Order 5100.38 and 48 CFR Part 31.

$4-7. Specilic Rates Hourly Rate
of Compensation

$4{.

Note:

Phasing

of

Work

May include two or more of
the above methods
compensation.

See Paragaph 4.10

fc

Costs must be allowable, reasonable, and
allocable to the project. Costs must be
consistent with 2 CFR 200.459, FAA
Order 5100.38 and 48 CFR Part 31.

of

Costs must be allowable, reasonable, and
allocable to the project. Costs must be
consistent with 2 CFR 200.459, FAA
Order 5100.38.

non-allowable costs for all 6,pes of service.

See Appendix G for Alternative Project Delivery Slatqns.

4.3

Retainer.

4.3.1

The engagernent of consultants on a retainer basis is a coillmon practice. This practice
assures the sponsor of always having the serrrices of a certain individual engineer or
organization available for future work. This method is used in cases of protracted
litigation or for work over the years when the services of the consultant may be
intermittent. It is also used in the development of undertakings for which the services
of a consultant specialist are not requird on a full-time basis. On large projects, this
method enables the sponsor to have the specialists who prepared the original plans and
specifications on hand for maintenance or additions.

4.3.2

The retainer fee varies with the character and value of the services to the sponsor and
with the reputation and sanding of the consultant in his/her profession.

+3
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4.3.3

The terms of agreernent for sernices on a retainer basis vary widely. Compe,lrsation
may be based on a fixed sum, paid monthly, or on some other mutually agreeable basis,
with per diern or hourly rates in addition to time spent at the request of the sponsor. In
any case, the same principles, explained previously for per diem or hourly charges,
govem under retainer contracts.

4.3.4

This tlpe of contract is rarely used for grant projects. Howwer, it is permissible to use
a fimr on retainer for projects without further procurement action if:

l. The retainer contract was awarded as a result of competition.
2. The parties competing for the retainerwere advised that subsequent grant funded
projects (including the scope of work for those projects) would be performed under
the retainer contract.

3.

The price for the work performed under the grant
supported by a price or cost analysis.

will be fair and reasonable and

4.3.5

Detailed records should be kept to identiff the work that is part of a Federal grant
project and eligible for reimbursement.

4.4

Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee (Not to Exceed (NTE)).

4.4.1

The cost-plus-a-fxed-fee conhact is frequently used when the consultant is required to
start work before the cost and scope of the project can be accurately determined. It is
recommended that services for the constnrction phase of a project be paid for under a
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee tlpe contract.

4.4.2

This type of contract provides for reimburseme,nt of allowable costs such as salary,
overhead" and direct non-salary expenses, plus a fixed fee.

4.4.3

A cost-plus-a-fixed-fee proposal should be accompanied by the consultant's estimate.
The estimate should detail the direct labor costs by categories of employees, work
hours, and hourly rate; overhead; direct non-salary exp€xrses; and the fixed fee.

4.4.4

The fee is fixed and does not vary no matter what the costs turn out to be. ln most
instances, however, a ceiling is applied which establishes an upper limit on the
allowable costs. In establishing the upper limit, an allowance for contingencies should
be included so thag as such contingencies are encountered, renegotiation ofthe upper
limit will not be necessary. The intent of the upper limit is to ensure that the allowable
costs do not exceed an agreed-upon ceiling without prior approval of the sponsor. (If
Federal participation is desired in the increased cost, the sponsor must obtain the prior
approval of the FAA.) Such contracts should contain provisions that provide for
renegotiation of both the upper limit and the fixed fee if the scope of work described in
the contract has changed.

4.4.5

Any increase in costs should be fully justified by the consultant prior to approval by the
sponsor. As the consultant is approaching the upper limit and it becomes apparent that
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the project cannot be completed within that limit, the consultant should alert the
sponsor. Approval must be obtained before the upper limit is exceeded.

4.4.6

Overhead charges will vary according to the nature, t)pe, diversity, size of firm, and
number/amount of contracts currently held by the firm. The conzultant should be
prepared to validate the overhead costs with a certified statement from the sponsot's

auditor, state's auditor, or consultanfs accountant. A firrr can demonstrate that the nonallowable costs are not included in is overhead calculation rather than requiring a
complete audit in advance of contracting. Othenrise, if the consulting firm has been
audited by an agency of the Federal Govemment within the previous l2 months, the
overhead rate determined by this audit may be used.

4.4.7 Fixed-fee is in addition to reimbursement

for salary, overhead, and direct non-salary
experurcs. The consultant is paid a fixed amount for prcfit, willingness to serve, and
assumption of responsibility. This may be an amount based on the estimated design
cost of the project at the time the consultant is engaged and will vary with the scope of
the services involved.

4.5

Flxed Lump-Sum Payment.

4.5.1

The fxed lump-sum payment contract is normally used whem the scope of work can be
clearly and fully defined at the time the agreement for services is prepared.

4.5.2

The fxed arnount of compensation is determined by estimating the allowable costs such
as salary, overhead, and direct non-salary expenses, plus a reasonable margin of profit
all explessed as a single lump sum. A lump sum proposal must be accompanied by the
consultant's estimate. The estimate must detail the direct labor costs by categories of
employees, work hours, and hourly rate; overhead; direct non-salary expenses; and

profit.

4.5.3

Where consultation is undertaken on a lump-sum basis, the agreement must contain a
clearly stated time limit during which the services will be performed. ln desigu
conEacts, there should be a prcvision for changes required after the approval of
preliminary designs with a clear understanding as to where the frnal approval authority
lies.

4.5.4 Lump-sum contracts must contain a clause that provides for renegotiation if the scope
of work described in the contract has changed.

4.5.5 Overhead charges will vary according

to the nature, type, diversity, size of firm, and
number/ampunt of contracts currently held by the firm. Guidance is provided in
paragraph 4.4.6.

4.6

Cost-Plus-a-Percentage-of-Cost.
Cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost (CPPC) methods of contracting are prohibited for
conzultant services under airport grant programs. CPPC contracts may be defined as a
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payment formula based on a fixed predetermined percentage rate of actual performance
costs by which the sum of the consultant's entitlement, uncertain at the time of
agreem€nt, increases commensurately with increasod performance costs. The tlpes of
contracts discussed below are based on the CPPC methods of contracting md, therefore,
are prohibited:

l.
2.

Salary Cost Times a Percentage Multiplier, Plus Direct Non-salary Expense. This
type of contact contains CPPC methods of contracting because the consultant's
indirect cost and profit are not fixed at the time the contract is signed.
Percentage of Constnrction Costs. This

contracting since

tlpe of contract contains CPPC methods of

portion of the conzultant's fee that does not reflect actual costs
constitutes a profit that is not fixed at the time the contract is executed.
a

4.7

Specific Retes of Compensetion (Not to Exceed (NTE)).

4.7.1

The "specific rates of compensation" conhacting method should only be used when it is
not possible at the time of procurement to estimate the extent or duration of the work or
to estimate costs with any reasonable degree of accuracy. Sponsor must get advanced
approval from the FAA for all work conducted under this method.

4.7.2

The "specific rates of compensation" contracting method provides for reimbursfiient
for consultant services on the basis ofdirect labor hours at specifred fixed hourly rates
(including direct labor costs, indirect costs, and fee (profi$) plus any other direct
expenseVcosts, zubject to an agreed maximum amount.

4.7.3 While the inclusion of fee (profiQ in the loaded hourly rate(s) established for a contract
allows the fee earned to be based on the labor hours worked on the project, this is not
considered a "cost plus a p€rcentage of cost" contracting method. A key distinction for
the "specific rates of compensation" contracting method is that indirect costs and fee
must be recovered as a componeirt of the establishd fixed hourly billing rates for labor
hours worked. The negotiated rate is typically fixed for the life of the project, however,
the Sponsor must reserve the right (by contract) to audit and adjust multiplier rates.

4.7.4 Use of this contracting method requires close monitoring to ensurc efficient methods
and cost controls are employed by the consultant.

4.8

Phasing of lYork
Design projects may be negotiated to be performed in phases and include two or more
of the foregoing methods of compensation. For example, the first phase of a project
might cover the developme,nt of the precise scope of work for a project and be paid for
under a cost-plus-fixed-payment contract. The follow-on work could then be negotiated
on the basis of information dwelo@ in the first phase and might be accomplished
under a lump-sum contract.
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4.9
I

Allowable Costs.
Costs incurred must be consistent with the Federal cost principles contained in 48 CFR
part 31, 2 CFR $200 Subpart E, and FAA Order 5100.38 to be reimbursable under an
airport planning or development grant. The following are tlpical expemes allowable
under the above regulations:

l.

Direct Salary Costs.

a.
b.

Direct salary costs include the cost of salaries of engineers, planners, computer
aided design and drafting (CADD) technicians, suryeyom, stenographers,
administrative support etc., for time directly chargeable to the project.
Salaries or imputed salaries of partners or principals, to the ext€nt that they
perform technical or advisory services directly applicable to the project, are to
be added to salary cost.

2.

Overhead Costs. Overhead costs include overhead on direct salary costs and
g*eral and administrative overhead. Refer to 48 CFR Part 3l for additional
information on allowable overhead costs.

3.

Direct Non-salary Expenses. Direct non-salary expenses usually incurred may
include the following (detailed records must be kept to support charges and allow
auditing):

I

a.

Living and traveling expemes of ernployees, partners, and principals when
away from the home office on business connected with the project. (Records
must include employee name, dates, points of travel, mileage rate, lodging, and
meals.)

b.

Identifiable communication expe,nses zuch as long-distance telephone,
telegraph, cable, express charges, and postage, other than for general
correspondence.

c.

Services directly applicable to the work such as special legal and accounting
expenses, computer rental and programming costs, special consultants, borings,
laboratory charges, commercial printing and bindings, and similar costs not
applicable to general overhead.

d.

Identifiable computer and office supplies and stenographic zupplies and
expens€s charged to the sponsor's work as distinguished from such supplies and
expenses that are applicable to two or more projects.

e.
f.

Identifiable reproduction costs applicable to the work.

g.

Advertising cosrc that are solely for the recruitment of personnel required for
the performance by the consultant of obligations arising under the contract.
Sub-consultant and outside serices including administrative costs associated
with managing said services, eitherby a reasonable percentage mark-up or time
and expenses.
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Non-NlowableCosts.
Costs incurred must be consistent with the Federal cost principles contained in 48 CFR
part 31, 2 CFR $200 Subpart E, and FAA Order 5100.38 to be reimbursable under an
airport planning or development grant.

I
4.1I

Fixed Fee.
A percentage rate is applied to determine payment for profit, willingness to serve, and
assumption of responsibility. Expenses and any pass-thrcugh costs may not be included
when applying profit to the price.
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APPENDIX

A.

A

DEFINITIONS

Some common terms used in this AC are defined below. Additional definitions of terms and
phrases are available in Order 5100.38, Airport Improvement Program Handbook, curent

version.

l.

ArchitecturaUEngineering (A/E) Sen'ices. The term "architecturaland engineering
serYices" means:

a.

Professional services of an architectural or engineering nature, as defined by State law,
if applicable, which are required to be performed or approved by a penion licensed,
registered, or certified to provide such services as described in this paragraph;

b.

Professional services of an architectural or engineering nature performed by contract
that are associated with research, planning, development, design, construction,
alteratiorU or repair of real property; and

c.

Such other professional seruices of an architectural or e'ngineering nature, or incidental
services, which members of the architectural and engineering professions (and
individuals in their employ) may logically or justifiably perform, including studies,
investigations, surveying and mapping, tests, evaluations, consultations,
comprehensive planning, progrun manageme,nt, conceptual designs, plans and
specifications, value engineering, constnrction phase services, soil engineering,

drawing reviews, preparation of operating and maintenance manuals, and other related
seruices.

2.

Consultant. A fifln, individual, parfirership, corporation, or joint venture that performs
architectural, engineering or planning services as defined in paragraphs
undertake work funded under an FAA airport grant assistance program.

I

and 4, ernployed to

3.
4.

Fee. Compe,nsation paid to the consultant for professional services rendered.

5.

h:imary Engineer or Principal Consultant. A firm that is held responsible for the overall
performance of the service, including that which is accomplished by others under separate or
special sernice contracts.

6.

Sponsor. A public agency or private owner of a public-use airport that submits to the
Secretary an application for financial assistance for the airport (49 USC $ 47102(19)).

7.

Bridging Documents. Preliminary engineering documents intended to define a scope
work for a subsequent design and constnrction efforts, These documents are tlpically
prepared by a professional services firm who is not eligible to bid on the proposal.

Plnnning Services. Professional services of a planning firm include: airport master and
systern plan studies, airport noise compatibility plans (14 CFR part 150 studies), and
anvironmental assessmeirts and related studies.
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B.

BIBLIOGRA,PHY

This bibliography covers Public Law, FAA Onders, Advisory Circulars (ACs), and Code
Federal Regulations (CFRs) referenced within ttris AC.

B.l

of

Public Law.

l.
2.

Brooks Act: Federal Governmcnt Selection of Architects and Engineers. Public
l-aw 92-582,92nd Congress, H.R. 12807, October 27,1972. (See
http://www.usa. eov/.)

Uniled States Code. Title 40 Subtitle I, Chapter I I Selection of Architects and
Engineers. (See htto://uscode.house.eov.)

8.2

3.

United States Code. Title 42 Chapter 55 USC 4321 National Environmental Act
I 969. (See htto://uscode.house.eov. )

4.

United States Code. Title 49 Subtitle VII, Aviation Programs, USC 547123
Nondiscrimination. (See http://uscode.house. cov.)

5.

United States Code. Title 49 Subtitle VII, Aviation Programs, $47107(a) (17),
Project Grant Application Approval Conditioned on Assurances About Airport
Operations. (See http://uscode.house.eov.)

6.

United States Code. Title 49 Subtitle
(See htto://uscode.house.sov.)

7.

United States Code. Title 49 Subtitle VII, Chapter 471 USC $47105 Project Grant
Applications. (See htto://uscode.house.eov.)

of

VII, Chapter 471 USC $47102 Definitions.

Code of Federal Regulations.
Access the Code of Federal Regulations online at

http://www.eoo.eov/fdsvs/browsdcollectionUScode.action?collectionCode=USCODE.

l.

AirportNoiseCompatibilityPlanning. CodeofFederalRegulations. Title 14CFR
part 150.

I

2.

Contract Cost Principles and Procedures. Code of Federal Regulations. Title 48
CFR part 31.

E.

Labor Standards Provisions Applicable to Contracts Covering Federally Financed
and Assisted Constnrction Code of Federal Regulations. Title 29 CFR pan 5.

4.

New Restrictions on tobbying. Code of Federal Regulations. Title 49 CFR
part 20.

5.

Nondiscrimination in Federally-Assisted Programs of the Departnrent of
TransportatiorEffectuation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Code of
Federal Regulations. Title 49 CFR part2l.
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I

6.

Oflice of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment Opportunity,
Deparhent of Labor. Code of Federal Regulations. Tifle 4l CFR part 60.

7.

Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE) in Department of
Transportation Financial Assistance Programs. Code of Federal Regulations. Title
49 CFR parr26.

8.

Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to
State and l,ocal Governments. Code of Federal Regulations. Title Z-Cfn part 200.

I

8.3

FAA Orders and Advisory Circulars. Please refer to current versions.

l.

U.S. Deparunent of Transportation. Federal Aviation Administration. Order
1050.1, Environmental Impacs: Policies and Procedures. (See
http://www.faa.eov/rezulations policieVord€rs_noticeV.)

2.

U.S. Departrnent of Transportation. Fderal Aviation Administration. Order
5050.4, Airport Environmental Handbook. (See
http //www. faa. eov/airportVresourcedoublicationVordery. )
:

3.

U.S. Deparrnent of Transportation. Federal Aviation Administration. Order
5100.38, Airport Improvement Program Handbook. (See
http ://www. faa. eov/airports/resourpes/oublications/orders/.)

4.

U.S. Departnent of Transportation. Federal Aviation Administration. Advisory
Circular 150/5300-15, Use of Value Engineering for Engineering and Design of

Airport Grant Projects. (See
http: //www. faa. eov/aimorts/resourceVadvisorv_circulars/.)
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APPENDIX

C.

SGOPE OF SERVICES SAiIPLES

c.l

This appendix contains three different examples of Scope of Services. Example I is a
Design Services ssope, Example 2 is a Planning Se,nrices scope, and Example 3 is a
Constnrction Senrices scope. Samples may not necessarily include all provisions and
terms required by this AC. If a conflict exists between these examples and the AC, the
AC will prevail.

C.2

Example 1. Design Services Scope.

TAXTWAY A SOUTH AND HOLDING APRON RECONSTRUCTION A}.ID NEW
HARDSTAND
ABC TNTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
The consultant will provide the required professional services to design the reconstnrction of
Ta:riway A South and holding apron and the proposed hardstand (attach a drawing or exhibit if
necessary). This work will be performed and constnrcted under a Federal Aviation
Adminisfration (FAA) Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grant to the airport.

Taxiway A South will be constnrcted in Portland Cernent concrete and will be widened to 100
feet and have new 4O-feet-wide asphalt shoulders added. The South Holding Apron will be
reconstnrcted to essentially the same configuration as presently exists. Centerline taxiway
lighting will be added to the taxiway and through the holding apron to Runway l8U36R.
Control panels in the FAA tower and field lighting electrical vault will also be modified for the
new centerline lighting.
The new hardstand will be located north of the Airlift Airlines Maintenance Facility (curre'ntly
under constnrction) south of the northeast Cargo Taxilane and west of the flying Bears
hardstand. The hardstand will be a Portland Cement concrete apron with lighting similar to other
hardstands, drainage to the Industial Waste Sewerage System (IWS), and other utilities
including fire protection. No downstream [WS changes are anticipated. It is anticipated that
utilities arc immediately available for fire protection adjacent to hardstand.
Professional services to be provided by the consultant will include civil, electrical and stnrctural,
and geotechnical engineering services required to accomplish the following items:

PHASE I . PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The preliminary design phase is intended to identift and evaluate alternatives to assure cost
effective and practical solutions for the work items identified. The consultant will complete its
evaluation of altematives through contacts with local authorities and review of the
preapplication" field investigations, and a practical design approach. The design will take
advantage of local knowledge and experience and utilize expertise from recent constnrction
projects to design a cost-effetive project and ensure competitive constnrction bids. Activities

include:

l.

Coordinate with airport operations, FAA tower, and the airlines to minimize impacts in dayto-day operations of the airlines and air cargo lines. Also coordinate with facilities and
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maintenance and fire department. (This
the design.)

will require four coordination meetings throughout

2.

Prepare a preliminary estimate of probable constnrction costs and schernatic design for each
element of the project.

3.

Provide all geotechnical investigation and analysis and pavement and other nondestructive
testing and analysis required for the design.

4.
5.

Coordinate with the airport's project manager for required survey information.

6.

Determine aircraft usage through coordination with Airport staffand information furnished
by the sponsor. Design the pavements to meet the anticipated aircraft traffic.

Prepare an overall constnrction phasing plan in order to maximize project constructability
and minimize interference with airport operations. The consultant's phasing plan must take
into account other airport construction projects.

PHASE 2 - ENGTNEERING PHASE ACTTVTTIES

l.

Evaluate local conditions.

a.
b.
c.
2.

Evaluatedrainagealternatives.
Review electrical lighting layouts and determine system relocation capacities.

Review and evaluate project layout.

a.
b.
3.

Evaluate local material suppliers, sources, and capabilities.

Verify master plan dimensions and data.
Review findings and recommendations with airport personnel.

Complete a soils investigatioru soils repor! and recommendations including:

a.

Field Exploration.

i.
b.

Conduct test pit explorations with a rubber-tired backhoe at various locations to a
maximum depth of E feet in the rurway, taniway, and apron areas. [,og and field
classiff soils and obtain samples for laboratory testing.

Laboratory Testing.

i.

Perform laboratory index and strenglh tests as follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
4.

Compacted CBR test (3 compaction pointVtest).
Standard Proctor (4 point) compaction tests.

Atterberglimitdeterminations.
Sieve analysis.

Unit weight and water content determinations.

FAA soil classifications for all samples.

Complete necessary topography and site surveying, including establishment of project

control points.
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5.

Complete pavement section alternatives analpis and provide recommendations including:

a.
b.

Conduct an initial cost analysis, life-cycle cost analysis, and analysis of locally
available resources for up to three alternatives.
Strategize bidding procedures and pavement section altematives to provide a basis for

competitive bidding.

6. Complete preliminary plan and profile design for the runway, taxiway, and apron area.
7. Complete preliminary nrnway lighting, signing, and system circuitry layout.
8. Provide recommendations for construction phasing to the sponsor for their review.
9. Complete estimates of probable constnrction costs for the recommended alternatives.
10. Provide five sets of review documents.
I

l.

Complete the preliminary design report including:

a.
b.

Geotechnical investigation.
Topographical survey.

c.

Preliminary plans.

d.

Pavement section design and analysis.

e.

Drainage design analysis.

f.

Estimates of probable constnrction costs.

E.
h.

Final summary and recommendations.
Phasing and scheduling recommendations.

12. Solicit comments on preliminary design from airport personnel and the FAA.

PHASE3-FINALDESIGN
In the decision phase, the consultant will pnrvide well-defined constnrction rquirements, with
selected bid alternatives as appropriate to provide a basis for competitive constnrction bids.
Constnrction schedules will be closely coordinated to endeavor the best possible weather
conditions and the least possible intErference with airport operations. Assist the airport with the
advertisement, notification of local airport users, and generally complete the final constmction
conmct documents for the project. The following outline describes in greater detail the tasks
and products.

l.

Incorporate preliminary design comments and respond as necessary to requests for additional

information.

2.

Provide final design drawings, specifications, and final estimate of probable construction
costs and schedule for the projcct.

3. Provide Engineering Report.
4. Develop specifications using Advisory Circular 150/5370-10,

Standards for Specifying
Constnrction of Airports, as amendo4 and utilize standard provisions supplied by the
sponsor.
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5.

Develop a safety plan in accordance with AC 15015370-2,Operational Safety on Airports
During Construction.

6.

Design all improvements in accordance with FAA standards and guidelines and in
accordance with the Airport Certification Manual.

7.

Coordinate the design of the project with existing and ultimate grades established at adjacent
areas.

t.

Provide for all required design of utilities and senrices within the area defined in the
preliminary design.

9.

Complete final quantity calculations.

10. Solicit sponsor and
I

l.

Provide

_

sets

FAA review and approval.

of contract documents.

12. Assist airport with advertising and interpretation of project requirements.
13. Assist airport with preparation of the
14. Provide review

FAA application.

of all submittal and shop drawings during constnrction.

15. Provide technical assistance and recommendations to the sponsor during constrrction.
16. The following project schedule will be utilized uiless otherwise approve by the sponsor:
Taxiway A South and the Holding Apron portion of the.project will be phased to be
consffucted on an accelerated basis to be completed within two (2) months of the

construction consultanfs notice to proceed or earlier, if possible. During constnrctiorq
runway l8U36R will be kept in service at all times. The project limits will be defined such
that the construction activities will not impact the operation of the runway as defined by
airport and FAA operational criteria.

$_, including construction change order
contingency. The consultant will evaluate the feasibility of this budget and keep the sponsor
apprised during each phase of the design. The consultant will advise the sponsor as to
options available for reducing constnrction costs to stay within the budge! if it appears that
likely consultant bid prices will exceod this budget.

17. The constnrction budget for the project is

The design schedule is anticipated to be as follows:

Commission Authorization of Consultant Contract - l0/l0frfi
Contract Execution - l0/10Dfi
Start Design - l0/l
50 Percent Design Review - ll/z2lxx
Complete Design, Submit Estimates, Plans and Specs for Review

lDfi

Advertise for Bids -3lzllru<
Open Bids Prepare Award Merno - 4llzlKx
Award Constnrction Contract - 4l25lXX
Constnrction Contract Executed - 5/08Dfi
Constnrction Notice to Proceed - Sll4lX](

4llllxx

c4
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Complete Taxiway A South & Holding Apron
Complete Hardstand Constnrction - I l/01D(X

-7lt3lxx

PHASE 4 - CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
During the constnrction phase of the projecq the consultant will assist the sponsor to monitor and
document progress for quality and cost. Review consultant payment requests, complete
necessary quality control testing, establish necessary survey control, continually inform the
sporuior on project progress and problems, conduct the final project inspection, and complete the
associated certification.
ACTTVITIES

1. Assist with prebid conference and bid ope'ning. Iszue addendq pr€pare an abstract of bids,
and make recommendations for award.

2.

Assist in award notification to successful bidder and
unsuccessful bidders.

noti$

and retum bid bonds to the

3. Solicit and review bonds, insurance certificates, constnrction schedules, etc.
4. Conduct preconstruction conference.
5. complete constnrction staking, provide horizontal and vertical control.
6. Provide resident project reprrsentative to monitor and document construction prcgress,
confirm conformance with schedules, plans and specifications, measure and document
constnrction pay quantities, document significant convercations or situations, document input
or visits by local authorities, etc.

7.
8.
9.

Prepare change orders and supplernental agreemeirt,

if required.

Prepare and submit inspection re,ports.
Prepare and confinn monthly payment request.

10. Conduct necessary quality control testing.
I

l.

Conduct and document periodic wage rate intErviews.

12. Conduct a final project inspection with airport personnel, the

FAA, and the consultant.

13. Prepare as-constnrcted drawings and the final project from information furnished by the

consultant.

C.3

Example 2. Planning Serviccs Scope.

AIPJORT LAYOI..N PLAN UPDATE
ANYTOWN MI.'NTCIPAL AIRPORT
The purpose of this Airport Layout Plan Update (ALPU) is to identi$ potential developme,nt
options specifically associated with closed Runway 10-28 at Anytown Municipal Airport. The
existing Airport Layout Plan (ALP) is an integral component of the Airyort Master Plan Update
(AMPU) completed in 2005, which was based on data compiled in the mid-2O@s, which is now
nearly l0 years old. Since that time, a number of critical growth and operational issues have
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surfaced that need to be assessed and factored into the preferred layout plan. Included in this
assessment is a fresh look at t€rrninal area development, growth within the adoining (off-airport)
industrial park, and an evaluation ofairport land usage for aeronauticaUnonaeronautical
purposes.

This ALPU will help the community focus on the best course of action for continued
development of the airport, by identifuing the key critical issues the airport faces in the next five
to t€n years.

CRITTCAL ISSUES

Anytown is in a multiyear airport development plan that includes the reconstnrction of Runway
l5-33, expansion ofhangar and aircraft parking facilities, constnrction ofan airport access road,
plus plans for the development of a new terminal building, expanded aircraft parking, and fueling
facilities.
The airport is now in a position to start focusing on long-term landside dwelopment, particularly
along the closed runway, with a realistic assessment of the existing terminal area configuration
on the east elrd of the closed runway. An equa[y important component of this study is the
identification of aviation development limits on the west end of the closed runway over the next
20 years. These limits are critical to futrue expansion of both the airport and adjacent industrial
park.

TASKS

XYZ Company proposes to provide the following serices. To the maximum extent possible,
and unless otherwise noted, data from the most recent AMPU and ALP will be used. ln the
interest of cost savings, updated aerial mapping will not be obtained for this project. XYZ
Company will rely on existing data.
CONCEPT

XYZ Company will pr€,pare a written report and update the ALP, focusing on development of
airport landside facilities, with emphasis on the closed nrnway, and the limits of compatible
aviation dwelopment. Findings will be presented in written form at key phases through the term
of this project, with each subsequent part building on previously submitted information. This
concept will result in the development of a complete draft report that will then be updated to
reflect agreed upon changes, resulting ultimately in the final ALPU.
TASK A - STUDY DESIGN/ADMINISTRATTVE

l.

Project Scoping Meeting. The consultant will arrange and attend a project scoping meeting
with the FAA, state, and city of Anytown (Sponsor) to review the project scope and tasks and
to confirm the specific requirernents of the ALPU.

2.

Refine Scope of Services. XYZ Company will refine and prepare a detailed scope of
selvices and fee to complete the defined tasks for submission to the sponsor, state, and FAA.

3.

Prepare Grant

Application. XYZ Company will prepare and submit applications for Federal
assistance. The sponsor will sign and distribute the applications to state and FAA. The grant
application will be submitted on or about April 15, 20XX.
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4.

Attend City Council Meeting. XYZ Company will attend a regularly scheduled
meeting for the purpose of answering questions and addressing issues concerning this
project.

5.

Grant Administration,

J'"T;'

a.

XYZ Company will submit

b.

The FAA and state will reimburse the sponsor for these fees through the grant
reimbursement plocess. XYZ Company will pr€,pare these grant reimbursement
requests for the sponsor's signature and distribution to the FAA and state. It is
anticipated that sevem grant reimburseme,nt requests will be pre,pared during the life
this project.

a monthly invoice to the sponsor, including supporting
documentation which specifically describes the work and other items for which the
billing is submitted. The billing report will also include an estimate of the percent
complete of each task appearing on the report. The sponsor will be billed on a monthly
basis for all work conducted in association with this project.

of

TASKB.ALPUREPORT
XYZ Company will prepare an ALPU re,port consisting of five chapters and various appendices,
developed in trvo phases (draft and final).
Chapter

I

- lnventory and Forecasts

l.

Update Existing Activity: This task will update existing based aircraft totals and waluate
current aircraft operations using industry standards, observations, and discussions with
airport operators and users. The sponsor will provide XYZ Company will an accurate list of
all based aircraft by aircraft make and model, sorted by hangared aircraft and aircraft parked
on open aPrcns.

2.

Field lnventory: XYZ Company will conduct a site field investigation of the airport that will
provide an update of recently constnrcted facilities as well as potential development areas.

3.

Identify On-Airport Developable Land: XYZ Company will use existing base mapping
superimposed by the airport property line and resouce prctection limits to identifo areas of
airport property that can be "disturbed" or used for future airport development. This task will
focus on the closed nrnway.

4.

Evaluate Existing Lease Agreements. XYZ Company will obtain and evaluate existing
airport lease agreements for compliance with FAA grant assurances.

5.

Review SASP: XYZ Company will obtain and review aircraft and operational data in the
curr€,nt State Aviation Systems Plan (SASP) as applicable to Anytown.

6.

Update l9XX Forecasts. The 20XX AMPU forecasts will be updated based on current
aircraft loading and operations and prcjected forward 5, l0 and 20 years using SASP
forecasts, as applicable.

7.

Forward [haft Findings. XYZ Company will prepare and submit a draft Inventory and
Forecasts Chapter, providing l0 copies ofthe draft chapter to the sponsor and one copy each
to the state and FAA. It is recommended that the sponsor post this report on its website.
XYZ Company will provide a copy of the report as it progresses, in Adobe@ PDF format, to
the sponsor's webmaster or information technology (lT) department.
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8.

Meeting. XYZ Company will present the Inventory and Forecast data to the sponsor;
answering questions and resolving any conllicts prior to starting the next phase of the project.

Chapter 2 - Demand/Capacity Analysis & Facility Requirements. Pending receipt and resolution
of comments from the sponsor, state, and the FAA on Chapter I,KYZ Company will prepare
Chapter 2. XYZ Company will review and respond to comm€nts to all parties.

l.

Landside Facility Capacities: XYZ Company will identiff the capacity of the existing
landside facilities including, but not limited to aviation facilities: hangars, aircraft parking,

fuel facilities; compatible non-aviation facilities: industrial park; and common facilities:
automobile parking and access roads

2.

Ainide Facility Requirements: This ALPU will not evaluate airside facilities (runway,
taxiways, etc).

3.

Landside Facility Requirernents: KYZ Company will evaluate existing landside facilities
and compliance with FAA safety and design requirernents. Based on the safety and capacity
computations as well as the forecasts of aviation demand for the airpo4 XYZ Company will
identiff the needed improvements for the landside facilities (i.e., hangars, aircraft parking,

automobile parking and access, and aircraft fueling facilities).

4.

Fonvard Draft Findings: XYZ Company will prepare and submit the Capacity and Facilities
l0 copies of the draft chapter to the sponsor and one copy each to the

Chapter, providing
state and FAA.

5.

Meeting. XYZ Company will present its findings from the first two chapters to the sponsor;
answering questions and resolving any conflicts prior to starting the next phase of the project.

Chapter 3 - Altemative Developments. Pending receipt and resolution of comments from the
spons,or, state, and FAA on Chapter 2,XYZ Company will prepare Chapter 3. YYZ Company
will review and respond to comments to all parties.

l.

Identiff Limits of Short-Term Aviation Development. Based on prwiously dweloped
forecasts (Chapter l) and identified facility needs (Chapter2),XYZ Company will identifu
areas of airport property that can be used for future airport developme,lrt. Emphasis will be
placed along the entire close runway corridor, with particular atte,lrtion give,n to realistic
development of the existing terminal area.

2. Idatify Potential

Nonaeronautical Use. XYZ Company will analyze future aviation needs
(projected in 5, [0, and 20 year periods) and then identifr on-airport areas potentially
available for compatible nonaeronautical use. Emphasis will be placed on development in
the area along or in the vicinity of the west end of the closed runway.

3.

Identify Dwelopme,nt Alternatives: The objective of this task is to identiff feasible landside
altemative development plans for the airport based on Tasks A and B above. While a variety
of alternative solutions could be considered, for the purposes of this study, XYZ Company
will develop a series of possible alternatives consistent with the needs of the sponsor.

4.

Forwarrd Draft Findings: XYZ Company will prepare and submit the Alternatives Chapter
addressing the tasks in this chapter, providing l0 copies of the draft chapter to the city, and
one copy each to the state and FAA.
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5.

Preferred Alternative Meeting: XYZ Company will meet with the sponsor to assist him in
evaluating and selecting the preferred alternative. Subsequart to the selection of the
preferred alternative, XYZ Company will complae and submit an updated Altematives
Chapter to all parties.

Chapter 4 - Environmental Evaluation. Pending receipt and resolution of comments from the
sponsor, state, and FAA on Chapter 3,XYZ Company will prepare Chapter 4. KYZ Company
will review and respond to comm€xrts to all parties.

l.

Identiff Existing Environmental Conditions.

2.

This task will include the collection of data to identifu protected resources and
environmental issues as defined by the 23 impact categories found in FAA Order 5050.4,
Airport Environmental Handbooh in the vicinity of the airport that are anticipated to be
impacted by the proposed capital improvernents or existing operations. A review of
existing data and coordination with appropriate regulatory agencies will identifr potential
protected resources and issues important to the human and natural environment that may
require additional data collection beyond the scope of this shrdy. XYZ Company will
conduct one site visit to compare existing conditions to written data.

3.

In additioru XYZ Company will review previous environmental permitting an( if
applicable, protected resource mitigation performed as part of previous airport and
indushial park improvfiient projects. This information will be useful to the sponsor
whe'n future e,nvironmental permits need to be obtained.

4.

Delineatd flagged wetlands will be identified and evaluated using the current Federal
and State (and local, if applicable) methodologies. These wetland boundaries, which are
already digitized, will be placed on the appropriate airport plans and figures.

5.

Ide'ntify Potential Adverse Impacts: Based upon the recommended airport improvernents
identified as the prefe,rred alternative, potential impacts to the environment rhat are protected
by local, State, and Federal regulations will be identified for the first five years of the
plarming period.

6.

Describe Regulatory Requirernents: XYZ Company will identify the permit requirements for
the anticipated first five years of airpon improvements. This information can then be used to
plan the phasing requirements for each project (refer to Chapter 5 - Implementation Schedule

& Financial Analysis).

7.

Forward Draft Findings: XYZ Company will prepare and forward the Environmental
Chapter covering the taslcs described in this soction. This chapter will provide the basis for
the environmental permitting requirernents and financial impacts presented in Chapter 6.
XYZ Company will provide copies as prwiously described above.

Chapter 5 - Imple,rnentation & Financial Analysis. Pending receipt and resolution of comments
from the sponsor, state, and FAA on Chapter 4,XYZ Company will prepare Chapter 5. XYZ
Company will review and respond to comments to all parties.

l.

Implementation Schedule. Based on the adopted preferred altenrative, aphased
implernentation schedule will be developed. This schedule will be based on dernand levels
and their estimated timeframes for realization. This schedule will not only include the
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development previously mentioned, but also major maintenance projects that were identified
and necessary to maintain the viability of the airport.

2.

Capital Improverne,nt Plan. The ALPU will include a CIP using plaruringJevel opinions of
cost for each of the projects, both for development and maintenance of the airport. The
distribution of eligible costs between the sponsor, state, FAA, and private investors will be
evaluated for the presence of extensive financial burdens during any one timeframe; if
n@essary, projects may be shifted to offset this burden.

3.

Funding Sources: XYZ Company will identifu q/pical and potential funding sources for
paylng for proposed airport improvernents or necessary maintenance projects.

4.

Forward Draft Findings. XYZ Company will prepare and fonvard the lmplernentation
Schedule and Financial Analysis Chapter covering the tasks described in this section. This
chapter will provide the basis for future capital planning considerations on the part of the
state and FAA. XYZ Company will provide copies as previously described above.

TASKC-UPDATEALP
Three key components of the ALP will be updated: Existing Airport Layout Plaru Terminal Plan,
and Ultimate Airport Layout Plan. The Approach Plan and Profile, I-and-Use, and CFR Part77
Analysis sheets will not be updated. Based on the selection of the preferred altemative, several
drawings of the existing ALP set will require revisions and updating. All plans will be prepared
to conform to state and FAA CADD standards and will be made available in electonic format.

L

Existing Airport Facilities Plan: This drawing will be updated reflecting changes since
completion of the existing drawing. This drawing will be prepared at a scale of either
3009

or l0 :4009.

l0

:

2.

Ultimate Airport l^ayout Plan: This drawing will be revised reflecting the prefemed alternate
layout. This drawing will be prepared at a scale of either l0 = 3009 or l0 :4009.

3.

Terminal Area Plan: This drawing will be prepared at a scale of either
reflecting the revised preferred layout.

4.

Forward Draft Findings: XYZ Company will prepare and zubmit the revised ALP drawings.
One full-size240 x 360 set will be provided each to the sponsor, FAA, and the state. [n
addition, a reduced I l0 x 170 set will be provided in Adobe PDF to the sponsor's webmaster
for inclusion on the city's website.

TASK

l.
2.

D.

l0 = 509 or 1009

FINAL DOCUMENTATION

Final Meeting. Y{Z Company will hold a final project meeting with the sponsor, state, and
FAA to review the project and solicit all frnal comments.
Final Report. Pending receipt of comments from all interested parties, a final ALPU report
be prepared. Bound, printed copies will be distributed to the sponsor, state, and FAA.
Additional copies of the final report will be available upon request on CD-ROM in Adobe
PDF forrrat.

will

3.

Airport Layout Plan. Four (4) full-size sets of the final ALP set will be distributed to the
sponsor, state, and FAA for approval signatures. AII signatory parties ardxYzCompany
will receive one (l) signed ALP set for their files.
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A}.ITICIPATED PROJECT SCHEDULE
The following anticipated project schedule is based on the timely receipt and resolution
comments from the sponsor, state, and FAA:

of

Anticipated ProJect Schedule

Ihtc

Terh
Study Design

May 20XX

Inventory and Forecasts

June

Capacity Analysis and Facility Requirernents

August 20XX

Alternatives Dwelopment

September 20)O(

Environmental Evaluation

October 20XX

Financial Analysis

Novernber 20XX

Airport Plans

December20XX

Final Documentation

January 20XX

C.4

20XX

Example 3. Construction Services Scope.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT 6-UNIT HANGAR

ANYTOWN MI.JNICIPAL AIRPORT
ARTICLE A - DATA COLLECTION AND PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

l.

Predesign Conference - A represe,ntative of the engineer will attend a predesign meeting at
the offices of the state to provide the represurtatives of the owner, the FAA, and the state
with the opportunity to review and discuss the nature and extent of the project and to
establish the project design criteria, budget, and schedule. The e,ngineer will coordinate the
date and time of the predesign confere,nce via teleconferences, letters, faxes and emails to the
r€presentatives of the owner, the FAA and the state. The engineer will prepare a presentation
of the project components for discussion at the predesign conference. The engineer will use
the Airports Division Predesign Conference Form )O( to determine the design and
constnrction pararnet€rs that will be used for this project.

2.

Review and Evaluate Existing Data - The engineer will compile the existing data that was
prepared for previous projects at the airpo( that is gennane to the project, and that might be
useful in the design of the project. The existing data includes airport master plarl airport
Exhibit "A" propertSr plan, engineering drawings, airspace obstruction analyses, aerial
photogrammetry data, and aerial photographs. The engineer will utilize the pertinent data
and information as appropriate to pr€,pare worksheets to facilitate the development of the
project. The engineer will review the existing data for accuracy and complete,lress and to
determine the feasibility of utilizing the data to pr€pare plans and specifications for the
design and constnrction ofthe project.
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3.

Site [ocation Survey - The engineer will retain a professional land surveyor who is licensed
in the Sate to provide site location survey services in the vicinity of the proposed hangar
project area suffrcient to prepaxe the project plans. The land surveyor may be required to
locate the pertinent existing physical features within the vicinity of the project including
pavements, drainage structures, swales and ditches, fence lines, property lines, rights-of-way,
and tree and brush lines. The engineer will incorporate the results of the suiley into ttre
project plans to supplernent the available existing data for the project locations.

Expenses - The e,lrgineer will incur certain miscellaneous project related expens€s during this
phase of the work which may include but will not be limited to: meals, lodging mileage cost at
$0.405 pcr mile, tolls, overnight shipping, plans, photocopies, photographic materials, equipment
rental, survey materials, long distance telephone calls fiom the fiel( newspap€r advertisements,
and miscellaneous ve,ndor invoices. These exp€nses will be included in the engineer's contract

with the owner.
Outside Services - The engineer will incur certain project related costs during the data collection
and project development phase of the work in the form of subconsultant costs for land surveying.
These costs will be included in the engineefs contract with the owner.

ARTICLE

l.

B.

DESIGNS, PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Project Plans - The emgineer will prepare preliminary and final plans based on the existing
conditions plans that were prepared during the data collrction phase of the project. The
engineer will prepare the plans based on the locations of pavements, buildings, wetlands, tree
lines, pole lines, fences, property lines, aviation ease,ments, rights-of-way and other
considerations to sufficiently depict the project area for the constnrction of the hangar. The
engineer will waluate the project work area to identifu other necessary incidental
improvememts that should be included in the project. The engineer will incorporate the
electrical and stnrctural plans into the project plans. The engineer will coordinate the
dwelopment of the project plans with the staffof their aviation planning and e,lrvironmental
departrnents including:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
.
o
o
o

Title sheet
Site plan

Grading Plan

Civil Details
Cross Sections
Hangar Elevations and Details

Floor Plan aod Details
Foundation Plan and Details

Building Details and Typical Sections
Electrical Layout Plan
Electrical Schedules and One-Line Diagram

ElectricalSpecifications
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a.

The engineer will distribute the preliminary plans to the owner, the state, and the FAA
for review. The engineer will provide the owner with one (l) set of preliminary plans
for review and comments. The engineer will provide the state with nvo (2) sets of
preliminary plans for review and comments. The e,nglneer will provide the FAA with
five (5) sets of preliminary plans for review and comments. The engineer will further
develop the preliminary plans into final plans subsequent to the rcview and comment

pcriod.

b.

2.

The engineer will distribute the final plans to the owner, the state, and the FAA. The
engineer will provide the owner with one (l) set of frnal plans. The engineer will
provide the state with one (1) set of final plans. The engineer will provide the FAA
with one (l) set of final plans.

Project Specifications and Contract Documents - The engineer will prepare preliminary and
final specifications and constnrction contact documents based on the preliminary and final
plans. The engineer will incorporate the electrical and stmctural specifications into the
project specifications. The specifications will establish the requirernents for the prcject in
accordance with the curr€nt version of and changes to FAA AC 150i5370-10, Standardsfor
Specifiing Construction of Airports, including general provisions and technical
specifications.

a.

The contract documents will include: Invitation to Bid, lnformation for Bidders, Bid
Proposal, Schedule of Items, consultant's Qualifications and Certifications, Buy
American Requirernents, Contract Agreement, Notice to Bidders (Bonding), Bid Bond,
Payment Bond, Performance Bond, Maintenance Bon4 and Insurance Requirements.
The contract documents will include Federal special provisions including: Federal
Requirernents for Construction Contracts $100,000 and Over, Instnrctions to Bidders,
Certification for Nonsegregated Facilitieq Required Assurances, Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise Eligibility Requirernents, and Federal wage rate roquireme'nts for

fuiytown USA.

3.

b.

The eirgineer will distribute the preliminary specifications and contract documents to
the owner, the state, and the FAA for review and approval. The engineer will provide
the owner with one (l) set of preliminary specifications and contract documents for
review and comment. The eirgineer will provide the state with one (l) set of
preliminary specifications and contract docume,nts for review and comment. The
engineer will provide the FAA with one (l) set of preliminary specifications and
contract documents for review and comment. The e,ngineer will further develop the
preliminary specifications and contract documents into final specifications and contract
documents subsequent to the review and comment period.

c.

The engineer will distribute the final specifications and contract documents to the
owner, the state, and the FAA. The engineer will provide the owner with one (l) set of
final specifications and contract docume,nts. The eirgineer will provide the state with
one (l) set of final specifications and contract documents. The engineer will provide
the FAA with one (l) set of final specifications and contract documents.

Estimates - The engineer will pr€,pare estimates of material quantities and constnrction costs
based on the plans, specifications, and environmental permitting requirernents. The e,ngineer
will incorporate the electrical and stnrctural estimates into the project estimates. The
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estimates will be distributed to the owner, the state, and the FAA for review and
modification. The owner, the state and the FAA each will be provided with one (l) copy of
the estimates.

Note: The construction cost estimates will reflect the engineer's opinion of probable
constnrction costs and will be based on the angineer's experience with similar recent
constnrction. The engineer has no control over the actual cost ofconsultant labor and
materials or over the competitive bidding and constnrction market conditions. The engineer
cafftot guaxantee the accuracy of the constnrction cost estimates when compared to the
consultants'constnrction bids or to the final project constnrction cost.

4.

Electrical Design" Specifications and Estimates - The engineer will utilize the staffof their
electrical division for the design of the electrical components of the hangar building. The
engineer will visit the project site to daermine the availability and suitability of the existing
electrical system for the proposed project. The engineer will prepare electrical plans in the
form of one line diagrams, electrical service installation details, panel schedules, lighting
plaq power plan, and fixttre schedule. The e,ngineer will pre,pare electrical specifications
and cost estimates for the constnrction of a pre-engineered metal building. The eirgineer will
incorporate the electrical plans, specifications, and cost estimates into the project plans,
project specifications and project cost estimates.

5.

Stnrctural Design, Specifications and Estimates - The engineer will utilize the staffof their
stnrctural division for the design of the stnrctrual components of a hangar building measuring
approximately 33-feet wide by 252-feet long. The engineer will visit the project site to
daermine the suitability of the proposed site for the hangar building. The engineer will
utilize the geotechnical data compiled for the recent runway, ta:riway, and apron
reconstnrction projects to evaluate ttre suitability of the existing soils to design the building
foundation. The eirgineer will prepare structural plans in the form of building elevations,
floor plans, foundation plans, reinforcing plans, stnrctural cross sections, and details suitable
for establishing the requirements of a pre-engineered meal building. The engineer will
pre'pare stnrctual qpecifications and cost estimates for the construction of the pre-engineered
metal building. The engineer will incorporate the stnrctural plans, specifications, and cost
estimates into the project plans, project specifications and project cost estimates.

6.

Quality Control and Design Review - The engineer will conduct in-house quality control and
design review meeting with experienced representatives of the e'ngineer. The engineer will
provide staffmembers with the opportunity to perform independe,nt analyses of the final
plans and specifications to erxure clarity, accuracy, completeness, and constnrctability. The
electrical and structural plans will be reviewed separately by senior staffmembers in those
disciplines. Subsequent to the independent reviews, a special in-house project review
meeting will be conducted to discuss and consolidate the findings of the reviewers. The
recommendations of the design review team will be incorporated into the final plans and
specifications.

Expenses - The engineer

will incur certain miscellaneous project related expenses during this
will not be limited to: meals, lodging, mileage cost at

phase of the work which may include but

$0.405 per mile, tolls, overnight shipping, plans, photocopies, photographic materialg equipment
rental, survey materials, long distance telephone calls from the field, and miscellaneous ve,ndor
invoices. These expenses will be included in the engineer's contract with the owner.
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ARTICLE C - EI.MRONIVDNTAL SERVICES

l.

Regulatory Review - The engineer will evaluate the preliminary design of the project to
determine the environmental impacts of the project. The engineer will rwiew the latest
ffiinent Federal, State, and local environmental regulatory measures for recent changes and
compliance issues. The engineer will contact the appropriate Federal, State, and local
regulatory authorities to ascertain the permitting requirements for the project based on the
anticipated final design and its potential e'nvironmental impacts. The engineer will contact
regulatory authorities through telephone calls, letter correspondence, fa[, and email to
confirm environmental, aviatiorq and municipal zoning regulations. The engineer will
review the available environmental documents including the airport master plan and wetlands
studies for environmental issues and recommendations. The engineer will incorporate the
recommendations of the regulatory agencies into the final design of the project to mitigate
the environmental aspects of the project.

2.

Facility Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan - The e,ngineer will amend the owne/s airport
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) which was pre,pared in 1996 for the owner's
airport industrial use as required by the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) regulations. The engineer will prepare a revised airport base map depicting the
hangar development and other incidental changes. The engineer will prepare a narrative
describing the changes at the airport. The engineer will deliver the revised base map and
narrative to the owner for inclusion in the SWPPP as an appendix.

will incur certain miscellaneous project related expenses during this
of the work which may include but will not be limited to: meals, lodgrng, mileage cost at
$0.405 per mile, tolls, overnight shipping, plans, photocopies, photographic materials, equipment
rental, survey materials, long distance telephone calls ftom the fiel4 newspaper advertisernents,
permit application fees, and miscellaneous vendor invoices. These expenses will be included in
the engineet's contract with the owner.
ARTICLE D . PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
Expenses - The engineer

phase

I

.

Scope of Services and Contract - The engineer will communicate and coordinate with the
owner via telephone, lettets, fax, and ernail requesting the authority to proceed with the
preliminary phases of the proposed project pending the execution of the urgineering services
agreem€nt. The engineer will prepare an engineering services agre€ment including a detailed
work scope narrative and iternized fee schedules for submission to the owner, the state, and
the FAA for review and approval. The engtneer will coordinate the preparation of the
contract with the staffof their planning, CADD, and environmental departrnents.

a.

The engineer will make changes to the work scope narrative and the fee schedules of
the selected proposal. The engineer will make changes to the contract document
standard pncvisions at the request of the owner's legal counsel and with the approval of
the engineer's executive management. The engineer will pr€,pare letterc of transmittal
and will distribute three (3) copies the final conEact to the owner and the engineer's
executive management for original authorized signatures. The engineer will prepare
letters of ransmittal and will distribute one (l) signed originat copy of the fully
executed contract to the owner, one (l) signed original copy to the engineer's executive
management, one (l) signed photocopy to the state, and one (l) signed photocopy to
the FAA.
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2.

FAA Grant Application - The engineer will pr€,pare seven (7) copies of the formal FAA grant
application including letters of transmittal, Standard Forrrr424, Standard Form 5100-100,
prcject narrative, cost estimate, project schedule, location sketctr, statfiient of environmental
action, statement of airport user coordination, statement of intergovernmental coordinatiorU
statfiient of owner DBE program status, sponsor certifications, and grant assurances. The
engineer will submit the grant application to the owner with transmittal letters for signatures
and forwarding to the FAA and state. The engineer will review the Federal grant offer and
assist the owner in complying with the terms and conditions of the grant offer.

3.

Exocutive Order 12372 - The engineer will communicate with the Anystate Oflice of State
Planning to confirm the requirements of the submission package for intergovemmental
agency reniew in accordance with Executive Order 12372. The e,ngineer will prepare and
submit six (6) copies of the submission package with a cover letter. The engineer will also
prepare and deliver one (l) submission package with a cover letter directly to the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service to facilitate Federal agency review of the proposed project. The
engineer will obtain rqrponsie letters at the end of the review period identiffing specific
requirements to be incorporated into the proposed project.

4.

Reimbursernent Requests - The engineer will preparc the Federal and State reimbursement
requests using FAA Forms 5100-X and 5100-6X and State Form 55XX including letters of
transmittal to the FAA and state. The eirgineer will'compile the sponsor administration costs,
e'lrgineering costs, subconsultant costs and constnrction costs. The engineer will submit five
(5) copies of each reimbursement request package to the owner with transmittal letters for
signattre and forwarding to the FAA and the state for paymant. It is anticipated that a total
of six (6) reimbursement request packages including the final reimbursement request will be
prepared and submitted during the course of the project.

a.

will compile, review, and approve the consultant's construction cost data
and will prc,pare FAA Form 5lXX-8 periodic cost estimates. The engineer will submit
seven (7) copies of the periodic cost estimates to the consultant for signature and return
to the engineer for inclusion in the reimburselnent request packages. It is anticipated
The engineer

that a totd of four (4) periodic cost estimates
course ofthe project.

will

be prepared and submitted during the

5.

In-House Administration - The engineer will provide general project administration and
coordination including in-house staffreview of the project's progress, in-house stalf
communication, and dissemination of project data and information to in-house staffin the
form of internal memos, discussions, meetings, and updates to apprise the project team of
new developments throughout the design phases of the project. The engineer will prepare an
in-house project work plan for distribution to the engineer's design team members to inform
them of the project goals and objectives including scope of worlq tearn assignments and
responsibilities, project budget, project schedule, project contacts, and contract requirements,
obligations, and limitations.

6.

Outside Administration - The engineer

will provide general project administation and
coordination including disseminating interim project data and information to the owner, the
state, the FAA, and the engineer's subconsultants in the form of telephone conversations,
letterq faxes, email, copies, etc. to apprise the owner, the state, and the FAA of new
developments throughout the design phase of the project.
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7.

Accounting Administation - The engineer will provide general project administration and
coordination with the staffof their accounting departnent. The engineer will prepare the
internal close out forms. The cngineer will verify and reconcile the monthly accounting
statements and will prepare memos for adjustments and corrections when necessary. The
engineer will approve and process invoices received from subconsultants and vendors
providing services to the engineer throughout the design phases of the project. The engineer
will prepare and submit monthly invoices to the owner for services provided to the owner
and for costs incurred by the engineer and their subconsultants. It is anticipated that a total of
six (6) invoices will be prepared and submitted during the course of the project.

8.

Miscellaneous Administration - The engineer will provide miscellaneous project
administration and coordination duties which are not specifically addressed or anticipated in
other project related tasks including telephone conversations with the owner, the state, the
FAA, and other interested parties; disseminating interim project information to the owner, the
state, the FAA, and other interested parties; and organizing, maintaining, and archiving the
project records for six (6) years.

9.

Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program - The eirgineer will update the airport
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program in accordance with 49 CFR Part26,

Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterpises in Department of Transportation
Financial Assistance Programs. The engineer will review the mahodology for evaluating
the availability of DBE businesses to provide services and products for airport projecs in the
Federal fiscal year 20XX. The engineer will review the airport's service area by analyzing
the utilization of DBE businesses on previous airport projects. The engineer will prepare a
legal advertisement describing the revised DBE utilization goal and methodology. The
engineer will deliver the advertisement to the owner to publish in one (l) newspaper as a
public notice to provide a thirty day public comment period. The engineer will submit the
revised DBE program to the FAA Oflice of Civil Rights review and comments. The
engineer will prepare the DBE program annual update on Form 4XXX at the conclusion of
Federal fiscal year 20X)( to reflect the actual DBE utilization on airport projects.
Expemses - The engineer will incur certain miscellaneous project related expenses during this
phase of the work which may include but will not be limited to: meals, lodging, mileage cost at

$0.405 per mile, tolls, overnight shipping, plans, photocopies, photographic materials, equipment
rental, survey materials, long distance telephone calls from the field, and miscellaneous vendor
invoices. These expenses will be included in the engineer's contract with the owner.

ARTICLE E - BIDDING SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ARRANGEMENTS

l.

Bid Documents - The engineer will prepare XX sets of bid documents comprising the
constnrction plans, construction specifications, and construction contract in accordance with
the requirements of the owner, the state, and the FAA.

2,

Bid Advertisement - The engineer will pr€,pare a legal advertisement and deliver it to ttree
(3) newspapers to publish as a solicitation for constnrction bids in accordance with the
owner's bidding procedures. The engineer will deliver the bid advertisement to five (5) plan
viewing Kx)tns for publication in order to maximize the project exposure and generate
widespread consultant interest in the project The angineer will communicate with the plan
viewing Kx)tns and similar industry entities to provide technical information for their
publications. The engineer will notiff the state and the FAA of the project's advertisement.
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3.

Distribute Bid Documents - The angineer will contact consultants who are potential bidders
in order to maximize consultant participation in the project. The engineer will issue the bid
documents to the interested bidders and to five (5) plan viewing roonu. The e,ngineer will
maintain a list of the bid document recipiens including the recipient's name, overnight
mailing address, telephone number, and fax number for use in issuing addenda. The engineer
will distribute the bid docume,nt recipient list to intenested parties if requested by potential
bidders.

4.

Pre-Bid Conferemce - The engineer will attend the pre-bid conference at the airport to present
the project to interested parties and to answer consultants' and subconsultants' questions.
The engineer will conduct a site walk of the project area to allow the consultants and
subconsulunts to observe the existing conditions first-hand and to ask questions regarding
their observations. The engineer will prepare written responses to questions that require
additional information that is not available at the time of the pre-bid conferences. The
engineer will distribute the responses to the bid document recipients and pre-bid conference
attendees.

5.

Bid Questions and Addenda - The engineer will answ€r quetions and provide technical
advice to the potential bidders conceming the bid documents. The engineer will answer
questions and provide technical advice to the owner concerning the bid documents. The
engineer will prepare and issue one (l) adde,nda to the bid document recipients to clari$,
modifu, or correct the bid documents.

6.

Bid Analyses, Recommendation and Award - The engineer will conduct a detailed analpis
of the consultants' bids for completeness and accuracy and will note omissions and
discrepancies. The e,ngineer will compile a bid summary comprising the results of the bids
for distribution to the bid document recipients. The urgineer will write a letter to the owner
recommending the award of the constnrction contract to the apparent low bidder based on the
bid analyses. With the concurrence of the owner, the state and the FAA" the engineer will
issue a written notification to the zuccessful bidder informing the bidder of the bid results.
The engineer will disseminate the bid results to the plan viewing Kx)ms.

7.

Bid Sureties - The engineer will issue letters to the usuccessful bidders returning the bid
sureties, distributing the bid summary, and describing the bid results. The engineer will
return the bid surety to the successful bidder after the bidder has executed the constnrction
contract. The eirgineer will return the bid surety to the second low bidder after the successful
bidder has executed the construction contract.

8.

Conzultant Coordination - The engineer will prepare six (6) copies of the consultant's bid
proposal package for use as the constnrction contract document. The engineer will
coordinate with and provide information to the consultant to facilitate the preparation and
execution of the construction contract document. The engineer will review the consultant's
construction contract for accuracy and completeness before zubmitting the document to the
own€tr for frnal signatures. The e,ngineer will prepare a checklist of tasks to be performed by
the owner to fully execute the constnrction contract. The engineer will distribute the
constnrction contract documents at the preconstnrction conference.

will incur certain project related expenses during this phase of the work
which may include but will not be limited to: meals, lodging, mileage cost at $0.405 per mile,
Expenses - The engineer

tolls, overnight shipping, plans, photocopies, photographic materials, equipment rental, survey
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materials, long distance telephone calls from the field, and miscellaneous vendor invoices.
will be included in the engineer's contract with the owner.

These expenses

ARTICLE F . CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION

l.

Proconstruction Conference - The engineer will coordinate the time, date, and location of the
preconstnrction conference. The engineer will notift the owner, the FAA, the state, the
consultant, the resident engineer, and other interested parties of the preconstruction
conference and will invite their represe,ntatives to attend. The engineer will conduct the
preconstruction conference in accordance with FAA AC 150/5300-9, Predesign, Prebid, and
Preconstntction Conferences for Airport Grant Projects, to ensure that the attendees are
aware of the design, construction, and safety require,mants of the project and are informed of
their individual responsibilities.

2.

Shop Drawing Review - The engineer will rwiew the shop drawings and materials submittals
that are fumished by the consultant as required by the constnrction contract documents. The
engineer will either fully approve, conditionally approve, or reject the shop drawings and
materials. The engineer will retum conditionally approved and rejected shop drawings and
materials submittals to the consultant for changes or revisions prior to the use of the materials
on the project. The engineer will review only one resubmission of a conditionally approved
or rejected shop drawing or submittal. The engineer will pre,pare and maintain a submittal
register identifying the submittal number, descriptioq specification sectiorq specification
paragraptr, received date, action date, and action taken. The engineer will distribute copies of
the submittals and the updated submittal register to the owner and the consultant.

3.

Conskr.rction Administration - The engineer will provide general consultation and advice to
the ov,rner during the consfitrction phase of the project. The engineer will provide general
coordination betrpeen the owner, the state, and the FAA during the constnrction phase of the
project. The engineer will assist the owner with the preparation and issuance of change
orders, recommend construction specification waivers, and advise the owner as to the
consultant's performance. The engineer will review daily progress reports, monthly
construction progress repofts, wage survey records, and certifred payrrolls. The engineer will
distibute copies of the monthly construction progress reports to the owner, the FAA, and the
state.

a.

The engineer

will provide general supervision and support to the resident engineer

including, but not limited to, coordinating field suney personnel, processing the
resident engineer's weekly time sheets and expense sheets, providing technical
documentation, providing field oflice supplies and materials, performing constnrction
contract interpretation, anallzing unusual or unique developme,nts or complications
during construction" and communicating and corresponding with the consultant
regarding contract adrrinistration, project changes, bonding and insurance issues, and
other constnrction related matters.

b.
4.

Site

will communicate and coordinate with the consultant on a regular basis
throughout the construction phase of the project in the form of teleconfenences, letters,
msmos, fanes, and email.
The engineer

Visis - The angineer will

malce visits to the construction site to observe the progress,
safetn and quality of the construction. The engineer will coordinate the site visits with the
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owner and representatives of the electrical and structural divisions. The engineer's
representatives will meet with the representatives of the owner and the consultant to discuss
the project's progress and to identiff areas of concern to facilitate the construction.

5.

Final Inspection - The engineer will conduct a site walk and final inspection of the project to
confirm the completeness and quality of the construction. The engineer will coordinate the
date and time of the final inspection via teleconferences, letters, faxes and email to the
owner, the FAA, the state, the resident €nglneer, and the consultant. The engineer will
prepare a summary r€port of the final inspection, including a punch list of work items that the
consultant must accomplish to complete the project. The engineer will distribute the
sunmary report to the owner, the FAA, the state, the resident engrneer, and the consultant.

6.

Record fhawings - The engineer will prepare four (4) sets of paper copies of the record
drawings and final quantities representing the completed project and reflecting the actual
work accomplished during constnrction. The engineer will distibute the four (a) sets of
record drawings to the owner, the FAA, and the state for signatures. The engineer will
prepare and distribute one (l) set of mylar copies ofthe record drawings to the owner after
the record drawings have been signed by all parties. The englnoer will provide the owner
with electronic files of the record drawings in AutoCAD DWG format and PDF format on

CD-ROM.

7.

Airport Iayout Plan Drawing - The engineer will update the electonic versions of the
Ultimate Airport Layout Plan drawing which is identified as Sheet 3 of the Airport Layout
Plan drawing set. The engineer will update the drawing to reflect the actual work
accomplished by the project.

8. Arport Terminal

Area Plan Drawing - The engineer will update the electronic version of the
Airport Terminal Area Plan drawing which is identified as Sheet 4 of the Airport Layout Plan
drawing set. The engineer will update the drawing to reflect the actual work accomplished
by the project and prwious airport development.

9.

Project Close Out Report - The engineer will prepare the final project documentation in the
form of a project close out report that consolidates the project related information that will be
required by the FAA to formally close out the project. The engineer will include in the close
out report all general, fiscal, miscellanoous, e,ngineering and construction information, and
submissions/certifications listed on the FAA project closure summary checklist. The
engineer will distribute one (l) copy of the project close out report each to the owner, the

FAA and the state.
Expenses - The eirgineer will incur certain project related sxpenses during this phase of the work
which may include but will not be limited to: meals, lodging, mileage cost at $0.405 per mile,
tolls, overnight shipping, plans, photocopis, photographic materials, equipment rential, survey
materials, and long distance telephone calls from the field. These expenses will be included in
the engineer's contract with the owner.

Outside Services - The engineer will incur certain project related costs during the construction
administration phase of the work in the form of subconsultant costs for geotechnical testing
services. These costs will be included in the engineer's contract with the owner.
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ARTICLE G - TECHNICAL OBSERVATION OF CONSTRUCTION

l.

Resident Engineer - The engineer will provide a qualified constnrction resident engineer to
observe that the coililruction is carried out in reasonable conformity with the contract
documents and in accordance with the customary practices of professional engineers and
consultants. The resident engineer will be available for both full-time and part-time
construction observation services during the 90 calendar day duration of the project as
required by the nature of the ongoing construction activities.
For budgeting purposes, the resideirt engineer can be available sixteen (16) hours per
week for twelve (12) weeks including travel time for a total of 192 hours during the
ooume of the constnrction. The resident engineer can also be available for eight (8)
hours to attend the final inspection. Variations to this proposed manhour distribution
may be necessary as the work progresses but must not exceed 200 manhours.
Additional manhours for the resident engineer must be addressed by a supplemental
agreement.

The resident engineer will be the engineer's primary contact with the consultant and
their subconsultants during the course of constnaction. The resident engineer will be
available to meet with the representatives of the owner, the FAA, the state, and other
interested parties at the project location. The reside,nt engineer will coordinate and
supervise the engineer's subconsultants and personnel who are performing on-site
testing, snrveying, or other project related services.
c.

The resident engineer will monitor and coordinate the construction progress; will
coordinate with the owner, the engineer, and the conzultant; will provide constnrction
oversight to ensure that the work is proceeding according to the construction contract
documents; and will notiff the engineer if problems, disputes, or changes arise during
the course of construction.

d.

The resident engneer will prepare and maintain cost estimates and constnrction
quantity estimates for use in preparing monthly paym€Nrt reimburserneirt requests and
for monitoring the progress of the consultant's work. The resident engineer will
prepare daily construction progress reports of the constnrction activities that are
observed and will submit the reports to the e,ngineer for review. The resident engineer
will prepare monthly construction summary reports of completed work that has been
accepted and approved by the consultant and will submit the reports to the engineer for

review.
The resident engineer will conduct Federal wage rate surveys with the consultant's
personnel and their subconsultants'personnel to ensure compliance with the U.S.

Deparfinent of Labor regulations for fiderally fundd constnrction projects. The
resident engineer will submit the wage rate survey records to the engineer for review.
The resident engineer will assist the consultant with constnrction surveying to identifo
the limits of worh to determine elevations and grades, to locate physical features
discovered during the course of constnrction, and to calculate quantities of materials
either removed or utilized on the project. The consultant's construction survey data
will be incorporated into the record drawings at the completion of the project. The
engineer will provide the resident engineer with CADD support to plot the results of
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the constnrction survey data and to g€nerate electronic drawings, sketches,
at the request of the resident engineer to facilitate the constnrction.

JI'T'

Expases - The engineer will incur certain project related expenses during the course of the
technical observation of constnrction phase of the work which may include but will not be
limited to: meals, lodgng, mileage cost at $0.405 per mile, tolls, ovemight shipping, blueprints,
photocopies, photogrryhic materials, equipment rental, survey materials, long distance telephone
calls from the field, and miscellaneous vendor invoices. These expenses will be included in the
engineer's contract with the owner.

Outside Services - The engineer will incur certain project related costs during the technical
observation phase of the work in the form of geotechnical subconsultant costs for quality
assurance testing of construction materials and practices. These costs will be included in the
engineer's contract with the owner.
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APPENDIX

D. CONSULTANT SERVICES FEE'COSTS SATiPLE

This example can be modified as n@essary for any type of project.
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APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

F. RECORD OF NEGONAilONS SA]IIPLE

ARCHITECTTIRAL AIID ENGINEERING SERVICES
DATE:
Job

Title

Location:
Anticipated A. I.P. Grant:

l.

The consulting firm of XYZ was selected on January }L,2OX7., from those consultants who
submitted their qualifications. A scope of work and detailed independent cost estimate in the
amount of 544,364 for the design phase and $54,956 for the constnrction phase were
prepared by the sponsor on February 2l and submitted to the ADo on February 23.

2.

The scope of work and request for fee proposal were sent toXYZConsultants on February
23.

3.

The meeting was held on February 2l withthe sponsor, consultant, and FAA to ensure the
consultant had a thorough understanding of the scope of work.

4.

The consultant submitted their fee proposal for the work on March 2, broken down as

follows:
Design Phase $58,224
Constnrction Phase $66,345

5.

A detailed cost analysis comparing the detailed independent estimate with the consultant's
fee proposal was done on March 6 and negotiation objectives were established.

6.

The sponsor's negotiator, Mr. A called Mr. X of XYZ Consultants on March 7 to discuss the
fee proposal. It was agreed that the constnrction duration of 60 days was adequate. The
consultant was told that their overhead rate appeared high and asked to submit a detailed
statement of overhead experures for the previous year to verify their rate. Also the man hours
for the principal and project manager seerned excessive. It was also noted that both a
resident engineer and an inspector w€re not needed on the construction site fulltime. The
surveying manhours during construction were also excessive. The consultant agreed to
revise their fee proposal and resubmit it to the sponsor.

7.

The consultant submitted a revised fee proposal for the work on March 9, broken down as

follows:
Design Phase $51,286

Construction Phase 559,432

8.

The detailed cost analysis was revised on March
proposal.

9.

The sponsor's negotiator met with Mr. X of XYZ Consultants at the sponsor's office on
March 13. Ineligible costs for entertainment and interest expense were deleted from the
consultanfs overhead and an acceptable overhead rate of 134 perce,lrt was agreed upon. A
combined time of 60 man hours for the principal and project manager were agreed upon
allowing 15 for the principal and 45 for the project manager. The consultant's figures of 302
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civil work hous, 120 electrical work hous, and 410 drafting work hours were accepted. The
consultant agreed to have a full time inspector on the job with a resident engineer also on the
job one third of the time. The constnrction surveying work hours were reduced to 32 hours
of a three-man cnew. The consultant ageed to make the discussed changes and submit a
final fee proposal.
10. The consultant submitted a final fee proposal for the work on March 14, broken down as

follows:
Design Phase $47,324
Constnrction Phase $56,658
I

l.

The final fee proposal is considered reasonable by the sponsor. A conmct has been prepared
for the agreement between the sponsor and consultant. The scope of work, draft contract,
sponsoy's independent cost estimate, consultant's fee proposals with revisions and detailed
cost analysis are attached to this record of negotiation and hereby submitted to the ADO for a
reasonableness of cost determination.

12. The negotiations were conducted in good faith to ensure the fees are fair and reasonable. The
procedures outlined in AC 150/5100-14 have been followed.

Sponsofs Signature
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G.l
G.l.l

G. ALTERNANVE PROJECT DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Nternative Project Delivery Systems.
Altemative project delivery systerns (APDS) are popular construction methods in State
and local governments. The philosophy behind these tlpes of delivery systems is that
there is a potential to reduce delivery time and minimize change orders that results in
overall lower costs and greater effrciency.

G.|.2 Before undertaking alternative project delivery for an AIP funded project, the
conditions for the project must be evaluated to determine if alternative delivery is more
beneficial than the traditional design-bid-build method. The information contained in
this appardix is offered to provide Sponsors with some insight when pursuing
alternative project delivery. Sponsors should follow all applicable State and local laws
but must include the required Federal contract clauses and provisions in the
procurement documents. See Title 2 CFR $ 200.326.
G.2

Alternative Project Delivery System Requirements.
The ADO must approve the use of an alternative project delivery system in advance of
the project starting. The Sponsor must submit the following documentation to the ADO
for review:

1.

A description of the delivery system to be used.

2.
3.

A full description of the project with preliminary drawings of the proposed work.
Documentation that provides the reason and justification for using the alternative

delivery system.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
G.3

Documentation that the selection process is allowed under State or local law.

An organizational chart that shows contractual relationships between all the parties.

A staternent describing what safeguards are in place to prevent conflicts of interest.
Documentation that the system will be as op€n, fair and objoctive as the traditional
design-bid-build project delivery s),stem.
Documentation of the amount of experience the parties involved in the project have
in the proposed project delivery method.

Alternative Project Delivcry ltems Not Nlowed Under AIP.
Because of fiferal contract and procure,ment requirements, some of the characteristics
of APDS are not eligible on AIP funded projects. Some of these include:

l. Early completion bonuscs
2. Cost overnms greater than l5%
3. Shared cost savings
G-l
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4. Sponsorconting€ncycosts
5. Price escalation
6. Sponsor insurance costs
7. In-state or local preferences
G.4

Design-BuildProjectDelivery.

G.4.1

49 U.S.C 947142 establishes design-build contracting as an approvable form of project
delivery under AIP. Under the statute, design-build contracting is defined as an
agreement that provides for both design and construction of a project by a single
confractor. That contractor holds responsibility for the entire contract. Design-build
may provide cost savings because of time savings in the contacting process as well as
earlier start of construction.

G.4.2

Design-build project delivery can be performed by a single company with both design
and constnrction ability in-house, or by a joint venture working under a single designbuild conhact. Design-build services can be performed under all the contractual
methods used for construction including lump-rum, cost reimbursable with not-toexceed ceiling (excluding cost-plus-perce,lrtage of costs) and time and material. If an
outside firm is used to develop the initial qualifications package, that firm may not
participate as a competing party or sub-party in step 2. Howwer, they may participate
as a Sponsor representative on the selection board. Design fees are part of the overall
oontact price, but are separatd as a subset ofthe total price. Contracting for designbuild services can be done tbrough a two-st€p Competitive Proposal Selection (CPS) as
described below:

l.

2.

Step one: The Sponsor prepares a design criteria package for the project using inhouse staffor a separate professional services firm. The Sponsor also advertises for
Design-Build firms or Joint Veirtures to submit a qualifications package for
consideration of the proposed project Interested firms will respond to the
solicitation, and are short-listed using a similar process used for QBS.
Step two: The design criteria package is issued to the short listed firm or teams,
who respond with separate technical and price proposals. 49 U.S.C 547142 requires
at least 3 firms submit proposals. Tehnical proposals which include preliminary
drawings, outline specifications, and project schedules, are evaluated first, using a
numerical points earned system. Then, price proposals are opened and prices are
factored into the points earned system to decide the final selection

G.5

ConstructionManager-At-Risk(CM-A-R).

G.5.1

Utilizing the CM-A-R delivery systefir, the Sponsor e,ngages a professional services
design fimr and in the early design phase, a constnrction manager/general contractor
(CM-A-R) is selected.

G-2
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The design firm is selected using professional serices QBS. The CM-A-R is selected
using a two-step competitive proposal.

l.

Step one: The sponsor and design firm prepare a RFQ with preliminary project
information and use qualifications based criteria to rank and short list the top firms.

2.

Step two: More detailed design information is provided to the short listed firms
who reply with price information for various iterns such as, profit/contactor fee,
insurance, bonding and general conditions.

G.5.3

The CM-A-R is then selected with qualifrcations and price as a consideration.

G.5.4

After selection, the sponsor then negotiates the fees for pre-constnrction services that
may include:

l. Design document reviews
2. Constnrction scheduling and sequencing
3. Cost Estimating at various stages of the design
4. Constnrctability reviews with recommended cost savings based on construction
expertise.

G.5.5

At some point either in the design stage or after subcontractor bidding, the CM-A-R and
the Sponsor negotiate a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) for the project. The GMP
is generally comprised of constnrction/ materials, contractor fee, general conditions,
insurance, bonding and a contingency percentage which varies depending on the state of
the design. The Sponsor and the design firm are directly involved in fixing the GMP
through cost estimating at different levels of design completion, typically the 30, 60,
and9Oo/o completion levels. Some State and local laws require that the GMP can only
be fixed after the CM-A-R publically bids the project design packages.

G.5.6

If the CM-A-R

and the Sponsor cannot agree on a GMP, the project may be converted
to the traditional design-bid-build method. Please consult the FAA program manager to

discuss any cotsequeNrces associated with such a change.

G.5.7

During the constnrction phase, the CM-A-R role is of a general contactor. Since the
GMP is designed to prevent cost ovemrns for the Sponsor, the CM-A-R bears the
responsibility for ensuring the project stays on schedule, within budget and conforms to
the plans and specifications.
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ATTACHMENTC

ilIEAD & HUNT, !nc.
Western Standard Billlng Rate Schedule
Effective January 1, 2015
Standard Billlng Rates

Editor...........
$103.00 / hour
Editor...........
........ $152.00 / hour
Registered Land Surveyor.................
.. $117.00 / hour
Accounting, Administrative Assistant......
$95.00 / hour
Technician l, Technical Writer.,........
..... $88.00 / hour
Technician l!, Surveyor - Instrument Person
$103.00 / hour
Technician ll! ................
.$111.00/hour
Technician 1V.................
. $134.00 / hour
Senior Technician.............
$160.00 / hour
Engineer l, Scientist l, Architec{ l, Planner t...................
$12'1.00 / hour
Engineer l!, Scientist !1, Architect ll, Planner l!...................
$133.fi) / hour
Engineer tlt ................
.... $144.f) / hour
Senior Engineer, Senior Scientist, Senior Architect, Senior Planner, Senior Econombt........ $164.00 / hour
P0ect Engineer, Projec{ Scientist, Project Architect, Proiect Phnner........
..,.,, $177.00 / hour
Senior Projecf Engineer, Senior Project Scientist, Senior Proiect Architec{,
Senior Proiecf Phnner........
$216.00 / hour
Senior Associate...............
$263.fi) / hour
Senior Client/Project Manager......
....... $273.00 / hour
Intedor Designer, Technical

Senbr

Erpenses

Systems
Equipment...
Expenses...................

Geographic lnformation or GPS
Total Station Survey
Charges for other equipment may apgear in a proposal
Out-Of-Pocket Direc{ Job
Such as reproductions, sub+onsultants / contractors, etc.

$32.00 / hour
......... $16.00 / hour
....... cost ptus 15%

Billing & Payment
Travel time is charged for work required to be performed out-ofoffice. A minimum of two hourc will be billed for
any wolk outofofiice.

lnvoicing is on a monthly basis forwork perbrmed. Payment for services is due within 30 days from the date of
the invoice. An interest charge ol 1 .5o/o per month is made on the unpaid balance starting 30 days afier the date
of invoice.
This schedule of billing rates is effective January 1,20'15, and will rcmain in effect until Decenrber 31, 2015, untess
unforeseen increases in operationalcosts are encountercd. We reserve the right to change rates to reflec{ such
increases.

ATTACHMENT D
INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANGE PROVISION

I.
A.

INDEMNIFICATION

The Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the County, its Special
Districts, elected and appointed officers, employees, agents and volunteers ("County
lndemnitees") from and against any and all liability, including but not limited to
demands, claims, actions, fees, costs and expenses (including attorney and expert
witness fees), arising from and/or relating to this Contract, except for such loss or
damage arising from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the County
Indemnitees.

B. To the fullest extent permitted by California Civil Code Section 2782.8, lhe
Consultant shall (1) immediately defend and (2) indemnify the County, its Special

Districts, elected and appointed officers, employees, agents and volunteers
(lndemnified Party) from and against all liabilities, regardless of nature or type that arise
out of, pertain to, or relate to the negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct of the
Consultant, or its employees, agents, or subcontractors. Liabilities subject to the duties
to defend and indemnify include, without limitation, all claims, losses, damages,
penalties, fines, and judgments; associated investigation and administrative expenses;
defense costs, including but not limited to reasonable attomeys' fees; court costs; and
costs of alternative dispute resolution. The Consultant's obligation to indemnify applies
unless it is finally adjudicated that the liability was caused by the sole active negligence
or sole willful misconduct of an indemnified party. lf it is finally adjudicated that liability is
caused by the comparative active negligence or willful misconduct of an indemnified
party, then Consultant's indemnification obligation shall be reduced in proportion to the
established comparative liability.

II.

GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR ALL INSURANCE COVEMGE

Without limiting Contracto/s indemnification of County, and in the performance of
this Contract and until all of its obligations pursuant to this Contract have been met,
Contractor shall provide and maintain at its own expense insurance coverage satisfying
the requirements specified in paragraphs ll and lll of this Attachment. These minimum
insurance coverage terms, types and limits (the "Required lnsurance") also are in
addition to and separate from any other contractual obligation imposed upon Gontractor
pursuant to this Contract. The County in no way warrants that the Required lnsurance
is sufficient to protect the Contractor for liabilities which may arise from or relate to this
Contract.

A.
.

Evidence of Coverage and Notice to County

Certificate(s) of insurance coverage (Certificate) satisfactory to County, and a
copy of an Additiona! lnsured endorsement confirming County and its Agents

(defined below) has been given lnsured status under the Contracto/s General
Liability policy, shall be delivered to County at the address shown below and
provided prior to commencing services under this Contract.

.

Renewal Certificates shall be provided to County not less than 10 days prior to
Contracto/s policy expiration dates. The County reserves the right to obtain
complete, certified copies of any required Contractor and/or Sub-Contractor
insurance policies at any time.

.

Certificates shall identify all Required Insurance coverage types and limits
specified herein, reference this Contract by name or number, and be signed by
an authorized representative of the insurer(s). The lnsured party named on the
Certificate shall match the name of the Contractor identified as the contracting
party in this Contract. Certificates shall provide the full name of each insurer
providing coverage, its NAIC (National Association of lnsurance Commissioners)
identification number, its financial rating, the amounts of any policy deductibles or
self-insured retentions exceeding fifty thousand ($50,000.00) dollars, and list any
County required endorsement forms.

.

Neither the County's failure to obtaln, nor the County's receipt of, or failure to
object to a non-complying insurance certificate or endorsement, or any other
insurance documentation or information provided by the Contractor, its insurance
broker(s) and/or insurer(s), shall be construed as a waiver of any of the Required
lnsurance provisions.

Certificates and cooies

of anv

required endorsements shall be emailed

to

the

Contract Administrator.

Contractor also shall promptly report to County any injury or property damage
accident or incident, including any injury to a Contractor employee occuning on
County property, and any loss, disappearance, destruction, misuse, or theft of
County property, monies or securities entrusted to Contractor. Contractor also
shall promptly notify County of any third party claim or suit filed against
Contractor or any of its Sub-Contractors which arises from or relates to this
Contract, and could result in the filing of a claim or lawsuit against Contractor
and/or County.

B.

Additional lnsured Status and Scope of Coverage

The County of Los Angeles, its Special Districts, Elected Officials, Officers,
Agents, Employees and Volunteers (collectively County and its Agents) shall be
provided additional insured status under Contractor's General Liability policy with
respect to liability arising out of Contracto/s ongoing and completed operations
performed on behalf of the County. County and its Agents additional insured status
shall apply with respect to liability and defense of suits arising out of the Contractor's
acts or omissions, whether such liability is attributable to the Contractor or to the
County. The full policy limits and scope of protection also shal! apply to the County and

its Agents as an additional insured, even if they exceed the County's minimum Required

lnsurance specifications herein. Use of an automatic additional insured endorsement
form is acceptable providing it satisfies the Required Insurance provisions herein.

C.

Cancellation of or Changes in lnsurance

Contractor sha!! provide County with, or Contractor's insurance policies shall
contain a provision that County shall receive, written notice of cancellation or any
change in Required lnsurance, including insurer, limits of coverage, term of coverage or
policy period. The written notice shall be provided to Gounty at least ten (10) days in
advance of cancellation for non-payment of premium and thirty (30) days in advance for
any other cancellation or policy change. Failure to provide written notice of cancellation
or any change in Required lnsurance may constitute a material breach of the Contract,
in the sole discretion of the County, upon which the County may suspend or terminate
this Contract.

D.

Failure to Maintain lnsurance

Contractor's failure to maintain or to provide acceptable evidence that it
maintains the Required lnsurance shall constitute a material breach of the Contract,
upon which County immediately may withhold payments due to Contractor, and/or
suspend or terminate this Contract. County, at its sole discretion, may obtain damages
from Contractor resulting from said breach. Alternatively, the County may purchase the
Required lnsurance, and without further notice to Contractor, deduct the premium cost
from sums due to Contractor or pursue Contractor reimbursement.

E.

lnsurer Financia! Ratings

Coverage shall be placed with insurers acceptable to the County with A.M. Best
ratings of not less than A:Vll unless otherwise approved by County.

F.

Contracto/s Insurance Shall Be Primary

Contractor's insurance policies, with respect to any claims related to this
Contract, shall be primary with respect to all other sources of coverage available to
Contractor. Any County maintained insurance or self-insurance coverage shall be in
excess of and not contribute to any Contractor coverage.

G.

Waivers of Subrogation

To the fullest extent permitted by !aw, the Contractor hereby waives its rights and
its insurer(s)' rights of recovery against County under all the Required lnsurance for any
loss arising from or relating to this Contract. The Contractor shall require its insurers to
execute any waiver of subrogation endorsements which may be necessary to effect
such waiver.

H.

Sub-ContractorlnsuranceCoverageRequirements

Contractor shall include all Sub-Contractors as insureds under Contractor's own
policies, or shall provide County with each Sub-Contracto/s separate evidence of
insurance coverage. Contractor shall be responsible for verifying each Sub-Contractor
complies with the Required Insurance provisions herein, and sha!! require that each
Sub-Contractor name the County and Contractor as additional insureds on the SubContracto/s General Liability policy. Contractor shall obtain County's prior review and
approval of any Sub-Contractor request for modification of the Required Insurance.

l.

Deductibles and Self-lnsured Retentions (SlRs)

Contracto/s policies shall not obligate the County to pay any portion of any
Contractor deductible or SlR. The County retains the right to require Contractor to
reduce or eliminate policy deductibles and SlRs as respects the County, or to provide a
bond guaranteeing Contractor's payment of all deductibles and SlRs, including a!!
related claims investigation, administration and defense expenses. Such bond shall be
executed by a corporate surety licensed to transact business in the State of California.

J.

Claims Made Coverage

lf any part of the Required lnsurance is written on a claims made basis, any
policy retroactive date shall precede the effective date of this Contract. Contractor
understands and agrees it shall maintain such coverage for a period of not less than
three (3) years following Contract expiration, termination or cancellation.

K.

Application of Excess Liability Coverage

Contractors may use a combination of primary, and excess insurance policies
which provide coverage as broad as the underlying primary policies, to satisfy the
Required lnsurance provisions.

L.

Separation of lnsureds

All liability policies sha!! provide cross-liability coverage as would be afforded by
the standard ISO (lnsurance Services Office, lnc.) separation of insureds provision with
no insured versus insured exclusions or limitations.

M.

Alternative Risk Financing Programs

The County reserves the right to review, and then approve, Contractor use of
self-insurance, risk retention groups, risk purchasing groups, pooling arrangements and
captive insurance to satisfy the Required lnsurance provisions. The County and its
Agents shal! be designated as an Additional Covered Party under any approved
program.

4
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N.

County Review and Approval of lnsurance Requirements

The County reserves the right to review and adjust the Required lnsurance
provisions, conditioned upon County's determination of changes in risk exposures.

!II.
A.

INSUMNCE COVEMGE

Commercial General Liability insurance (providing scope of coverage equivalent
to ISO policy form CG 00 01), naming County and its Agents as an additional insured,
with limits of not less than:
General Aggregate:
Products/Completed Operations

$2 million

Aggregate:

$1 million

Personal and Advertising lnjury:

$1 million

Each Occurrence:

$1 million

B.

Automobile Liability insurance (providing scope of coverage equivalent to ISO
policy form CA 00 01) with limits of not less than $1 million for bodily injury and property
damage, in combined or equivalent split limits, for each single accident. lnsurance shall
cover liability arising out of Contracto/s use of autos pursuant to this Contract, including
owned, leased, hired, and/or non-owned autos, as each may be applicable.

C.

Workers Compensation and Employers' Liability insurance or qualified selfinsurance satisfying statutory requirements, which includes Employers' Liability
coverage with limits of not less than $1 million per accident. lf Contractor will provide
feased employees, or, is an employee leasing or temporary staffing firm or a
professiona! employer organization (PEO), coverage also shall include an Altemate
Employer Endorsement (providing scope of coverage equivalent to lSO policy form WC
00 03 01 A) naming the County as the Alternate Employer, and the endorsement form
shall be modified to provide that County wil! receive not less than thirty (30) days
advance written notice of cancellation of this coverage provision. lf applicable to
Contracto/s operations, coverage also sha!! be arranged to satisfy the requirements of
any federal workers or workmen's compensation Iaw or any federal occupational
disease law.

D.

ProfessionalLiability/ErrorsandOmissions

lnsurance covering Contracto/s liability arising from or related to this Contract,
with limits of not less than $1 million per claim and $2 million aggregate. Further,
Contractor understands and agrees it shall maintain such coverage for a period of not
less than three (3) years following this Contract's expiration, termination or cancellation.

